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,\PPENDIX ,â. - RÅTINGS: 13rtt-491t| KOIIA'KU (1962-1'998)

This appendix summarises Kohaku ratings according to region. Ratings are calculated

for the terrestrial NHK-G version of the programme and not the NHK BSR-2 satellite

broadcast. Table 4.1 below presents data for the period when ratings wete calculated

for the entire programme and Table Ä.2, ovedeaf, documents ratings according to

programme halves, In accordance with the system introduced from 1989. The blank

cells in each table indicate that ratings were not yet measured for these tegions.

Table A./. Ptogramme Ratings: the 13th-39d' Kohakø (1962-1'988)

Edition Year Kanto

%

Kansai Nagola Kitaklashø SaPPoro

%%%%

81.5
72.5 t8.t

Hiroshima

58.7
54.9

59.5
55.1

52.9

51,.6

46.5

51,.4

Sendai

%

Shiryoka
%

80.5

72.0
69.1

64.4
61,.7

%

\irrt
14,t

15,h

1962 80,4
1963 81,.4

1964 72.0
1,965 78.1

1966 74.0
1,967 7 6.7

1968 76.9
1969 69.7

1,970 71.0
L9t1 18.1

1972 80.6

1,973 75.8
r974 74.8
1975 72.0
1976 74.6
1,977 77.0
1.978 '7) C

1,979 77.0
1980 71..1

1981 74.9
1,982 69.9

1983 14.2

16d,

lJ,h
l Bth

19d'

20ú,

)$th
27n

2B,h

29ú,

30,¡

21,,

22",t

23,¿

l{th
25ú,

78.8
18.3
77.7
79.2
67.5

73.2
69.3
14.4
67.6
64.2
68.0
68.8
70.7
53.6

62.6
64.2
71,.5

58.5

61.8
63.L

82.3
83.8
84.1,

77.9
74.1.

75.9
79.5
77.6
83.6

80.1
73.9
75.9
74.2
72.2
66.6
61.9
66.3

60.6
60.1

56.8
53.6

63.9

77.5
81.5
82.9
78.8
75.3
68.0
64.6
12.1
71,.4

14.7

68.8
63.4
63.0
67.3

61..9

67.4
62.9

73.0
76.9
13.1,

72.2
76.6

s8.9
64.7

73.0

31",

J)rð
33'¿

34ú,

35,1

36d,

JJth
38d'

39,¡

1984 78.1

1985 66.0 55.5

54.9
47.8
54.9

1,986 59.4

1.987 55.2

1988 53.9

Source: Video Research Lirnited 2000a:1

73.2
65.2

59.8
61..2

58.3

56.5
46.9

51.1

55.2
58.0

47.7

48.7

60.0

62.0
50.4
52.9
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APPENDIX À: REGIONÂL RATINGS 13rti-49ttI KOHAKU (1962-1998)

Tabte A.2. Ratings Per Programme Half: the 40d' 49d' Kohaka (1989-1998)

Kønto K¿nsai Nagola Ktakluthø Sapporo Hirosbina

%%%%%%

40d'

Edition Year

and half

1 989

1s Half
2"¿ Half

41st 1990

1.,Half
2"¿ HaIf

42f¿ 1991.

1.,Half
2"d lIalf

43'd 1992
1",Half
2"¿ F{alf

44,h 1993

l.tHalf
2"d Half

45il, r994
1,,Half
2"d F{alf

46,h 1,995

1.,Half
2"d lIalf

4'7ù, 1996
1., Half
2"d lIalf

48d' 1997

1.,Half
2"d }Ialf

49rh 1998
l.tHalf
2"dFìaIf

38.s

48.4

JJ.Z

44.0

30.6

51.5

3'.t.2

57.2

30.3

49.8

30.2

47.8

31.8

46.3

34.8

60.3

Sendai

%

ShiTuoka

%

Okalana
Kagawa

o/'/o

40.2

55.2

38.s

47.0

34.9

51.5

44.1

54.s

30.0

42.7

23.8

44.3

29.1

47.4

42.0
50.6

30.3

46.6

26.3

42.5

36.2

46.0

33.4

51.5

42.7

51.8

44.2

57.0

34.5

53.8

37.2

60.3

40.9

55.1

41.7

56.3

45.0

58.4

:t3.2

54.7

31.3

48.4

32.4

53.6

42.7

54.4

27.4

39.8

34.9

43.0

37.4

47.3

35.2

41.6

38.6

45.2

50.6

62.2

32.4

57.0

29.8

52.4

34.2

56.3

43.6

52.7

48.7

57.2

45.6

57.7

28.9

54.8

31.8

44.3

28.7

49.0

27.9

46.6

30.6

42.2

37.'l
45.6

38.5

47.7

42.7

54.8

40.1

51.5

42.4

50.1

39.0

52.8

47.5

55.5

43.9

52.7

44.9

50.4

47.2

51.0

39.1

42.1

41.6

42.9

45.7

48.8

52.9

51.6

41.6

53.9

42.8

51.4

40.2

50.7

40.4

54.L

39.8

47.4

40.3

50.9

43.7

51.5

37.5

45.2

38.1

52.7

41.6

51.0

40.0

50.7

45.4

57.2

Source: Video Research Limited 2000a:1

46.6

60.9

37.6

48.3

44.9

47.5

41.1

54.6

45.5

55.2
44.9

55.9

43.0

51.1

44.3

52.2
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Appendix B

The 50'h Kohaka Communityt
Member Profiles
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The following profìles are presented according to programme order and arc correct as

of 31 Decembet 1999.

1. Moningu Musumeo
An eight-member teen-idol singing group cteated in 1.997 by music producer

TSUNKU. Members of Mõningu Musumeo 
-^ 

n me which ttanslates as 'motning

daughters'-are all, unsuccessful contestants from the television talent pfogfamme

',,\SAY,\N' (TV Tokyo) (another contestant on 'AS,\YAN' was the idol singer

Suzuki Âmi: see 30). Over the years, the group's line up has changed with members

'graduating' from the group anð.f or joining other TSUNI(U-produced ensembles.

Members: Goto Maki, Ishþto ,\ya, Nakazawz Yuko, Abe Natsumi, Iida I(aori,

Yasuda I(ei, Yaguchi Mari and Ichü Sayaka.

2. DA PUMP
A four-membet male rapf vocal group that debuted in 1.997 on the then newly-

formed ,\vex record label. Their nâme can be translated as 'the pump'. The singets

are in their late teens and eady twenties and were discovered at the talent training

institution, Okinawa Actor's School (see 7, 21, and32 for other acts from this school).

Members: Hentona Issa, Okumoto l(en, Tamaki Yukinari and Miyara Shinobu.

3. Flystetic Blue
Forming in Osaka in 1998, the three-member rock/pop band features a female

singer and two male musicians, all aged in their late teens and eady twenties. The

band captuted the interest of music ptoducet Masahide Sakuma, who had wotked

with the prominent band GIAY (see 8), and subsequently became a popular J-pop
act.
Membets: Tama,Naoki and Takuya (no surnames).

4. Something ELse
A guitar-pop band consisting of three men aged in their mid-twenties. The members

were initially street buskers and then rose to fame in late 1998 when they appeared

on the absurd-challenge television programme 'sasame! Denþa Shonen' ('Go Forth!

Radiowave Boy') Q\T!. Their challenge was to remain inside a locked toom until

they composed a song. If the song was not commercially successful, Something ELse

would be forced to disband. The song, named "Røsato chønsÌ' ("Last Chance"), was

successful and the band subsequently performed it in the 50't' Kohaka.

Members: Okubo Nobutaka, Itö Daisuke and Imai Chihiro.

5. Shigemori Ayumi and Hayami Kentarõ
F'emale and male television presenters aged in their late twenties and late thirties,

respectively. The song "Dango 3 þõdaï ("The Three dangoBrothets"), which the duo

performed in the 50't' Koþa/<a, became popular via the children's progrâmme 'O/<,asan

to issho'('NØith Mother') (NHK2).

6. Toba Ichitö
An enka singer aged in his late forties. Priot to his debut tn 1.982, Toba was a

fisherman. He is involved with a chanty that aids chüdren whose parents have died at

sea and is known for his songs about fìshing life and the ocean. His younger brother

is fellow enka singerYamakawa Yutaka þee 13).

,ÀPPENDIX B THE 50rtI KOHAKU COMÀ{UNITY: MEMBE'R PROFILES
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7. MAX
-A singing group comprised of fourwomen aged in their eady twenties. MAX is an

acronym for 'Musical Active eXperience'. All members were trained at the Okinawa
Actor's School (see 2, 21, and 32 for other acts from this school). When singer

A.muro Namie (see 32) was in the group, they were named Namie Amuro and the

Super Monkeys. In 1995, Amuro left the group to pursue a solo career and the

remaining members reformed as MAX. They are under the guidance of the famous

producer/songwriter/performer I(omuro Tetsuya (fot other I(omuro projects, see

32 and34).
Members: Rina, Nana, Mina and Reina (no surnames).

GLAY
A rock band compdsed of four men aged in their late rwenties. GI-AY-an
intentional misspelling of 'grey'-formed in 1988 as a mainstream b/aara-kei (vistal-
style) glam band. At that time, the members were known for their colourful dyed hait,

makeup and their striking costumes. In latet years, however, GI.AY distanced itself
from this genre and exhibited a more subdued image.

Members:Teru, Takuro, Hisashi andJiro (no surnames).

9. Harada Yurr
An enka singer aged in her mid-forties. Following her 1981 debut,Harada struggled

to fìnd success in the industry. In 1,999, however, her song "Tsagara no hand'

("Flowers of Tsugaru") became popular and, in a careet-defining moment, she was

asked to perform in Kohaku for the ftst ume.

10. Yoshi Ikuzö
A singer/songwriters enka singer aged in his mid-forties. Yoshi was a composer

before his 1972 debut. In more recent times he became a stâge and scteen actof,
known for his impeccable comic timing. He and enka singer Maekawa I(yoshi (see

26) are founding members of the 'I)mezawa Theatre Company' which performs

plays based on local themes.

11. Matsu Takako
A pop soloist aged in her eady twenties who hails from a respected kabaki family.

Matsu made her debut as a singer in 1.997 but is better known fot het acting talents

and her beauty. She appears in stage musicals, television dramas and models in
various commercials.

72. t9
A neo-folk trio comprised of two musicians aged in their earþ trwenties and one non-

petforming lyricist/cover-art illustrator who is aged in his mid-t'u¡enties. trollowing its

formarion in 1998, 19 busked in the streets of Hiroshima and Tokyo. The band rose

to fame when its second single "Ano kamihikoki kamoriryra watte" ("That Paper Plane

\X/ill Break Through the Cloudy Sky") was chosen as the spdng campaign song for
TBS. This song was also performed in the 50't' Kohaka.

Members: I(enji, I(eigo and Nakamura Mitsuru þenname '326).

'\PPENDIX B THE 5OTH KOHAKU COMÀ{UNITY: MEMBER PROFILES
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,å.PPENDIX B - THE 50rtt KOHAKU COI\{MUNITY: MEMBER PROFILES

13. Yarnakawa Yutaka
An enka singer aged in his eady foties. Since his 1981 debut, Yamakawa has forged a

successful career as a singer and âctor, frequently performing with his older brother,
enkø singer Toba Ichirõ (see 6).

1,4. Kozai Kaori
An enka singer aged in her mid-thirties who occasionally composes her own lydcs.

Kõzzi debuted in 1988 as a traditional minlo folk singer and later turned to enka,

although her concerts regulady include a vaitety of popular music genres.

15. Saiiö Hideki
A pop singer aged in his mid-forties. Saijö was 'discovered' by a talent scout and he

debured tn 1,972, quickly becoming a popular teen idol. He was known fot his

fashionable long hair and good looks, and began acting in fìlms and in television
dramas. He achieved an even higher level of fame when his 1979 song 'Young Man

(Y.M.C.A.)"-2 çe1¡s¡ version of song by American group the Village People-
became a nation-wide hit. Since then, he has maintained a ptominent position in the

entertainment wodd and has matured as a singer whjle still retaining his fun-loving,
youthful attitude.

16. Nakamura Mitsuko
An enka singer aged in her late forties. Before her 1986 debut, Nakamura sang

kawachi ondo, a regional folk song style dedved from the I(awachi area of Osaka, and

roþoka, a form of vocal storytelling with a shamisen accompaniment. Since then she

has performed a variety of gentes in a long-running Osaka television programme and

in stage productions.

L7. Kitoro
,\ duo consisting of female singer/songwriters aged in their earþ twenties. The name

'I(iroro'is derived from the r\inu word 'kiroru', meaning'wide path'. The two women
mer in high school and formed the group ín 1996, winning a music contest in
Okinawa with the song "Nagøi aida" ("A Long Time"). It was released on a maiot
record label in 1998 which gave the duo national exposure.

Membets: Tamashiro Chihanr and I(nio Ayano.

18. Horiuchi Takao
A. male enka stnger/songwriter aged in his earþ fifties. Horiuchi debuted in 1'969 as a

soloist and in 1,972 he formed the folk band -Alice wtth enka singer Tanimura Shinji
(see 50). In recent times, he is widely known as a soloist and ftequently makes guest

appearances on television.

19. Godai Natsuko
An enka singer aged in her late thirties, Godai is known for her refìned beaury and

singing traditional enka songs. She signed to a maior record label and debuted in 1984

Her fame increased in the late 1980s and she won several major industry awards.
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20. TOKIO
,\n all-male pop/rock band consisting of fìve men aged in theit early to late twenties.

The band debuted in 1,994. Unlike mâny other idol acts, all members play

instrumenrs. TOI(IO (a modern way of writing'Tokyo') hails from the talent agency

Johnny's (lnot<o linasho) and forms part of a larger group called J-trriends which

includes fellowJohnny's acts I(nki l(ids and V6 (see 31 and 42 for other Kohaku acts

fromJohnny's).
Members: Jõshima Shigeru, Yamaguchi Tatsuya, I{okubun Taichi, Matsuoka

Masahiro and Nagase Tomoya.

21. SPEED
An all-female vocal group consisting of four members aged in their mid to late teens.

The SPEED girls trained together at the Okinawa Âctor's School (see 2, 7 and 32 for
other acts from this school) and are known for their coordinated dance routines and

dance/pop songs. The group's frst single was teleased in 1996 and the teenagers

quickly became one of the most popular acts in Japan, touring widely and appearing

in countless television programmes'
Members: Arakaki Hitoe, Imai Eriko, I)ehzra Takako and Shimabukuro Hiroko.

22. Godaigo
An all-male folk/rock band with five members aged in their mid to late forties. The

band formed tn 1.976 and had many hit songs from their soundttack for the late-

1970s cult television programme'Saþukl (fJTÐ, known in Australia as 'Monkey'

(see 33 for another Kohaka act associated with 'Sajak/). Godaigo's mix of Japanese
and foreign members and its strong use of English lyrics have distinguished it from
other bands inJapan. Godaigo disbanded in 1985 and reunited in 1999.

Members: Takekawa Yukihide, Yoshino Mickie, Asano Takami, Tommy Snyder and

Steve Fox.

23. Evety Little Thing
A pop/electronica trio consisting of two male instrumentalists aged in theit earþ

thirties and a female singer in her early twenties. Since its 1996 debut, Every Little
Thing has become a well-respected and enduring band that produces 'quality' songs

which feature synthesised beats and guitar solos.

Members: Mochida I{aori, Ito Ichiro and Igarashi Mitsutu.

24. Kayarna Ywzõ
A male kaykloka soloist aged in his earþ sixties. Kayama initially rose to fame as a

young actor in youth-oriented films during the mid-19(r0s. At that time, he was

influenced by the ereki (electric guitar) boom that was sweeping Japan and he formed

the successful band Yizo I{ayama and the Launchers which emulated this style.

Most recently, he is best known for performing love ballads that were used as theme

songs for his earþ films.

25. Ftuii Ayako
A female enka soloist aged in her late thirties. Fuji's flawless beauty, poise and clear

voice have eatned her the la'beI enka b/in (enka beauty).

,{PPENDIX B - THE SOtrr KOHAKU COI\{N'{UNITY: l\{EMBER PROFILES
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26. JN,Iaekawa Kiyoshi
-4. male enka singer aged in his eady fifties who perfotms a vairety of genres. He

debuted as a soloist n 1,969 and soon after became a singer in the group Uchiyamada

Hiroshi to kuru faibu (Jchryamada Hiroshiand the Cool trive). He re-launched his

successful solo career in 1987. In the 1990s, Maekawa frequently appears on

television and in theâtre productions with fellow enka stnger Yoshi Ikuzô þee 10)

under the name 'Umezawa Theatre Company'.

27. Yaen
-A.n all-male vocal group with eleven members aged approximately in their late thirties.

Nine of the men are technical staff fot the Fuji TV variery progrâmme 'Tonneruqa no

minasan no okage deshitì ('Tunnels: Thanks to Everyone) who initially formed the

group 
^s 

part of a cornic segment for the programme. The remaining two members

of Yaen are rhe comedy duo Tonneruzu (Tunnels), the stars of the show. Yaen is

somewhat of a 'joke group', hence their name which can be translated as 'wild
monkeys', and is known for its lively antics, witty lydcs and its members'unabashedly
amateurish vocals.
Membets: Teru-tin, Shù, Jerry, Gote, Paka, Terunaru, I(an-chan, Takaku, Floshi,

Ilnashi Nodtake and Ishibashi Takaaki.

28. Hamasaki Ayumi
A female pop/dance soioist aged in her earþ twenties. trollowing her 1998 debut,

Hamasaki forged a distinct image characterised by her long and elaborately painted
nails, her modern dress sense and high-pitched nasal voice. Unlike most J-pop
soloists, Flamasaki wdtes her own iyrics and rarcly uses English words.

29. L'arc-en-Ciel
,\n all-male rock band with four membets aged approximately in their thirties. The

band is highly prolific and is known for its serious, contemplative music. Until
recently, L'arc-en-Ciel was thought of as a bfaara-kei (visual-style) band, due to its
members' colourful hair and dress sense-in keeping with the band rìame, a French

word meaning 'rainbow'-þ¡¡ they have recently distanced themselves from this

genfe.
Mcmbers: Hyde, I(en, Tetsu and Yukihiro (no surnames).

30. Suzuki Ami
A female idol aged in her mid-teens who came to prominence aftet winning a vocal

competition in 1998 on the ',\SAYAN' talent programme (TV Tokyo) (the idol

group Möningu Musumeo also appeared on 'ASAYAN': see 1). She is known for her

ftesh and youthful /<awaii (cute) image.

ÅPPENDIX B - THE 50rtt KOHAKU COMMUNI'IY: MEN4BER PlìOFILES
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31. SMAP
,\n acronym for'sports Music Ässemble People'. SMAP is a phenomenally popular
idol singing /dancrng group featuring five men aged in their mid to late nventies. The
group is part of the Johnny's (lanqu limasha) talent agency (see 20 and 42 fot other
Kohaku acts from Johnny's). Its members 

^re ^rguably Japan's most recognised stars

and regularly appear in commercials, television dramas and their own vadety
pfogfammes.
Members: Nakai Masahiro, I{imuta Takuya, Inagaki Gorö, I(usanagi Tsuyoshi and

I{atori Shingo.

32. Amuto Namie
An extremely popular female J-p"p soloist aged in het eatly twenties. She trained at

the Okinawa Actor's School (see 2, 7 and 21 for other acts from this school) and was

a member of the vocal group Super Monkeys along with selected members of MAX
(see 7) until she branched out as a soloist in 1995 under the guidance of
producer/songwriter/performer I(omuto Tetsuya (for other I(omuto projects, see 7

and 34). -A.muro's accomplished vocal abiJity, husky voice and distinctive fashion style

sets her zpafi frorr, other idol singets of her age.

33. Sans Filtre
A three-piece all-male band with members aged in theit fifties and sixties. The name

is French (lit. 'without fìlter'), possibly refering to a kind of filtet-less cigarette. The
band formed in late 1999 and is strongly influenced by the þcs and music of the

1960s British 'beat' movemerit. Two members (Sakai Masa'aki and 'Monsieur'
I{amayatsu) were once part of the now-defunct Group Sounds band The Spiders

which was modelled on beat bands. The lead singer, Sakai Masa'aki, is a well-known
television personality who once starred in the popular programme 'Saþakf 0{TÐ
(see 22 for another Kohaka act associated with 'Saja/</) and in recent times he

regularþ âppears on variety programmes.
Members: Sakai Masa'aki, 'Monsieur'I(amayatsu and Inoue Takay-rki.

34. globe
,\ pop/dance trio with two members aged in their twenties and one in his forties.

The popular band formed in 1995 and is the prtmary musical vehicle for
producer/songwriter/performer I(omuto Tetsuya (for other I(omuro ptojects, see 7

and 32). globe's distinctive sound is charactetised by French singet Matc Panthet's

tapping andJapanese singer I(eiko's melodic vocal lines.

Members: I{omuro Tetsuya,I{eiko and Marc Panther.

35. Yashiro Aki
An enka singer aged in her late forties, known for performing contemplative 'men's

songs' and wearing elaborate, hghly feminine gowns. Aftet an initially unsuccessful

debut ín 1971, Yashiro became one of the Japan's most popular enka stars during the

1980s and, in the 1990s, remained a significant fìgure in the popular music scene.

¡\PPENDIX B - THE 50rrr KOHAKU COl\'{MUNITY: MEN4BER PROFILES
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36. Kaguya hime
A three-piece all-male folk band-the name meâning 'moon princess'-with
members aged in their late forties and eady fifties. I(aguya hime quickly rose to fame

following its 1970 debut but disbanded in 1975 when singer/songwriter Minami
I(osetsu embarked on a long and successful solo c reet. The band reformed n 1999

especially to appear in the 50'h Kohaka.

Membets: Minami I(ösetsu, Yamada Panda and Ise Shözõ.

37. Nagayarna Yoko
A female enka singer aged in her eady thirties. ,Nfter a lacklustte c reer as a teen pop
idol, Nagayama Yoko debuted as arì enka singer in 1993. She has since found
considerable success and is known for her sweet, fresh-faced image. Unlike most
enka singers. she plays the Tsugaru shamisen during her solo concerts.

38. Hosokawa Takashi
A male enka singer aged in his late forties who occasionally perfotms miryto folk songs,

accompaniedby shakabachi. Hosokz.wa's 1974 debut enka songwas ân instant hit and

since that time, he has grown to be one ofJapan's most revered and prominent stars,

winning a multitude of industry awards throughout his career. He is also an

accomplished stage and screen actor and a published author.

39. Kawanaka Miyuki
,\ female singer aged in her mid-forties. She performed idol pop at a young age but
debuted as an enka singer ín1,973 and found greater success. In addition to her solo

c reer, she performs in stage musicals and has developed her own 'black cat' lxand
of mobile phone accessories.

40. Mikawa Ken'ichi
A. male kaykloka soloist aged in his eady fifties who often sings enka. Mlka'wa

debuted in 1,965 and his popularity began to wane soon after, despite a few earþ hits.

At that time, his image was somewhat conservative and he wore Western-style

tuxedos. Mikawa's c reer was revived in the 1980s when a comedian began

impersonating him on various television progrâmmes. Since then, Mikawa has

become extremely flamboyant and is known for his cross-dressing style and elabotate

Kohakø costumes and stage designs.

41. Matsuda Seiko
A female pop singer aged in her mid-thirties. Matsuda debuted in 1980 and rapidly
became one of Japafl's most ambitious and popular idols, acting in many films and

appearing in commercials. Het enduring c reer has been fuelled by her fascinatingly

turbulent private life (she was, for example, tomantically involved with pop singer

Gõ Hiromi (see 42)) and her abilty to manipulate the media to her benefìt.
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42. Gõ Hitomi
A male pop singer aged in his mid-fotties. As 

^ 
teen ger, Go was groomed by the

talenr agency Johnny's (lanqa limasúa) (see 31. and 20 for other Kohaka acts from

Johnny's) and made his acting and singing debut n 1972. He became one of the top
idols of the 1970s and his highly publicised relauonship with singer Matsuda Seiko

(see 41) fascinated Japan.In the 1990s, his energetic performances and overtly sexy

image belie his age.

43. Sakamoto Fuyumi
A female enka singer aged in het eatly thirties. After winning a NHI( television song

contest, Sakamoto Fuyumi made her professional debut in 1987 as an enka blin (enka

beaury). She also includes 'men's songs'in her repertoire.

44. Minami Haruo
A male en/<a srnger aged in his mid-seventies. Minami's sryle is heavily influenced by
naniwabushi (a sung na:rratjtve music style popular in the Edo period), due to his

background as a professional rokloku (stories told in a recitative style) perfotmer
prior to his en,ka debut in 1,957 . His songs are often nationalistic and appeal to older
audiences from r-ural areas who identify with Minami's working class roots and

conservative values.

45. Kobayashi Sachiko
-A female enka srnger aged in her mid-forties who also sings pop and jazz masicIn
1964, she debuted as a 'child prodigy' but was not successful until decades later. She

is considered an accomplished singer and stage âctress, and is tenowned fot her

spectacular Kohaku costumes and stage designs.

46. Sada Masashi
A male folk singer/songwriter aged in his mid-forties. He debuted in 1,974 as a

member of the duo Grape and later became a prolific solo attist, known for his mid-

rempo, poetic and sentimental love songs. FIe wrote the lyrics for The 5O't' Kohaku

Community Song, "N/øisseiki no kiruitachi e-A song fot children-" ("For the People

of the 21"' Cenntry -A Song for Children-").

47. Yuki Saoti and Yasuda Sachiko
Two sisters aged in their fifties. Each sister has a flourishing solo càreef ffuki as a

conremporary singer and Yasuda 
^s 

an opera singet) but they have found greater

success performing as a duo. They debuted as Yuki Saoti and Yasuda Sachiko in
1982 and, in the 1990s, they almost exclusively performed doy children's songs

featuting Western classical melodies and J apanese lytics.

48. Mori Shin'ichi
,\ male enka singer aged in his eatly fìfties. Since his debut tn 1,966 he has become

one of Japan's most celebrated enka stars. His fuagtle, expressive voice and tearful

songs about, for example, his devotion to his (deceased) mother have made him
especially popular with female audiences.
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49. Ishikawa Sayuti
A female enka singer aged in her eady forties, known for her distinctive beauty spot

near her chin. Ishikawâ'was unsuccessful for several years after debuting in 1973 but
became famous in the late 1970s and eady 1980s. In the 1990s, she was considered to
be a talented singer who presents highly emotive performances.

50. Tanimura Shinii
A male enka singerf songwriter aged in his early fìfties. Tanimura became well known
through his folk band Alice, of whom Horiuchi Takao þee 18) was also a member.

He later debuted as a soloist in 1,974 and since became a fixture in the Japanese
music industry.

51,. Tendö Yoshimi
A female enka singer aged in her eatly forties. Tendo debuted in 1,972 but did not
fi.nd success until many years later, mainly because of her cheetful nature and chubby,

rounded cheeks. In 1.999, Yoshimi ningyo (dotls) were creâted in het image and

became extremely popular.

52. Itsuki Hiroshi
A male singer aged in his earþ fìfties. After sevetal faüed debuts, he reinvented

himself tn 1,971, under his current stage nâme and since became very successful.

Although commonly regatded as an en/<a perfotmer, Itsuki sings many genres and is

also an acclaimed instnrmentalist, dancer and actor.

53. Wada Akiko
'\ female singer aged in her late fotties. Since her debut in 1968, \Wada has performed
a vaircty of genres including J-pop, jazz, kayþoka and soul. Het masculine image-
she has a solid physique, tall stature, short hair and deep, powerful ¡¡eiçs-u/2s 6¡çs
cause for ridicule by members of the entertainment industry. In the 1990s, howevet,
'SØada was considered one ofJapan's most loved performers, known in particular for
her plain speaking, 'no nonsense' advice on television progrâmmes.

54. Kitaiima Saburö
A. rnale enka singer aged in his eatly sixties. I{ttajima debuted tn 1962 and has since

acted in films and on stage. His earthy, husky voice and image as a manly, working-
class singer has fuelled his long and highiy successful enka career.
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ÀPPENDIX C

THE HISTORICAL KOHAKU COMMUNITY: THE 1sr-50ttIKoHA(U (1951-1999)

This appendix outlines the distribution of new and returning Kohaka song performers in each

edition of Kobaka. Newcomers to the programme are indicated in the column marked '0'.

Those who have performed in previous Kohaka are displayed in othet columns, so to broadly

demonstrate the levels of experience in each programme'

fldìtion Year Total SP'

1.t

)td'

3'd

4d,

5rh

6,h

7rh

8d'

9il'
10t'
1 1rh

1216

13rh

14,h

15d'

16,h

1.7d,

18d'

19,h

20fh

21.",

22"d

23'¿

24'h

25Th

)$ttt
27,h

28th

29Th

30d,

31.,
32"¿

33'ð

34d'

35,h

41",

42"d

43'¿

44d'

45d'

1951
1952
1,953

1953
1954
1955

1956
1957

1958

1959

14

24
24
34
30

32
49

50

50

50

54

50

50

50

50

50

50

46

46

46

48

50

46

44
50

48

48
48

48

46

46

44
44
42

40

58

56

56

52

50

50

50

50

50

54

1960
1961.

1962
1963
1,964

36,h

37ù,

38,h

39,h

40rh

46"
4'7,,

48,.
49r,
50,'

1965
1.966

1.967

1968
1969

1970
1971
1.972

1.973

1974
1.975

1976
1.977

1978
1979

1980
1981

1982
1983

1984
1 985
1 986
1.987

1988
1989

1990
1.991

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1.997

1 998
1,999

40
40

40
42
54

Source: compiled from Takahashi 2000: 20-171and Video Research Limited 2000a:1'

" Song performers.

Preuiottt Perfonzances in KobakøNunber of
0 t-5 6-10 1 1-1 5 t6-20 21-25 26-i0 Jl-36
14

15

7

12

10

8

17

22
20

5

15

1.3

9

8

25

28
26
30
31

2

6

1.1

11

11

9

9

1.4

12

8

31

26
19

21

22

14

14

17

16

17

1

,I

J

7

11

8

8

8

26

22
21.

16

14

13

13

11

13

16

4
4
6

8

8

1

10

10

10

9

10

18

18

20
18

20

1.2

12

9

11

1,'I

8

9

4
3

4

1

3

J

5

6

7

10

11

10

19

15

15

13

11

13

15

10

1.1.

13

5

6

8

l
7

5

5

3

.)

2

2
3

-)

8

10

5

8

6

13

9

13

10

11

14

1.3

13

7

7

4
5

4
8

B

4

4
5

5

4

-)

3

2

2
2

2

2

2

8

6

10

12

10

11

10

9

13

24

5

11

6

5

5

9

5

9

6

6

2
4

J

2
,)

-t

2
2
3

-)

2
2

1

1

3

19

23

12

10

11.

21

1.6

21

18

1.6

4
8

11

14

10

5

3

5

2
3

6

2

3

4

5

2

3

:)

2

1

1

1

1.

2

22

11

9

12

6

10

't6

1.5

11

1.6

1.3

10

13

13

11

10

3

-)

5

8

9

4
4
3

-)

3

2

1

2
J

5

2

2

1

2
3

2
3

.)

1

1
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ÀPPENDIX D - THE 50tH KOHAKU COÀ'{MUNITY: GENRES

This appendix outlines genre classifications for the song performers of the 50th Kzhãka

Community. It is intended as a guide and it is acknowledged, as indicated, that singers

may also perform songs from genres outside of these classifications. The two songs

performed by the 50'n K¡hakø Community are included in this table and because

members hail from both teams, these enffies span both Red and White team columns.

Cenre SongPerforruers

Red Tean IYhite Team

J-p"p Amuro Namie
Every Little Thing
I{iroto
globe
Suzuki,\mi
SPE,E,D
Hamasaki Ây"-i
Hysteric Blue
MAX
Matsu Takako
Matsuda Seiko

Möningu Musumeo

Wada Akiko^

Ishikawa Sayuri
I{awanaka Miy"ki
KozaiKaort
Godai Natsuko
I{obayashi Sachiko'
Sakamoto Fuyumi
Tendo Yoshimi
Nakamura Mitsuko
Nagayama Yõko
Fuiü Ayako
Yashiro Aki
HaradaYuri

I(aguya hime
GLAY
Go Hiromi
Godaigo
Saijõ Hideki
Sada Masashi
Something ELse
19

SMÂP
Sans Filtre
DA PUMP
TOKIO
Yaen
L'arc-en-Ciel

Itsuki Hiroshi
I{itajima Saburõ
Tanimura Shinjia
Toba Ichiro
Hosokawa Takashi
Horiuchi Takao"
Maekawa I{iyosll
Minami Haruo
Mori Shin'ichi
YamakawaYutaka
Yoshi Ikuzö

Tþs !Qtt' Koltaka Communi 50rh Kõltaka t,

enka

/<a1õþokø I{ayamaYuzo
Mikawa l(en'ichir

shoka Jþs lQth Kohaka and others Kohakø Finale
Yuki Saori and Yasuda Sachiko

Children's television songs Shigemori Ayumi and
I(entaro

Source: Adapted from the classihcations used by Tower Records Shibul'a, Tokyo, 1999.

^ Wada i\,kiko also sings iazz, soul and kayþoka.
b This genre classifìcation tefers to the song *N/aixeiki no kinitacbì a--A song for children-" ("For the People of

the 21't Century-Ä Song for Children-").
. I(obayashi Sachiko is generally considered an enka singer but she also performsJ-pop andjazz.
d Tanimura Shinii also sings folk music.

" Horiuchi Takao has also been described 
^s ^n þWilrtl-kei enka (a lighter, pop-sryle enka) srnger (ar'o 1995:62,

432).
r Mikawa I(en'ichi has also been labelled an enka singer (see Yano 2002; Mcl-elland 2002).

e This genre classifìcation refers to the song "Hotaru no bikan" ("The Light of Fireflies").
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,A.PPENDIX E - OVERVIE\ù(/: THE TELEVISED 50rH KOHAKU

This appendix presents a descrþtive overview of the televised 50tt' Kohaka as btoadcast

on NHI{-G (NIHK Sogo (General)). Due to the large numbet of participants such as

additional performers and guests, not all names ate documented. The names of 50th

Kohakø song performers are, however, undedined to readily enable identification.

To assist u¡ith reading, the stage areas ate abbreviated as follows:

RS$Ø Rear stage wall
CGI Computer genetated image
RCS Rear centte stage

RSR Rear stage right
RSL Reat stage left
CS Centte stage

SR Stage dght
SL Stage left
FCS Ftont centre stage

FSR Front stage right
FSL Ftont stage left
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The First Half of the Programme

Opening Ceremonl
7:30:0}pm

A sweeping aerial shot follows the evening lights of downtown Tokyo. Meanwhile,

cheers from a live audien ce 
^re 

heard and a steady quaver beat builds the tension. \X/ith

a crescending 'swoosh!', three CGI fireballs shoot across the scteen and into the

distance. Â giant silver CGI bird flies toward the fìreballs, leaving a ttatl, of glittet and

¡vo floating feathers in its wake. This image dissolves into a shot of the dimly lit NHI(

Hall where audience members haphazardly wave penlights. Â slow, grand orchestral

fanfarc begins while ¡vo CGI fìreballs shoot toward the stage and connect in a ted

explosion, revealing the words 'NHK hora' S\HI{- Hall), to indicate the location.

The NHI( Hall organ plays a mournful solo melody and the image dissolves

into a close-up shot of a mechanical silvet bird suspended in mid-air inside the hall.

Spotlights shine on the bird as it flies (via cable wires) past the organ and towatd the

empty stage. Meanwhile, the Genenl Chattman, Miyamoto Ryoj| recites a poetic

speech describing the passing of time, the closing of another year and the artival of the

new millennium. The audience cheers and screams as the bird approaches the stage.

With a flourishing clash of cymbals, the bitd and its spotlight disappear and the hall is

emersed in darkness. Suddenly, strobing lights illuminate sections of the stage znd 1.2

frecrackers explode onstage. The NHI{ Hall audience roars and CGI sparks morph

into programme's title, 'NHI( dai 50th Kohaku atagassen' (NHK 50'h Red and White

Song Contest'). CGI lightening boits and panning lights intersect and then disappear

into a swirling, citcular fteball.

Onstage, an image of the same bird is projected onto the RS\X/. The bird flaps

its wings and explodes into flames that transform into the numbet '50' to indicate that

this is the 50th K¡hakø. The entire stage is illuminated, revealing the Kohaku song

performers, the Team MCs and a choir all standing on a gtaduated tter at the tear of

the stage.tThe choristers sing and clap their hands in time with the music and the

1 The choir is separated into two groups: the SR gtoup is dressed in red choir gowns and the SL group in white

choir gowns. The song performers ate grouped according to Teams and stand between the chojr and next to

their colour. Unlike the choir, they are not uniformly dressed: some u/ear þ,imono or evening gowns, others wear

suits or very casual outfìts. The Team MCs stand at the front of their side and the choir and singers chcer and

wave thcir hands in thc air.
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c metz- turns toward the White Team MC, Nakamura I(ankutö, who is dressed in a

formal black kimono, grey hakana paflts ard a black haori coat decorated with the

Japanese character for 'white' instead of a mon famtly crest. Walking towatd the front of

the stage, he quickly introduces the White Team behind him. Several song perfotmers

smile, cheet, clap and thrust their fìsts in the air as they follow him forward. The

c merz- then focuses on the Red Team MC, I(ubo Junko, who wears a festive red

farisode kimono and has her hait swept off her face. She walks towatd the audience and

introduces the Red Team. Several of the song performers clap and smile with pleasute.

The choir continues singing and applauding while the camera returns to a group-shot

of the stage which is now overflowing with people. Members of DA PUMP play up to

the NHI( Hall audience by performing attention-grabbing dance moves.

Introdacing the Team MCs and General Chairman
7:3/:50pm

The music and singing conclude and the c metz- moves to a close-up of the General

Chairman who wears a black tuxedo and stands between the Team MCs at CS. He

walks roward SR and introduces Nakamura who bows deeply towatd the audience and

quickly rurns to bow toward the lØhite Team. Meanwhile, the Red Team clap politely.

Miyamoto then introduces l(ubo who similatly bows to the audience and the rX/hite

Team. Afterward, I(ubo, Nakamura and Miyamoto btiefly discuss how each team will

fare in the contest.

S o ng P e rfo rm a n ce P re lu d e
7:3 3:0}pm

Amid loud cheers from the NHI( Hall audience, I(ubo introduces the ftst song

performance fot the evening.

SoNc PnnronMANcE 1

Moningu Musumeo - "LOVE masbln" ("Love Machine")
Red Team

7:33:15pm

A few moving spotlights illuminate ^tt otherwise darkened stage. The musical

introduction begins and the other song performers move to the sides of the stage. In

doing so, they reveal the song perfotmets: eight young female members of Möningu
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Musume" (namely Goto Maki, Ishiguro Âya, Nakazàwa Yùko, Abe Natsumi, Iida

I(aori, Yasuda I{ei, Yaguchi Mari and Ichü Sayaka) all of whom are holding cordless

microphones. The girls stand in various stationary poses àt re t CS and wear matching

red and white short sequinned dresses, long gloves and high boots which suggest a f:un,

youthful and glamorous style. Some also wear long coats with feathered trim.

,\ dance beat begins and the camer^ zooms in to a tight focus of the gtoup

who begin to dance and sing. Line by line, the lytics appe^r orr the bottom of the

screen and are synchronised with the vocal parts.' Overall, it is an exciting and dynamic

performance: the girls altemate from individual free-fotm dancing to simultaneously

executing some basic, choreogtaphed dance routines, to playfully pushing each other

out of the limelight. Meanwhile, fellow K¡hakø song perfotmers enthusiastically clap

and cheer. Overhead, moving disco lights shine on Möningu Musume". The tier flashes

red and white-blue lights a;nd displays various patterns and symbols such as

checkerboard squares and love hearts which change in time with the beat. In addition,

the RS\X/ displays tiny flickering tights and rapidly pulsing stipes and falling circles.

The camera angles quickly change from close-ups of the petformers to wide

shots of the spectacular light display on stage. In addition there are tilted angles shot

from above and a reverse shot of the Hall ,{.udience. Neat the end of the song

perfotmance, Moninsu Musumeo returns to CS and the c mera zooms in on a single

-

member while the NHI( Hall audience and team members cheer wiìdly.

J' ong Pe(òrmance Prelade
7:36:/4pn

The camera turns toward the White Team members and Nakamura in the rX/hite

corner. He and I(atori Shingo, a member of the all-male group SMAP, express their

delight in the performance. Nakamura then introduces the tX/hite Team's {ìrst song

performers.

2 This ttend continues for all of the Kohaku song performances unless indicated (see, for example, song

performance 44).
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Souc PBnronueNcn 2

DA PUMP - "We carf t stoP the music"
S7hite Team

clock 7:36:3 / pm

Many song performers remain to the side of the stage, but the focus is on the four

young male vocalists from DA PUMP, (namely Hentona Issa, Okumoto l(en, Tamaki

Yukinari and Miyara Shinobu) standing in a row in the centre of the tier, holding

cordless microphones. They wear matching white contemporary suits, white shoes,

white cowboy hats and red shirts. l7hen the beat-driven music begins, white lights

emanating ftom the tier scroll upward and the members of DA PUMP begin to rap.

The camera switches to a reverse stage shot wheteby the audience and stage are in full

view. Both Red and \X/hite Team members clap in time to the music and a few

audience members wave their penlights. DA PUMP move down the tier toward CS

and encourage the Hall ,\udience and fellow song petformers to join in the fun by

waving their arms in the air. The camerz- moves to a wide shot of the stage, tevealing

several Red and \X/hite Team membets doing so: \X/ada Akiko and Amuro Namie are

dancing at CSR and the membets of SM,\P and Minami Haruo ate clapping at CSL.

The camera frequently sweeps down eithet side of the stage to show many more song

performers enthusiastically dancing and cheeting'

The staging is simple: white spotlights shine down on the group, fairy lights

glow from the tier and wide, white-blue citcles slowly rotate on the RS\)ø. The singers

demonstrate a few simplistic simultaneous dance steps but generally prowl actoss CS,

with one arm raised. Ât one point, the four group members spread out ftom FSR

along to trSL and even the bottom of the SL Stairs. It is an energetic perfotmance: the

men jump, shout and tilt their hats like gangstets. The petformance concludes when

the men move to FCS, bow their heads and one man raises his fìst into the air amid

audience applause.

S o ng P e rforrn an ce P re /ø de
7:39:26pm

The camera cuts to the Red corner whete the Red MC I(ubo Junko stands with the

three members of the band Hystedc Blue (namely Tama, Naoki and Takuya) who are

dressed in very colourful clothing. Tama, the vocalist, wears ^ 
pe s^nt-style floor-

ÀPPENDIX E - OVEIIVIEW: THE TELEVISED 50rH KOHAKU
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length bali gown made from a v^ïtety of coloured fabrics and hanging threads with

large puffed green shot sleeves. She has a similatly styled glove on het right hand and

a fabric headdress with hanging threads that interweave with het long dark red hair.

She wears LÍr orfl^te necklace, rings and bracelets on her left hand. Naoki, the male

guitarist, wears a fluorescent yellow life-vest, blue pants znd a blue t-shirt and has

bdght pink and white spiked hait. Takuya, the drummer, wears a platd flannel long

sleeved shirt a yellow t-shirt and sttiped orange and yellow shorts.

Between I(ubo and the members of Hysteric Blue arc hfe-sized cattoon

characters Lucy, Chadie Brown and Snoopy from Chades Schulz's comic sttip 'Chadie

Brown'. Junko introduces the band members, who bow toward the audience. Junko

introduces Lucy, Chadie Brown and Snoopy and they bdefly converse. The music

introduction of the next song begins and Naoki and Takuya move out of shot towatd

CS. Tama holds Snoopy's hand and leads him out to the CS.

SoNc PBnTOnMANCE 3

Flystetic Blue - "Hdru -spring-" ("Spring")
Red Team

7:39:57pn

The camera cuts to a shot of the CS, where Naoki is passed an electtic guitar by a

member of the Kohal<a stage crew. Takaya jogs toward his drum kit at Rear CS which

has 'Hysteric BIue' written on the skin of the kick drum. ,A.n additional performer-^

male bass guitarist-is already on stage. The singet continues to lead Snoopy ftom the

Red corner and pauses in front of the band at CS. A few membets of the Red Team

can sriìl be seen standing at Rear SR at the start of the performance. Meanwhile, I(ubo

announces the band and the song name and the music continues. The drums and

guitar melody arc heard before Naoki and Takuya rcach their insttuments, indicating

the instrumental parts are mimed or played along to the backing tape.

The stage is set up for a standard 'rock band' performance, with the guitar and

bass ampìifiers on either side of a dmm kit and fold-back wedges in front of the bassist

and guitarist. There are a few cartoon-like props set up atound the dtum kit, such as

cardboard cut-outs of road signs displaylng the wotds 'stop' and 'bump', love heatts,

flowers and Woodstock, another Shultz character. The tier features red and white-blue
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moving stripes and the RSì7 displays large rotating daisy chains. Snoopy slowly dances

and then walks toward Centre SL where mote Shultz characters join him and togethet

they dance. The guitarist and drummer sway and turn to face each other throughout

the course of the perfotmance. The vocalist occasionally taises her hands in the ait but

does not leave FCS.

The camera frequently cuts to close-ups of the vocalist, drummet, guitatist and

bassist who all smile and seem to be enjoying themselves. In one shot, the drummer

sings along with the vocal line. The vocalist is positioned toward the Hall Audience

and does not look at the c mer^. Near the end of the song, pan of the hanging strands

from the singer's elabotate headdress become caught in rings on her left hand. The

c mer^ quickly changes from a close-up of the singet, to a wide, sweeping side view of

the stage and ground floor Hali Audience. At the end of the performance, she smiles

toward the audience and, holding her headdress still with one hand, she casually bows.

S o ng P erfo rm an c e P re la d e
7:42:32pm

Nakamura introduces the rù(/hite Team's rìext act while the audience applauds. The

c rrrer cuts away from Hvsteric Blue and turns to the White corrìer, where Nakamuta

stands with the three members of Something ELse (namely Okubo Nobutaka, Ito

Daisuke and Imai Chihiro) who are holding microphones. They greet Nakamua and

begin conversing. Standing behind the band in the SL wings ate other White Team

members, including Mori Shin'ichi,I{ayamaYizo, Horiuchi Takao, Minami Haruo and

Saiìõ Hideki- all of whom remain silent.

-)

Two of the members of Something ELse have acoustic guitars (one red the

other a wood grain) held up by straps over their shoulders and the third member holds

a white electric bass. The men are similady dtessed in formal black suits with white

shirts and white bow ties and have medium-length shaggy hairstyles that reflect their

youthfulness. Each of the band members has a wide red sash draped across his

shoulder to his hip and a large medal hanging from his neck and several military-style

stripes of honour and rank along the left breast pocket.

¡,PPENDIX E - O\/ERVIE!ø: THE TELEVISED 50rH KOHAKU
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After talking to Nakamura, the men walk single file off c merz. and towatd the

stage. Meanwhile, other VØhite Team members stand in the rù(/hite corner clap and

cheer. Nakamura announces the band rìame and then the song title and Saiiö Hideki

taises his fìst in the at anð shouts "whoa!".

SoNC PBNTONMANCE 4

Something ELse - "R rtsuto cbdnsu" (rrl-ast Chance")
white Team 

7:43:o5pn

The cameta moves to a wide side shot of the stage, wings and White corner. The stage

is very dark except fot three soft spotlights shining on the members of Something

ELse standing in a row at CS with handheld microphones on stands in ftont of them.

There are two fold-back wedges in front of the outer trwo petformet and no additional

props or amplifiers. The raw, acoustic sounds of their instruments indicate they arc

performing live and using wireless amplification.

The camera moves to closer shots of each member and then focuses on the

lead singer who stands in the centre of the three and begins singing. A round badge

with the letters 'SEL' is attached to his sash as an abbreviation of the band name,

Something ELse. The three men sway in time with the music but do not dance ot leave

their assigned positions at CS. The stage becomes brighter as the song ptogresses and

yellow lights shine down onto the stage floor. The c merz' pans slowly actoss each

band member and moves to a wider shot of the entite stage. This reveals White Team

mcmbers still standing in the wings and highlights the absence of Red Team members

on the other side of the stage.

At the beginning of the frst chorus, the camerz- is positioned at audience level

and has a full view of the stage which is suddenly illuminated by bright white lights

emanating form the RSST and the tier. The shot changes to an ovethead view of

Somethtnc_Else and includes a small arca of SL, where three membets of the \X/hite

-

Team are strumming guitars. The camera moves back to a frontal shot of Something

ELse and during the final chorus, several membets of the \X/hite Team move out to CS

and behind the band. Several are playrng acoustic guitars while others audibly shake

tambourines or clap their hands to the beat of the song. Most smile and sing along
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with the chonrs. The shot changes to view the Hall Audience who are well lit and many

people are also clapping in time. At the end of the petformance, the cameta returns to

a shot of the entire stage where two members of Something ELse bow and the other

waves goodbye to the NHK Hall audience. The \üíhite Team cheer and rapidly shake

theit tambourines, while the audience cheers and claps loudly.

IntrodacingThe Pane/ of Jadges
7:45:47pm

The camera cuts to a close shot of the ground floor of the r\udience area, whete the

General Chauman, Miyamoto Ri'"ii, stands with the panel of judges. The judges are

seated in a row and have several papers and bunches of flowers on a long bench in

front of them. Miyamoto introduces each of the judges (who remain silent). Otchesttal

music begins and the c^merz- shifts to a ftont-on, close-up view of each judge when

his/het name is called. Each judge wears a corsage of yellow, purple and white flowers,

either pinned on the left side of a lapel ot tucked into an obi or belt. The sound and

lighting desk þositioned at the rcar of the ground floor) can be seen from this angle, as

well as several rows of audience membets seated immediately behind the panel.

The first judge is Deijima Takehatu, a sømo wrestler of the o7,eki (second

highest) rank who won first prrze 
^t 

a recent Nagoya tournament. Deijima is young,

solemn-looking and wears a black jacket with grey pants. His long black hair is slicked

back with oil, into the ffaditional samo chonmage topknot. ìØhen his name is called, he

bows and the audience applauds. Behind him, a few audience members inaudibly talk

among themselves. The c mera slides toward the right and focuses on the second

judge, Matsushiba Mak4 a young female actress. Matsushiba wears an indigo blue

kiruono, patterned with warm btown leaves and a gleen obi. F{er medium-browrt hair is

shoulder-length. She smiles btiefly when bowing toward the camera and the audience

claps. Â few people call out to Matsushiba and the cameta moves along to the third

judge, a middle-aged female writer named Uchitake Makiko. She wears a formal white

suit jacket and smiles broadly at the c mera", deeply bows once and then quickly nods.

She looks glamorous: her long hair is light btown, cutþ and puffed around her face.

The NHI( Hall audience applauds.

ÅPPENDIX E - OVERVIEW: THE TELEVISED 5OrH KOHAKU
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Miyamoto annouflces the fourth judge and the c mer^ slides actoss to

Nomura Mansai, a klogen Lctot ftom the no theafte who had recently won a

distinguished award from the ge/øßasa/ as an inspiring new talent in his fìeld. He is

young, stately and refìned and wears a light grey kimon¿. Nomuta smiles softly, bows

and the audience applauds. The fifth judge is Tamuta Yoko, ajado petsonality who has

won a women's intetnational contest. Tamura is young and seems quite short and

athletic. Her outfìt is neat and casual: she wears a black skiwy, ^ gr.ey suit jacket,

earrings and the top segment of her hair is fixed with a decorative black hair tie. She

smiles frequently and happily bows deeply, while the audience and judges clap. The

sixth judge, Tsukigawa Masahiko, is s';ll applauding when the cameta abnrptly focuses

on him. Tsukigawa is a mature actor who plays the shogan character, Tokagawa Ieyasa,

in a NHI( Hi-Vision histodcal drama scheduled fot btoadcast in Jantary,2000. He is

wearing a white, high-necked suit ar-.d a black shirt underneath. He has a medium-

length white beard and greying hair. Smiling, he leans forwatd out of his chair and

bows deeply. The audience applauds the judge and the camera, moves along to the

seventh judge, I(usafue Mitsuko, ^î ^ctor 
from the same drama. She is middle-aged,

and has medium-bro'wn short hair which is highly styied. I(usafue is dtessed in very

formal clothing and wears a black satin jacket with a wide and open collat, revealing a

jewelled lace top undetneath. She is also wearing lxge, sparkling drop eattings and a

long necklace. Initially she looks slightly nervous, howevet when het name is called,

she smiles widely and graciously bows. The NHI( Hall audience begins to clap and the

c mera immediately moves across and Miyamoto inttoduces the next judge, the

famous songwriter, Aku Yù. He is described as having a long and close connection

with popular song and has been involved in the creation of over 5000 songs. .,\ku is

middle-aged, has slightly receding black ha:r and'wears a simple black tuxedo with a

white shirt and black bow tie. His demeanour is teserved and indifferent, occasionally

looking around the hall and managSng only a small smile and 
^very 

shallow bow when

his name is announced. The audience applauds the judge and the c merz- moves âcross

to the right to the next panel member.

3 
Gelaßasai is zr, major performing atts otganisation in Japan.
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The ninth judge is the female pro-golfer Fukushima Akiko who has achieved

success dudng the year, and travelled to the United States to join the country's

professional golf circuit. Fukushima is in her late twenties and is dressed slightly

formally in a high-necked grey blouse with sheer sleeves. Het hair is medium-length

and black and she wears earrings and minimal makeup. She appears to be nervous and

uncomfortable, bowing slightly as her fl^me is called. The camera quickly moves actoss

to the tenth judge, a young man in his twenties named Ototake Hirokata. He is a

fourth year student studying politics and economics at Waseda University. He is neatly

dressed, wearing a, gtey suit and necktie a;nd a white shitt, and wears small dmless

glasses. Ototake smiles uncomfottably and sits up in his chair, bows deeply and then

sits back. The eleventh and fìnal judge is Ito Ritsuko, the head of the programme

production department (seisakø) of NHI( She is in her eady fifties and is dressed

elegantly, wearing ^ creàm beaded jacket, a black camisole, large pead eartings and' a

black scarf around her neck. Itö smiles regally and bows slowly as he name is

announced. The c^mera- does not linget on her but instead cuts away (while she is still

bowing) to a shot of the eleven judges, the General CharlLrman and some of the lower

gtound audience.

S o ng P e rforrn an ce P re lu d e
7:47:l5pnt

The camera moves to a shot of the Red MC, I(ubo, who is standing in the Red cornet.

She is no longer wearing a farisode kimono and is now dressed in a casual sleeveless red

leathet dress and het long straight hair hangs down âround her shouldets. She bows

toward the judges, faces the c^mera and introduces the next song perfotmers.

SoNc PBNT.ONMANCE 5

Shigemori Ayumi and Hayami Kentatõ -
"Døngo 3 kyoda¡tt 1c3'fhe Three dango Brothers")
Red Team

7:47:30pa

The camera cuts to a wide shot of the stage which is bnghtly lit by spotlights of gteen,

yellow and red. Standing at RCS are four life-sized animal chatacters (adults weating

plush character suits) dressed in colourful overalls and hats. Ftom SL to SR are a

hippopotamus, a mouse, a male dog and a female dog, all of which are standing upright.
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In ftont them ate four other animals characters holding toy instruments. From SL to

SR is a brown cat with a double bass, a yellow animal tesembling a bee that is holding a

guitar, a black penguin weating pink ovetalls, a yellow hat and hoiding an accotdion

and, lastly, a rabbit dressed in blue ovetalls, a red headband and holding a violin.

Shisemori ,\r,'umi and lHavami l(entarö stand at F'CS. She wears a colourful

-

short sleeve mini dress with child-like drawings of flowers and clouds decotating the

fabnc, pale blue boots, bright yellow gloves and a necklace of large blue baubies. He

wears a dark-pink suit jacket, a light pink turtleneck jump er, a pzle blue scarf and tan

pants. Standing to his dght is an accordion player named Coba who has white-blonde

hzir and'wears a black and white striped shirt and ted ttousers. In ftont of him is a

fold-back wedge, indicating that he wili be playrng live. On the RSIX/ ate ted, white and

puqple lights that combine to form moving shapes.

The tier is lit with alternating red and white strþes on the steps. Here,

apptoximately 65 young childten (aged 10 and under) stand in vetical tows and weat

various casual outfìts (such as skirts, jumpers and pants) tn a variety of colours. The

children remain stationary and Shigemori and Hayami point toward Coba. ì7hen the

musical start of the vetse begins, the childten, animal charactets and Shigemod and

lHra;yami simultaneously perform a choreogtaphed dance of simple movements to the

tango beat of the song. These movements include placing arms out to the left side,

dght side and then front, followed by a totso twisting motion. Meanwhile, the NHI(

Hall audience claps with the beat. The vocals begin and the verse is sung in an

alternating duet between Shigemori and Ha)¡ami. Their vocal delivery is expressive,

often using emphasised enunciation in conjunction with accentuated hand movements.

When the final word ("darugo") of the verse is tepeated, everyone stdkes a pose and

returns to a standing position where they to perform a specific set of movements to

the song's title phrase , " dango 3 klodaf ' .

The camera is mainly focused on the singets, although the angle is such that

the childrerrzLre often seenin the background. Occasionally the cametz- cuts to a shot

of the atimal characters with instruments and they sway and move freely while

ÀPPENDIX E ()VERVIEW: THE 1-EI-EVISED 5Ortl KOHAKU
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pretending to play their toy instruments. Ât one point, the cameta takes an aedal shot

of the stage, looking down on all the participants.

Dudng a musical intedude, the stage becomes dark. The camera focuses on

the accordion player who has moved to FCS and is playing an expressive solo cadenza.

Afterward, the camera moves to a wide stage shot. The stage is now lit with white and

blue light and three dancing couples emerge from SR wearing ballroom dancing

costumes. The men wear black tuxedos and the women weat backless shiny silver

dresses with slits up to the thigh. The animal characters form a line across the RCS and

both they and the children bob up and down. Shigemoti and fT.a:tarnJt begin to dance

together and move to FCS while the other dancers move to CS. They all perform a

synchronised dance routine in a tango style. Shigemori and F{.a,vami constantly smile

and playfully execute the difficult steps and at one point, Shigemori is 'dipped' ovet

Hayami's knee. Meanwhile, some of the animal chatacters form pairs and tango while

the animals with toy instruments remain in a row ât RCS and continue to play. The

stage is bdghtly lit and the dancers hurty toward SR while waving fateweli to the

audience. Shigemori andH:ayami remain at FCS and continue singing the final verses.

At times, they each move to FSR and FSL and amusingly 'act out' the lyrics using

gesrures. ,\t the start of the fìnal chotus, Shigemori looks to the upper level of the Hall

audience, 'waves her hands high in the ait and smiles. IT.alrami requests everyone to join

in the singing. The song performance ends when everyone on stage simuitaneously

striking â pose at the concluding lyric "dango" 
^t1d 

the audience applauds.

S o ng P e rform an ce P re lø d e
7:50:/ 3pm

The camera abnrptly cuts to a close-up of Nakamura who is wearing kimono and

standing in the \X/hite corner. Behind him ate blue and white stripes of light which

form a backdrop. He faces the stage and claps while holding his mictophone. Turning

toward the camera, he begins to speak when ^ maî walks into shot and abruptly

interrupts him. Tatekawa Danshi, a famous rakago storyteller, surprises Nakamuta and

they have a stilted conversation with Nakamura laughing neruously at times. Suddenly,

trumpets sound and a drum roll is played, indicating the start of the next song
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performance. This prompts Nakamura to hastily shake Tatekawa's hand in a farewell

gestufe.

SoNC PBNpONMANCE 6

Toba Ichirö - "Ashizuri-misaki" ('(Cape Ashizuri")
síhite Team 

7:50:5gpm

The camera cuts to a wide shot of the empty stage u/hich is softly lit with white-blue

lights on the tier, white faky lights on the RSW and white-blue lights emanating from

the floor lights. This simple lighting scheme remains unchanged throughout the song

performance. A full orchestra is heard, complete with woodwind, rolling timpani and

crashing cymbals which sets the gtand and majestic scene. Meanwhile, Toba Ichiro

slowly walks from SL into the shot and stands at FCS. Meanwhile, Nakamura's voice is

heard, inttoducing Toba and stating the song title.

Toba is weating a1.970s style cream tuxedo with a large royal blue lapel and

handkerchief in his left breast pocket. The blue theme is continued throughout his

outfit, seen in three thin vertical súipes on his tight side of the jacket, along the

pockets and down the side seams of the pânts. He also wears matching crea;m shoes

znd a white shirt with a small scarf folded around his neck. When he teaches FCS, he

faces toward the audience and the c merz- moves to a close-up shot of his upper torso.

The camera remains on him for several seconds; he bows deeply, bites his lip, and

looks out at the Hall audience and smiles.

When he begins to sing, the camera quickly changes to a side view of the SL

wing where several additional performers are standing. These men are dressed in

matsari costume, wearing pattetned indigo happi (short kimono style jackets) with yellow

sashes tied around their waists, white tabi (spht-toed socks) and indigo hachinaki

(scarves) around their heads. Seven of these men come orìstage, each bearing a large,

festive flag coloured in blue, white, ted and black containing pictutes of the ocean, fìsh

and a red sun with rays. The group quickly divides and suttounds Toba, with three of

the men moving to FSR and CSR and four men to F and CSL. In the background of

the same shor, rhere is a fleeting glimpse of approximately fìfty people enteting the

srage. They are also wearing matsøri clothing: short indigo happi 'with white patterns,
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short indigo hanmomohi,ki þants), white hachinaki fteadbands) and indigo tabi. The lust

10 (approximately) people on stage âre women, each holding a rcd uchiwa (a tound

paper fan with a stick-like handle) and waving it in a su/eeping motion.

The camera cuts to a close-up of Toba's face but he continues to sings toward

the NHI( Hall audience and does not look at the cameta. After several seconds, the

c mer^ moves to a wide shot of the entite stage and the complete theatrical scene

behind Toba is finally revealed. The flag bearets now hold the flags stationary and Ílzt

so that the fabdc designs can be seen. The women holding the øchiwa ate spread across

rhe bouom step of the tier. Spanning the entite rear of the stage ßSR to RSL) is a

group of approximately foty young men who bear ^ 
vety larye hikitama (portable

shdne float) on their shoulders and proceed to heave it up and down. Mote men

^pper 
onstage, leading the procession and encouraging those who are heaving the

hikþana.It is an enormous grey and white whale, tied to the structute with red and

white rope. Two poles with shredded white flags ptotrude from the top of the whale.

YamakasvaYutaka sits atop the whale and while holding onto one of the poles with his

dght arm, he waves the other in the au.It is an energetic and bustling festive scene, all

of which takes place behind Toba who maintains a solemn, controlled demeanour at

FCS and continues to sing facing to the audience.

-,\t a break in the singing, the audience applauds loudly and Toba bows slightly.

Behind him, the men holding the whale hikt1ama slowly walk backwards to the RSL

while the men with flags and the women with the øchiwa remain on stâge. The camera

cuts to a shot of the RSR whete suddenly a new gtoup of men 
^ppe^f, 

beaitng a

different hikfuana upon which sits a large lobster. This second Soup is considerably

larger and more vocal. Approximately sixty young men dressed in white hanten wtth

indigo trim, white hanmomohiki, white headbands and indigo tabi hold up the lobster

hikfuana and shout and cheer while they raise and iower it. Riding atop the lobster and

weadng a sparkling silvet haþþi rs Hentona Issa, a member of DÂ PUMP.

The camera cuts to a fro¡tal shot of Toba and begins to sing. Behind him are

a few of the lobster hikfuama bearers and apptoximately five other men who encourage

the lifting by waving their arms and cheering. The c merz- cuts to a side shot of the
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entire stage and the whale hikþama becomes visible at RSL. The stage is now full of

activity and spectacle, making it a striking scene as both groups occupy the entire rear

of the stage. In addition, two men hold up tall vertical flags and a few men hold small

paper lanterns. Furthermore, the other three members of DA PUMP, dressed in silver

hoþpi, playfully run around CS and CSR and encourage clapping and cheering from the

additional performance and the NHI( Hall audience. ,{.t one point, the men form a

stationary row with their backs to the audience and, as a surptise, quickly and playfully

i..-p around and begin cheering.

The performance continues and the c^mera moves to many different angles to

capture the vibrant matsari scene. In doing so it is revealed that sevetal of the flag

bearers have moved onto the SL and SR steps that lead into the audience seating atea.

Toba sings his fìnal few words and the c^mefz- slowly zooms to a close-up of his face.

He smiles broadly, bites his lips and carefully moves the mictophone away ftom his

mouth. The loud cheers from the stage are heard weil after the music concludes and as

the camera cuts to a ftnal, wide shot of the stage, a few audience members come into

view. They, too, 
^re 

cheedng and clapping.

S ong P erfo rm an ce P re la d e
7:53:57pm

I(ubo stands in the Red corner with three guests: two young women wearing farisode

kimono and a middle-aged man in a gtey kimono. One woman is holding a box

displayrng trvo manjuo buns and I(ubo and the guests shate a joke about the buns'

unusually large dimensions: manJtl are usually the size of golf balls, but these are similar

to large grapefruit. Furthermore, they are pink in colout to show support fot the Red

Team. I(ubo anflounces the next song petformarìce.

SoNC PnNTONMANCE 7

MAX - "Issho ni..." ("Together...")
Red Team

7:54:49pn

The music begins and the c mLera cuts to a wide shot of the stage whete the four

members of MAX (namely Lina, Nana,Mina and Reina) stand in a row at centre stage

o Mn4n are cake-like steamed buns filled with red sweet beans thar are usually made at New Year and ceremonial

APPENDIX E - O\/ER\¡IE\(/: THE TELE\¡ISED 50r11 KOH4KU
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with four microphones on stands coveted in silver tinsel in ftont of them. The stage is

dark except fot four white spotlights on M,\X and soft white-blue light shining onto

the tier. Âlong the steps of the tier ate seven additional dancers, five of whom are

dressed in white bodysuits and two othets in flowing white sheets. A steady drumbeat

begins and the stage is quickly fìlled with soft light. Sleighbells and chimes ate heard

and this instnrmentation, coupled with CGI falling white snowflakes across the RSìü,

highlights the winter snow theme for this petformance. The c^mete- moves to

individual close-ups of each singet and they too are dressed according to the theme,

each wearing a floor-length ball gown with shiny white ruffled and layered taffeta and a

tight sleeveless bodice. Draped ovet each girl's shouldets is a light mesh fabric in red or

black and adorned with large silver sequins

The camera altercntes between close-up shots of the gitls' faces, frontal and

side-on shots of the Soup. During small breaks in the singing, the camera moves to a

wide stage shot that includes the dancers in the frame. They have changed position but

remain stationary on the tier. White fairy lights shine from alternating steps and the

'falling srlo'w' lights on the RSW continue. The members of MAX do not move ftom

their set positions onstage but on occasion sway in time to the music, holding a

microphone in one hand and waving the other hand expressively. The gids ftequently

smile, look ahead ât the audience and only evet sing in unison.

During the instrumental intedude, the c merz' moves to a fro¡tal shot of the

entire stage and rwo bright spotlights shine on the dancers dressed in white. Sevetal

dancers are quickly lifted into the ak (via wires) and petfotm acrobatic spins and trwitls

while others slowly move around the tiet. The cameta quickly cuts back to MAX when

the vocai line returns. Following this, the camera moves to an all-inclusive shot of both

the singers and dancers. The aerial dancers begin to throw glitter into the air as they

spin and as they are lowered onto the tier, the lights dim.

\X/hile the song draws to a close, the camera moves to the front of the stage,

revealing sparkling glitter falling like rain onto the entire stage. In keeping with the

snow-like effect are CGI falling stars and snowflakes on the RSìø. The camera cuts to

a shot which shows the ftst balcony of the audience and then the gtound floot
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audience. Here, several audience members come into view and they are waving

penlights. The fìnal shot of the perfotmance is a side angle of the four members of

MAX standing still at their microphone stands as the audience applauds loudly.

lYhite Team Talent Segment Prelude
7:5 7:46pm

The camera cuts to the General Chail:maq Miyamoto R)'"ji, who is standing in the

NHK Hall audience seating arca. "lhe house lights are on and it is clear that the Hall is

full. The applause subsides and Miyamoto glances at his watch and notes that it is

nearly 8:00pm. He inttoduces the next segment.

Vhite Team Talent Segment
7 :5 I :00pm

The camera cuts to a shot of the stage whete five \X/hite Team members-Ki!4iima

Saburo, Itsuki Hiroshi, Mikawa I(en'ichi, Nakai Masuhiro from SM,\P and Ishibashi

Takaalà from Yaen-and the White MC are positioned in a row at FCS on a stghtly

raised red platform. They are kneeling and hunched forward, bowing. Behind them is a

large silver cloth backdrop that is stiil being lowered. ,\ stage person dressed in black

kneels near the dght side of the platfotm and then quickly runs off stage as the

segment begins. Two crisp cracks from wooden clappet sticks are sounded and the

men all slowly shout "tlqai."s, a formal greeting commonly used in kabakL The cameta

moves closer to Nakamura who is kneeling in the centre of the tow and, like the other

men, is dressed in a traditional wide-shouldeted kamishimou. He bows and commences a

comic 'take of? of the name-taking ceremony', a formal rt¡nl in leabaki: Each of the

men announce their name and bow, evoking shouts of delight and applause from the

audience. The punch line of the joke is when cross-dresser Mikawa l(en'ichi ânnouflces

his name in an effeminate manner and the other men fall over in sulptise. The skit

concludes and Nakamura arlrlouflces the next song performance and the silver

backdrop rises.

s Literally meaning 'East \ùVest' and thus carries "impl,ications of alt time and place" but like the gidEtu context

that Coaldrake describes, in Kohaka it is used "to embtace the whole audience in its every aspect in the sense of
'Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen"' (Coaldrake 1'997 :51).
6 This attire was originally the formal costume for samarai tn the Edo period, but has become the cosrume of
theatre musicians and actors and is used in both kabaki and gidayt.
TTraclitionally,akabukìperformancewillstopwithinasceneorbetweensceneswhìle asenior kabukiactotwtll
enter the stage, bestow a new name to a junior actor and then present them to the audience.
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SoNC PnNTONMANCE 8

GLAY - "5øbaibaru" ("Survival")
White Team

7:59:30pm

The stage quickly becomes dark and the platform used for the skit is divided in half

and pulled into the wings. Stobing blue lights 
^ppe 

r on eithet side of the stage and a

CGI of the band name 'GI-AY' appears on the RS!ø. The cameta slowly moves to a

close-up of the still-dark stage and a building sense of anticipation is created by the

swiding, electronic noises like rockets about to launch'

Suddenly, a distorted electric guitar is heard and fireworks butst into the air at

RCS and light up the stage-the rock concert has begun. It is a lighting extrav^g^nz^ 
^s

the tier steps rapidly flash and the bdght, light patterns move along the RS\X/ amid soft

dry-ice clouds. Onstage are the four members of GLAY (namely the vocalist Tetu,

guitarist Takuro, guitarist Hisashi and bassist Jiro) with instrumerìts and amplifiets, all

standing in a row at CS. Behind them at CSR is an additional petfotmer who is playing

drums. As the song continues, the members of GLAY prowl around the stage and

move to FCS, FSL and trSL. The carrreÍz- is often hand-held and in doing so, shots are

frequently ar tilted angles and change 
^t ^ 

dtzzytngly fast pace. When the vocals begin,

the camera moves behind the singer and the NHK Hall audierìce can be seen, m^ny

members of whom are waving penlights.

Onstage, red and white swids of light pass over the band membets who ate

dressed in heavy-rock outfits. The singer wears a futuristic, black all-vinyl jacket and

pants, complete with silvet studs and matching black military boots. The bass player is

dressed in a shiny PVC black jacket and pants with oversized silver knee, elbow and

shoulder pads and his long dark blue and black hair drawn into spiked sections. He

'wears thick black eyeliner and eye shadow. One of the guitarists is weadng xr ankle-

length dark silver coat and a red neck scatf. The other guitarist has a red coat with

multi-coloured feather trim and his long blonde hait is spiked upward and fanned out

to either side. Like the bass playe4 he wears hear,y black eye makeup'

The band members io-p and spin around on stage while expressively playing

their guitars and shaking their heads. The wireless microphones shots ate often
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focused on the singer who occasionally waves or directly looks at the carneta' In

general, however, the band membets direct the:ir gaze toward the Hall audience.

Dudng an instrumental intedude, one of the guitarists and the bass player walk to the

edge of the stage at FSR to direct their solos toward the crowd. Meanwhile, the other

guitarist raises his arms out wide and shakes his fìsts toward the audience in a

demonstration of strength. When the song concludes, the band members all teturn to

CS and, atvaried times, raise their fìsts into the air.

S p o rting H ero S egm e n t P re la de
8:03:/7pn

The camera cuts to I(ubo and Nakamura who ate standing together in the Red corner.

They discuss the previous song performance then announce the next segment which

will featute a "big guest" and a "superhero show".

sPortingHero segment 
B:04:o9pm

The stage is brightly lit and approximately 40 small children (aged between five and 10

years old) from the 'LaveIa l(ids' dance gtoup perform a bdef dance routine. They are

spread out across the stage and spill down the SR and SL staits. Standing in tows along

the tier 
^re ^pproximately 

80 children (aged slightly older than the dance group) who

are members of a choral group. All of the childtefl ate dressed in differing, but very

colourful, casual clothing.

The music mefges into the song"Førawà' ("Flower") by the young male J-pop

duo I(nki l(ds (who have perfotmed in past contests but are not classified as song

performers for the 50r¡ KAhakø). Suddenly, I{inki ICds appear in a white, rainbow

striped convetible car thatis suspended in the akby wires and'flies'in from SL' They

are dressed in matching white suits. '\t the back of the car is a large bunch of white

balloons thzLt 
^ppe^rs 

to hold the car up. I(nki I(ids, the chotal group and the dancets

all begrn singrng and the car lands at RCS. The two yourtg merì step out of the car and

make their way to FCS. The song abruptly ends, the NHI{ Hall audience applauds and

Nakamuta and l{ubo make their way to FCS.
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The car is slowly lifted away while Nakamura, I(ubo and Kinki ICds discuss

sports. Suddenly, the stage becomes very dark and the people on stage move to SL and

SR. -,{ few white spotlights sweep along the now empty stage and reveal three men

rising from beneath the stage. The Genenl Chairman's voice is heard, and he

introduces the three men while they walk to FCS and are joined by the membets of

ICnki llds, the Team MCs and the child dancets. The ftst man is I(okoro Mizumi, a

retttedlokl<ana (h.ighly-ranked) sano whose professional name was Chiyo no Fuii. The

second man is Yamashita Yasuhiro, a former silver medallist at the Los Ângeles

Olympic Games and now is the new head coach for a Japanese jado team. The third

man is the manager of the sporting team Fukuoka Daiei Hawks. The men ftom I(nki

I(ids ask the spotìng guests to say a few words of encoutagement while the onstage

children cheet.

S o ng P e rfo rrz an ce P re la d e
8:08:48pnt

The camera cuts to I{ubo who is now standing in the Red corrìer with Suzuki Ami and

the next song performer, Harada Yuit Surrounding the women ate 10 Team

members-Ishikawal¿S¿d, Tendo Yoshimi, Yuki Saori and Yasuda Sachiko, Yashiro

,{.ki, I(oba}¡ashi Sachiko, Natsuko Godai, Fuii -,\yako, Naga}¡ama Yõko znd l{ozat

KaSA-v/ho 
^re 

wearing red short-sleeved happi (short kimono style jackets) over theit

clothing. Suzuki leads the team members in a btief chant to wish Harada, a fellow

newcomer, good luck fot her first performance in Kohakø. The music begins and

Handawalks to FCS while I(ubo introduces the song.

SoNc PBnTONMANCE 9
Harada Yuti - "Tsugdru no banA" (t'Flowers of Tsugatu")
Red Team

8 :0 9:1 4pn

The stage is brightly lit and red fairy lights 
^ppe 

r along the rear of the tier and the

RSIí. a da.wears a highly decorative blackførisode kimono with a flower pattern anda

gold obì and has several flower ornaments in het hair. She remains at FCS the entire

performance but moves her arms, hands and body as she exptessively sings into het

witeless mictophone and smiles broadly.
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At the very beginning of the song, the audience begins clapping to the thythm

of the upbeat, huppy song. Meanwhile, approximately thirty women in orange, ted and

green patterned kimono walk onstage and move to CS, carrying two small mikoshi, one

of which contains a glowing plastic tiger and the other ^ toy samarai. These shrine

bearers remain the backgtound and move around CSR, CS and CSL while smiling,

waving ribbons in the air arrd dancing. The camera is, however, focused on Harada's

face. She pdmariþ directs her singing out to the audience by facing each cotner of the

Hall and reaching out her hand and she occasionally looks directly at the c^mera.

During an instrumental interval, the 10 Red Team membets who had

previously joined her in the Red corner come onto the stage and surround Fï.atada in a

semicircle at FCS. They begin to clap in time and during a brief instrumental break

they lightly thtow petal-shaped confetti over l{.anda. The audience applauds and

lHarada happily bows toward her teammates and then the audience. For the test of the

song, the teammates remain crowded atound het and many of them playfully and

happily copy Harada's hand gestures and (inaudibly) sing along. After her fìnai phtase,

more confetti is showered over H:araåa who by now is elated and holding back tears.

SmiJing widely, she raises one fist as a sign of accomplishment then jumps for joy and

excitedly shtieks.

S o ng P erforrn an ce P re la d e
8:l /:56pn

The audience applauds and the cameta cuts to the White corner whete Nakamura is

standing with three guests, one of whom is Suzuki Sonoko, a beauty and nutrition

celebdty known fot her porcelain white skin. Tonight she is standing in a very bdght

spotlight to hrghlight her 'whiteness'. The othet two are men wearing ttench coats and

holding hats over their faces, to coflceal theit identity. Suzuki and Nakamura briefly

talk and then the men remove the hats, tevealing their faces which are, as a joke, also

painted white. They announce who they are: the song performers Hosokawa Takashi

and Maekawa l(i)¡oshi. The music for the next song perfotmance begins and, laughing,

Nakamura hutries the guests away and inttoduces the singer'

,å.PPENDIX E - O\/ERVIEV: THE f-ELEVISED 50ttt KOHAKU
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SorrlC PBNTONMANCE 10

Yoshi lkuzõ - "Fuyw no sake" ("rWinteÌs Sake")
white Team 

g:1 2:26pn

The camera moves to an aertal shot of the front of the stage where Yoshi Ikuzo is

standing in a spotlight at CS. He is wearing a casual suit: black trousers, a white and

silver patterned jacket, black collarless shirt and black handkerchief in his pocket. The

stage is completely datk except for a wash of dark blue light. When Yoshi sings, the

c mer^ moves to a close shot of his upper torso and then his face which is aglow with

perspiration. For the remainder of the performance, the camera remains focused on

Yoshi, occasionally changing angles.

The music is highly orchesttated and includes strings, a synthesiser, elecúic

guitar and bass, woodwind and simple petcussion. Regardless, there are no insttuments

onstage. To supplement the vocals, there is a male choit and a female soloist offstage.

ïfhen the music teaches a crescendo, the tier and RSW is suddenly ìit by patchy white-

blue light resembling a moonlight shadow cast over 
^ 

tree. Yoshi remains standing at

CS the entire performance and although he appears quite restrained, he sings

emotionally and directs his gaze toward the Hall audience anå, at times, the cameta. He

frequently closes his eyes while the audience softly claps in time. \Øhen the song

concludes, he smiles and bows slowly and deeply toward the audience before leaving

the stage to great applause.

S o ng P erform an ce P re la d e
8:/ 5:27pm

Nakamura and Junko converse in the Red corner. Nakamuta wishes the Red Team

good luck then introduces the Red Team's rìext song performance.

SoNC PBNTONMANCE 1.].

Matsu Takako - "Yume no sl)izuþ¡t 1e'<¡roplets of a Dteâm")
Red Team

8:1 5:54pm

The camera cuts to a shot of the stage, where Matsu Takako stands undet sevetal

spotlights ar CS, dressed in an elegant strapless gtey ball gown with sparkling silver

earrings. Slightly behind her and toward SR is an additional performer, a male classical
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guitarist who is dressed in black and seated on â stool, with a fold-back wedge in front

of him. ,{. solo piano and soft drumbeat is heard in the inttoduction and Matsu begins

to sing with an unsettled voice.

After the fìrst verse, the stage is softly lit, revealing eight multi-coloured

sphere-shaped balloon lights, two meters in diameter and suspended in mid-air at

different points around the stage and tier. Matsu remains at CS and the balloon lights

glow different colours. As the song progresses, more instruments enter the mix: the

drums ate 'filled out', guitars and a synthesiser are heard, as is an additional female

vocal line during the chorus. In spite of the shaky statt, Matsu's voice becomes

stronger as the song progresses.

The camera moves from close-ups of Matsu as she g zes out at the Hali

audience to wide shots of the stage and balloons (which now turn a milky white

colour). At one point, the camera focuses on the three levels of the NHI( Hall

audience seating area. The house lights are dimmed and the audience members wave

their penlights in time to the beat, creating a dazzhng display of fairy lights. At the end

of the sorìg: Matsu stares sttaight alnetd and bows when the audience applauds.

S o ng P e rforn a n ce P re la de

8:19:1/pm

The camerâ cuts to a shot of the ìØhite corner where members of the young male band

19 (namely Nakamura Mitsuru, I(enji and I(eigo) ate standing with the \X/hite MC.

They all bdefly talk and then I(enji and I{eigo walk over to the stâge. Nakamura

Mitsuru writes lyrics and creates the promotional artwotk but does not petform the

songs. The \X/hite MC and Nakamura Mitsuru quickly discuss the stage props that arc

used in this song performance. Nakamura Mitsuru introduces the song amid excited

calls ("I(enj1l" and "I(eigo!") from the audience.
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79 - uAno kømi bik,õki kumori zora watte"
((rThat Paper Plane Will Break Through the Cloud.")
White Team

8:19:52pn

19 stand at CS with I{eigo holding a blue acoustic guitar (with an electrical cable

trailing offstage to CSL) and I(enji holding a hatmonica and a microphone. Directly in

front of l(eigo is a mictophone on a stand and a" fold-back wedge tilted toward him.

Both performers are dressed in white outfits: I(eigo wears a high-necked tracksuit

jacket and pants and l(enji wears a simple white shirt and pants, a red and blue scarf

tied cowboy-style around his neck and one gold hoop earcing. I{eigo has medium-

length, dyed-yellow blonde hatt that is slightly pushed forward ovet his face while

I(enji's hair is dyed-white blonde and styled into spikes. Behind them are 1.3 very large

(approximately three metres tall) one-dimensional cardboard props of Nakamuta

Mitsuru's drawings including a boy dressed in a devil costume and a robot holding a

two-headed bear. Four of the cardboard props are placed along RSR, RCS and RSL

and the remaining nine are spread out along the steps of the tier. The cardboard props

remain stationary at the beginning of the song; however, stage crew standing behind

the props cause them to sway in time to the music during the chorus and at the end of

the song.

The upbeat song begins with a syncopated srìare drum and a sliding bass guitar

in addition to the acoustic guitar. Neither the dr-ums nor the bass guitar are present

onstage. The young men take turns singing a melody line during the verse and then

together sing in harmony during the chorus. Throughout the song, I(etgo strums

chords and slightly moves his body when he is singing. \X¡hen he is not singing, he

leans into the guitar, lowers his head and shakes his hair. I(enji stands with one leg

forward and the other backwatd and sways in time with the music. Both sing

expressively and l{enji often closes his eyes and gdmaces while singing and playing the

hatmonica.

Aside from the cardboard props, there is minimal staging for this song

performance. The stage is generally bdghtly lit without ^îy 
special lighting effects

except for two spotlights on the performers. The c merz- is mainly focused on both

,A.PPENDIX E - OVERVIEW: THE TELE\/ISED 50'tt1 KOHAKU
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band membets together; howevet, close-up individual shots ate often used when the

men sing solos. During an instrumental intedude, the camerl makes a sweeping shot of

the props on the tier. In general, both men direct their petformance toward the NHI(

Hall audience but I(enji occasionally looks at the c meta'.In the fìnal few bars of the

sorìg, the stage lights 
^te 

slightly dimmed and the petformers focus ort their

instruments and look downward. The audience cheers and the membets of L9 bow.

Sho konã: koshukõ t^r (/it.'S h ow C om er A ltem ating B attling')
8:22:33pm

Nakamura and I{ubo stand in the lØhite corner and I(ubo claps in the direction of 19.

Nakamura holds a smail piece of papet and announces that he has received a message

to wish him good luck in his new tole as White MC. The audience applauds and he

bows quickly. I(ubo tries to rally support for the Red Team by asking the female ludge

Mitsuko I(usafue for her thoughts about Kohaka so far Mitsuko picks up 
^

microphone from the counter in front of het and recounts especially enjoyable parts of

the concert so far. I{ubo light-heartedly hints that she shouid vote for the Red Team

and Mitsuko smiles and agtees.

S ong P e rfo nn a n ce P re I a d e
8:23:23pm

Nakamura âflnounces the tX/hite Team's next song perfotmer and the c meta cuts to a

shot of the stage.

SoNc PenronMANCE L3

Yarnakawa Yutaka - "Amerika'basbi" ("America Bridge")
$íhite Team 

s:23:2,pra

A unique trilling melody line played by the otchestta is heard. \X/hite-blue spotlights

softly shine along the RS and the steps of the tier are also white-blue. Hanging down

the RSìØ are three layers of long, sparkling silver threads. Standing at CS is Yamakawa

Yutaka and to his left is an additional performer, Hirao Masa'aki, who composed the

music for this song. Seated on stools at RSL are three Kahaka song performers-

'Monsieur' I(amayatsu from Sans Filtre and I(enji and l(eigo fuom !9-all' of whom

xe playtng guitars. \X/hen Nakamura announces Yamakawa,'s name, Yzmaka-wa bows

APPENDIX E - OVEIìVIEDI: THE TELEViSED 5Otil KOHAKU
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deeply and he and Hirao quickly bow to each other. The c metz- focuses on Yamakawa

when he begins to sing. He is dressed in a formal suit consisting of white trousers, a

white shirt, a white bow tie and a white jacket with tiny decorative gold swids. The

shot then includes Yamakawa and Hirao Masa'aki. Hirao wears a white suit jacket, a

white shirt, black trousers, a silver bowtie and a red handketchief in his breast pocket.

Even though Hirao's mictophone is not raised to his mouth (and he is thus

rendered inaudible) he sings along with Yamakawa's solo part throughout the song.

The men take turns singing the solo melody and then sing together, either in harmony

or in unison. The men often angle their bodies inward to sing to each othet and then

turn to face the NHK Hall audience, but never directly look at the camera. Both are

smile frequently but Yamakawa is more teserved than Hirao who exptessively waves
1J

his arm and moves his legs while singing and appears to be very pleased with the

petformance.

During an instrumentall¡reak, the c^mef^ focuses on 'Monsieur' I(amayatsu.

I(enji and l(eigo who continue playing, and a 'voice over' aflnounces their names and

their status as guest guitarists. Aside from this, they arc not singled out for any further

attention by the c mera,.Instead, the camen returns to alternating shots of Yamakav¡a

and Hirao on their own, the two singers standing together and, fìnally, a group shot of

all of the perfotmers. Near the end of the petformance, the c merz- moves to a close-

up of Yamakawa and then trails off to a shot of the darkened SR wings, supposedly in

error. The fault is quickly rectified by another shot of Yamakawa at z dtfferent angle

which slowly expands to include Hirao. The song concludes and on the final beat the

men smile and slightly raise fìsts in tdumph. The c merz- cuts to a wide shot of the

stage, the audience applauds and the singers bow.

S ong P e rform an ce P re /ø de

8:26:/ I pn

I{ubo and Red Team singet Matsuda Seiko stand in the Red corner and converse

bdefly. Matsuda, is wearing a black evening gown with a white fur stole actoss her

shoulders. The orchestral music fot the next soflg begins and then the camera cuts to

an aeÅal shot of the stage tî prepr^tion for the next song performance.

,A,PPENDIX E - OVERVIE\(/: THE f'ELE\/ISED 50rH KOHAKU
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SoNc PBnronunNcp L4

Kõzai Kaori - "Bokyo junen" ("Ten Years of Nostalgia")
Red Team

8:26:24pm

The stage is lit with warm colours: a golden light shines on the silver threads along the

RSW and swiding, orange and yellow lights falls onto CS. A spotlight follows I{ozat

I(aori as she leisurely walks from the SR wings. I{ozat is dressed in a highly decorative

cre m and gold farisode kirzono, adotned with various shades of orange flowets and

other patterns. Her hair is softy swept off her face znd sparkling gold leaves are used as

hair ornaments. ìØhen she reaches CS, she bows very slowly and several loud calls are

heard from the audience. She does not react but instead appears composed and

dignified.

The camera generally uses full-length shots of I{ozai or closely framed shots

of her face and, on occasioÍ\ ^ reverse angle of the audience. Throughout the

Þerformance,I{ozai does not leave her CS position but instead enacts small, controlled

head and hand movemerìts. She grips the mictophone firmly and holds it high in front

of her mouth in an unusual mânner. \X/hile singing, she very slowly raises her other

hand to her cheek and lingers in a ponderous pose. She also lowers her eyes to the

floor and then slowly looks upward. On occasion, she looks directiy at the camera but

does not hold its gaze for long. More commonly, she holds het chin high and directs

her song toward the Hall audience, or pauses to look at the floot.

I{ozat's voice is controlled and emotive and her wotds are highly enunciated.

Throughout the sorìg, her vocal style is greaùy vatied and ranges ftom breathy

whispers to strong declarations. She frequently uses wide, slow vibrato that begins flat

but returns to the correct pitch at the end of phrases. During a bteak in the vocals, the

NHK Hall audience applauds and more loud calls arc heard. I{ozai exhibits 
^

controlled smile but does not bow. At the end of the performance, however, she bows

to more applause and calls from the Hall audience.
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S o ng P erfo rm an ce P re la de
8:29:/ 6pm

The calls continue to grow louder when the camera cuts to Nakamura who is standing

in the White corner. S7ith him is the handsome SMAP membet, I(usanagi Tsuyoshi,

and three life-sized Nintendo Pokemont charactets (adults dressed in chanctet suits).

I(usanagi acts as an interpretet for Pikachu-a yellow mouse-like creature. After a' few

moments of deep contemplation, I(usanagi proudly proclaims Pikachu's excited cties

of "Pika! Pikachu!" can simply be translated as "Pikachu". Nakamuta and membets of

the Hall audience laugh in response to the joke. Following more outbursts from

Pikachu, it is clear that this is the only word it is able to say. In his second 
^ttempt ^t

translation, I{usanagi declares Pikachu has said the \X/hite Team is doing weil and

Nakamura displays greaLt 
^mùsement. 

He thanks Pikachu and announces the next

performet and song.

SoNc PnnronMANCE 1.5

Saijo Hideki - "Bairamosn" ("Let's Dance")
White T e am

I :2 9:5 7pn

The camera cuts to a side shot of the tier which is bathed in red light. ,\ white spotlight

illuminates Saiiö Hideki who stands on the Rear Steps. A classical gtitat melody is

heard and the c mer^ moves to close shot of Saiiö. He whispers and then speaks the

fìrst few lines of the song. The stage and tiet is now lit in white-blue light and when the

Lann beat begins, Saiiö slowly walks a microphone stand at CS. When he teaches CS

he spins around and places his wireless microphorìe on the stand. Then, with legs

spread either side of the stand, he leans down and seductively glides his hand up the

stand and grasps the microphone.

Saiiö sings the first verse at CS, initially with his eyes ditected toward the

c^men2- and then at the Hall audience. He sings earnestly, frequently using flowing arm

and hand gestures and occasionally closes his eyes. Suddenly, the cameta cuts to a wide

shot of the entire stage and multi-coloured lights begin to strobe onto the FCS. A

blinding white light beams from the RSW directly into the c^mere-'s lens and 12

I po¡"rro,1-,¿ contraction of 'Pocket ly[6¡¡s¡s¡s'- is a phenomenally popular comPuter game and animated

television series.
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ml¿:umeJakw dancerc (female performers from the Takaraqøka rcvte who specialise in

portraying women), who are dressed in sparkling red Spanish-style dresses, run out

from the wings.o When the women reach RCS, the choms begins and they petform a

series of lively dance moves such as shaking their ruffled skirts, spinning atound and

falling to the floor. Meanwhile, Saiio temains at the mictophone stand.

From this point onward, the stage lighting becomes more striking and vivid.

The tier flashes white-blue lights in a checkerboatd pattern and the RS\üø is lit with

white fairy lights. The masamelaka's red dtesses ate enhanced by a wash of red light

along the RCS. The womet:' 
^re 

joined by otokolaka dancers (female performers from

t}le Takaraqøka rcv:ue who specialise in portraying men) appear, dressed in red tuxedos.

The women and 'men' dance together in pairs. Occasionally, the pairs sepatate and the

møsamela/ea dancerc raise theit arms into the au to mimic the clicking of castanets

which arc heard in the musical accompaniment. The dancets form a semicircle behind

Saiiö and some of the 'women look up at him ftom the floor. Saiiö does not, however,

acknowledge their presence: his focus is firmly directed forward toward the Hall

audience.

Saiiõ's look is sexy, modern and somewhat belying his age. He is tanned and

his highly styled hair is brown with blonde streaks. He is dressed in a bold out{ìt,

consisting of a long brown crushed velvet overcoat with an upturned collar, tight black

leather pants and black shoes. During an instrumental intetlude, he takes off the

overcoat to reveal a long black leathet jacket with a iagged hemline and numerous rips

throughout the leather dnzLt reveal his skin underneath. He then moves retreats to RCS,

standing between two rows of masameltakø dancers who clap their hands high above

their heads. Saiiö executes a few basic dance moves (such as spinning around, shaking

his legs and waving his arms) before returning to FCS. Once again, he glides his hand

up the microphone stand.

During the fìnal chorus, the dancers form a single line behind Saiio and sway

side to side. They later disperse and occupy the entire stage with another complex

dance routine. Saijõ remains at FCS and energetically shakes his hands, clenches them

n 
,A.ll of th. additional dancers in this song performance are from the TakaraTaka gekidan ßaktgumi (TakaraTnka

Theatre Group, within the subdivision of the Moon Troupe).
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into fists and raises his arms high above his head, enacting a series of gestures that ate

associated with this song. Dudng the fìnal instrumental bats, he places the microphone

stand between his legs and dips it down to the floor. Leaving the stand, he moves

toward CS where the dancets are either kneeling or standing in a block formation. Saiiö

stands in the middle and spins around with one hand raised high as the last beat of the

song is heard. All of the dancers remain still for a ferv seconds untjl the audience

applauds. The upbeat rhythm for the next song begins and they quickly exit the stage.

SoNc PnnronMANCE L6

Nakamura Mitsuko - "KAwachi'zake" ("Kawacl:'i sake")
Red Team

8:32:50pn

The camera cuts to a very wide shot of the brightly lit stage viewed from the ftst

balcony. The floor lights begin flashing ted and white stripes and in the distance many

people gather onstage and along the tier steps. The house lights 
^re 

oî and sevetal

female additional performers dressed rnfurisode kimono and holding ogi foldtns fans can

be seen standing in the balcony aisles of the audience seating atea. Most of the

audience members clap along and do so fot the entire dutation of the song

perfotmance. The c meta cuts to a close shot of Nakamura Mitsukoto who is standing

at CS and l(ubo's voice is heard, announcing the perfotmer and the song. The camera

moves to a side shot from the first balcony and many more female additional

performers standing in the three gtound floot aisles come into view. They hold one fan

in each hand and together wave the fans in time with the music.

Nakamura Mitsuko smiles broadly and then sings a long melisma while waving

lner arm slowly around het body. Behind het, standing from CSR to CSL, are

approximately 30 women dressed in sparkling yellow farisode kimono, red andblack obi

and red scarves tied around their heads. The women hold a red and white ogi in each

hand. Spread out along the steps of the tter arc approximately 30 more women who

instead wear glittedng lime green førinde ,kimono, matching green and orange obi, and

have orange scarves wrapped around their heads. These womerì hold a green and white

ogi an in each hand. Behind them, vettical red stripes flash across the RSW and also

'oNuku-lrru Mitrrrko's full name will be used in this appendix to avoid confusion with Nakamura I(ankuro, the

White MC.
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along the floor lights. All of the fan dancers wave thre ogi in synchronised dance moves,

creattnga spectacle of colour and movement behind Nakamura Mitsuko.

Nakamura Mitsuko is boldly dressed in a black kimono with rust-red and gold

swirls. þ3r obi is black, dark green and gold and thete is a contemporaLry, gteen and

gold 'lightning bolt' design along the rear fold. Her hair is sprayed with glitter and

pulled back into a Ftench twist. Placed hete is 
^ 

very large ornament, consisting of a

haþiece and gold-tinged ted circies like a peacock's feathers. Splaying out from the

ornament ate six very long silver sticks.

Nakamura Mitsuko's performance is very confìdent and jovial. She has a

strong voice and uses assertive hand movements. During the fìrst vefse, she temains at

FCS and casually marches around in a citcle, smiling widely, shaking her head and

cleady enunciating the lyrics. 1ü7ith a microphone held in her right hand, she points her

left hand toward the Hall audience, raises it into the a:r, clenches it into a fist and softly

places it on her chest. Her vocal tonal quality is mature yet harsh-sounding and she

ftequently uses embellishments such as wide, slow vibtato and trills, as well as avariety

of dynamics. In general, her entire perfotmance is directed toward the Hall audience,

not the c^merz".

During an instrumental break, fellow Red Team members Mõningu Musumeo

weave their way through the FHS and stand in two tows of four on eithet side of

Nakamura Mitsuko. She and the eight gids move closer to the audience and stand on

the floor lights. I(ubo's voice is heard, announcing the inclusion of Mõningu Musumeo

in the song performance. The eight gitls are all dressed in different coloured farinde

kimono with floral patterns and, like the FHS, wave a red and white ogi in each hand.

They ail smile and appear to be enjoying themselves. At one point, one Möningu

Musumeo member mistakenly performs a gesture which is out of time with the others

but she quickly realises and corrects it. The c^merz- ftequentþ moves away fuom close-

uÞs of Nakamura Mitsuko, to focus on Moningu Musumeo and their fan dancing.

The camera remains firmly fìxed on Nakamura Mitsuko at the conclusion of the

performance when she smiles broadly, holding her atms at right angles to display her

kimono sleeves. The NHI( Hall audience cheers and applauds, and the camera cuts back

,A.PPENDIX E - O\¡E,RVIE\V: THE, TELE\/ISED 50rtI KOHAKU
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to its original view of the entire stage where featuting Nakamura Mitsuko, Mõningu

Musumeo and the ogi dancets are standing.

I{oshuköt ai (/it. Altemating B attling')
8:35:27pm

The camera cuts to a close-up of a famous male puppeteer from Okinawa named

Ikkokudo. He stands in the Red corner holding puppet caticatures of the Team MCs.

The I(ubo puppet is on his tight hand and wears a ltfac skirt and blouse and has long

dark hau. On his left hand is the Nakamura puppet, dressed in a light-brown square-

shouldered katagina, commonly worn in kabakL Ikkokudö corìverses with the puppets

and there is a small joke when he delibetately uses a high-pitched feminine voice fot

the Nakamura puppet and a low-pitched masculine voice for the I(ubo puppet. ,\ few

calls can be heatd from the audience. The camera then moves to a slightly widet shot

of the Red corner to reveal the real Nakamura and I(ubo who ate standing either side

of lkkokudö. I{ubo has once agatn changed outfìts and she is, like the puppet, wearing

a long lilac skirt, blouse and cardigan. I{ubo and Nakamuta smile, Nakamuta makes a

surpdsed expression toward the Hall audience and the Team MCs slightly bow towatd

the puppeteer when the act concludes. I{ubo turns toward the Hall audience and

quickly inttoduces the next song petformânce for the Red Team.

SoNc PBnT.ONMANCE 1.7

Kiroro - "Nagøi aida" (",A. Long Time")
Red Team

8:35:58pn

The audience politely applauds and a few whooping cheers are heard. The camerâ cuts

to a close-up of ICnjo Ayano, a member of the duo l{iroto. She is seated at CSR at a

black grand piano which has the lid wide open. I{injo begins to play the introduction

for the melancholy song and the camera moves behind her. The shot dissolves into a

close-up of vocalist Tamashiro Chiharu, the othet membet of I(iroro, who stands at

CS facing the Hall audience. She begins to softly and sweetly sing the fìrst vetse, with

the piano as sparse accompaniment.

The staging is minimal. The stage remains dark except fot a spotlight on each

of the song performers and patches of yellow and white light beam down onto the tier
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in a dappled moonlight effect. The performers arc neat)y dressed in stylish matching

clothes: Ilnjo wears a brown woollen jumper and a long, bulky and shiny lilac skirt and

Tamashiro wears a red jumper and a pale pink skirt. Their hairstyles ate identical and

highly ornate: a segment is btaided close to the forehead and the test is parted into two

pigtails with waist-length, cudy hair extensions interspersed with white fluffy feathers.

The camera regularlv dissolves into shots of Tamashito alone, aerial shots of

both Tamashiro and I(injo, and reverse shots of Tamashiro and the Hall audience. Â

few audience members slowly wave their penlights. ICnjo occasionaþ glances up from

the piano but usually keeps her head lowered toward the keys. In doing so, her face is

never fully shown to the c^meta, except in a distant shot that includes Tamashiro.

Throughout the performarìce Tamashiro stands still at CS, hoiding her mictophone. Ät

one point, she expressively taises het left arm slightly to het waist and spreads het

fingers wide and during an instrumental break, she glances over her shoulder at I(njo.

Tamashiro adopts a sensitive and restrained exptession while singing. She

ftequently frowns, looks pained and lowets het eyes. Her voice, however, is clear, even

and strong and she confidently sings toward the Hall audieflce, never directly looking

at the c met^. After she has fìnished singing, Tamashiro smiles widely, bites her lowet

lip and glances up toward the NHI( Hall balconies. I(injo plays the final few

instrumental bars and then Tamashiro bows slowly and deeply, her pigtails nearly

brushing the floot. The audience applauds and shouts are heard.

S ong P e rfo rrn a n ce P re la d e
8:3 8:49pm

The camera cuts to a shot of the \X/hite corrìer. Hete Nakamura stands with the mascot

for NHI{'s satellite channel BS2 z large bdck-like character named Domo-kun (an

adult dressed in a plush costume). They are joined by Domo-kun's ftiend, the eldetly

grey rabbit named Usajü, and lr'agaki Gorö (a member of SMAP) who is holding a

white fluffy toy seal. Inagaki asks Domo-kun and Usajü who will win Kohaka. Usaii

says the White Team will win, Domo-kun says "banTaì." ("hutah!") and the seal moafls.

Inagal<t then pulls down a scroll which is placed over Domo-kun's mouth like a mask

which reads 'shirogømi shorf þt.'rü/hite Team, win!'). Meanwh,ile, the audience cheets
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and calls out. The musical introduction for the next song begins and Nakamuta

introduces the next peffofmef. Inagaki playfully pats the seal on its head.

SONC PBNTONMANCE 1.8

Horiuchi Takao - "Zoku ' take tonbo - seisbwn no shippo -"
("Sequel: Bamboo Dragonfly -Tail end of the dream-")
$fhite Team

8:39:/ 9pn

The camera cuts to a side view of the stage, which is now softly lit with numerous

white-blue lights. Â classical guitat, strings and a steady drumbeat are heard but there

are no instnrments on stage. The cameta slowly moves to focus on Horiuchi Takao

who srands alone in a spotlight at CS. Draped across the RSW and along the upper

steps of the tier arc horizontal silvet thteads that spatkle in the white-blue light.

Horiuchi quickly begins speaking the opening lines of the song in a deep, husky voice.

Meanwhile, he smiles and raises his tight arm high above his head to wave at audience

members seated in the Hall balconies. The clmetz- moves to an upper-torso shot when

Horiuchi begins to sing. During the first few lines, Hotiuchi remains looking toward

the balconies and then alters his gaze to dkectly look at the cameta. The camera then

moves back to a wider shot of the stage and Horiuchi, who then looks zway and

addresses the gtound floor Hall audience.

Horiuchi's demeanour is very telaxed and comfortable. He is neady dressed in

an unbuttoned grey suit jacket, a buttoned black waistcoat, black trousers and black

shoes. His white shirt has a small collar and his black neck scarf is tied by a circulr plrt.

His hair is black and very short, and his moustache is small and neatly ttimmed. His

performance style is in keeping with his at-ease 
^ppe 

r^rtce. Hotiuchi frequently

gesrures to the Hall audience by pointing his finger, reaching out his hand and

symbolically embracing them with a sweeping arm movement. Occasionally, these

gestures are directed toward the cameta. He does not smile while singing, but instead

expressively nods his head.

The vocal melody is simple and lilting and his voice is even and controlled

with little varta:dorr in expression or dynamics thtoughout the song. During an electric

gúrtzlr solo in an insffumental break, Horiuchi raises his right atm high above his head
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and shouts ortt"sanþ21." ("Thank you!"). tùØhile smiìing, he slowly turns to look at the

entire Hall audience and quickly bows while the audience applauds. At the end of the

song, he smiles and once again raises his right atm, this time calling out "arigato

goqainashita!" ("Thank you very much!"), while looking up at the balcony audience.

Horiuchi bows and I(ubo's voice is heard, thanking him.

S o ng P e rform an ce P re la de
8:42:28pm

The camera cuts to a shot of l(ubo standing in the Red corner with three membets of

Moningu Musume" (namely Yasuda I(ei, Iichü Sayaka, and Goto Maki) who are still

weanngførisode kimono from their participation in Nakamura Mitsuko's'petformance of

"Kawachi-qake" ("Kawachi sa/<e"). Frequent cheers and shouts are heard from the

audience as the three gids flaunt their costumes and declare the outfits to be cute. In

addition to their involvement with Möningu Musumeo the thtee gitls are the sole

members of another group, Pucchi Möni (I-ittle Moming). They sing a shott segment

from a recent hit single and I(ubo introduces the next song petformer.

SONC PBNTONMANCE 1.9

Godai Natsuko - "Kazemachi minAto"
("Waiting fot a Favourable Wind in the FIarbour")
Red Team

I :4 3 :0}pm

The camera curs to a wide shot of the stage which is lit in soft white-blue light, except

for the tier, SL and SR stairs which are red. Offstage, strings and zn electric guitar play

a mournful melody, and onstage, a lone spotlight follows Godai as she slowly walks

from the wings at SR. Meanwhile, I(ubo provides more information about the song

performance. Godai's walk is ptecisely timed: when she teaches CS and gtacefully

bows, it is time for her to sing. Godai remains at this position and does not dance or

even swây het body in time to the music. Fot the majority of the perfotmance, Godai

:øLely moves. She fìrmly holds the mictophone in het right hand with left arm bent and

closely held to her waist. On occasion, she unfutls het hand and gestures tov/ârd the

Hall audience and also shakes het head slightly and glances downward.
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Godai's clothing is traditional and tefìned. She wears an elegant cream and

grey kinono, ðecorated with a gold flotal design. Her long black hair is swept high off

her face and tied back with a simple hair ornament behind each ear. Her makeup is

understated, her skin pale and lips painted red. In a close shot of her face, small beads

of perspiration can be seen on her upper lip. She does not look at the camera, but

rather focuses her wide-eyed gaze towatd the audience.

Godai's vocal quality is varied and often uses wide, wavering vibrato.

Âlthough her voice is strong and she sings confìdently, her use of dynamics and

enunciation of lyrics create â sense of sadness and yearning. This is also reflected in het

facial expressions which r^îge ftom ftowning to looking hut. Duting an instrumental

break when the audience applauds, Godai does not smile but instead ditects 
^

controlled g ze towaLrd the direction of the balcony audience. Only when the song

concludes does she smile widely, looks very pleased and bows twice to great appiause.

The stage is dark and Godai begins moving toward SR while Nakamuta inttoduces this

segment.

Traditional ltJew Year Segment
8:45:59pm

Â black backdrop with tiny multi-coloured stars is lowered ftom the stage ceiling and

gagakø music (ancient court music) is heatd. Hloshigi clapper sticks are sounded and, at

FCS, a platform dses from beneath the stage. On the platform ate thtee men and one

woman dressed in traditional costumes, standing in a cardboard boat. One of the men

is Sakura I{inzo, the announcet for this segment, and he is cracking the @oshtgi while

shouting "toqaì. toqaì."11 ("heatyelhear ye!") to call the audience to attention.

This traditional segment acts out â variatton of theJapanese folk tale of Shichi-

fukøjin, the Seven Deities of Good Luck. In this legend, a takarabøne (teastre ship)

bearing six male gods (Bishamzn, Ebisa, Dail<okø, Hotei, Fakarokøja and Jørojin) and one

goddess (Benten), arrives inJapan on New Year's Eve. The seven deities bear treasures

from far lands, bring good luck for the forthcoming year and bring happiness to

11 Ä, pr"rriorrs acknowlecJged, see Coaldrake (1997:5I) for discussion regarding this call.
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mortals. t' The version presented in this btief segment only features three deities,

presumably because in folk legends thete ate usually auspicious combinations of three

,{PPENDIX E - O\/ERVIEW: THE TELE\/ISE,D 50ttt KOHAKU
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of seven.

Sakura l{inzo steps out of the boat and introduces the segment and the nâmes

of the thtee deities, who arc all. dressed in white outfits with colouted sashes around

their waists. Following their introduction these actors, in tutn, say their real names. The

fìrst is Ebisu (Enati I(azuki), the god of fishing and commerce, who smiles broadly and

holds up a large ted sea bream. The second is Benten (Shigeta Chieko), the goddess of

arts and wisdom, who is dressed in an extravag rtt white and gold kimono and an

elaborate head ornament with a sheet pink sash flowing down to her waist. The third is

Daikoku (Sakigake Santatö), the god of wealth and harvest, who catries alarge sack of

tfeasufes over his left shoulder and a mzgcal gavel in his dght hand.

Ebisu taises the mast of the boat and reveals tlr'e kanji for'takara' (tteasure)

painted onto the white square sail. The announcer and deities converse and discuss

what the future holds for the fothcomin g ye f . The segment ends when the three

deities cheer and throw handfuls of white confetti. Sttings and an org rr begin playing

and Sakuta Kinzo returns to the boat while wishing luck to the White Team and

clapping his sticks. The backdrop slowly rises amid clouds of confetti and stagehands

quickly remove the boat mâst. The platform and its occupants are lowered beneath the

stage.

12 r\ccording to mythology, the deities bear such treasures as a hat of invisibiliry, a lucky coat and a ghost-chasing

rat, among many others (I(ojima and Crane 1987:343).In addition, each of the shicbifukujin carry obf ects that

symbolise their unique power of good fottune. The Bishamon (or Bishamonten), the god of war and defence, is

ciad in armour and Èolás a magical spear to guard against evil (I(ojima and Crane 1987.21). Ebisu, the god of
hshing and commerce, is revered by shopkeepets and merchants because he is thought to bring prosperity in

business (I(ojima and Crane 1987:57). Daikoku (or Daikokuten), the god of wealth and harvest, carries a luck-

bringrng gavel and a large bag of treasures ({ojima and Crane 1987:45). Hotei, the plump and smiling god of
huppi"Ãi an<J ptosperity, carries a treasure sack of items such as a "money-producingpurse" (I(oiima and Crane

1.987:1.1.1). Fukurokuju, the eldetly god of wealth and longevity, carries the secret for wealth and longevity written

on a scroll that is attached to his crooked cane (I(oiima and Crane 1987:66).Jurõiin, the eldedy god of longevity,

holds a fan, a cane and a prescription for longeviry written on a scroll (I(oiima and Crane L987:134-1,35)' The last

member of the sbicbi-fukujin is Benten (or Benzaiten), goddess of arts and wisdom, who is often depicted as a

talented and wise beauty, usually prescnted as playing the biwa lute (I{oiima and Crane 1987:20).



S o ng P erfo rn a n ce P re lu d e
8:47:02pm

The camera cuts to Nakamura standing in the White corner and introduces the next

song performance.

SONC PBNTONMANCE 20

TOKIO - "Ai no arasbi" ("The Love Storm")
White Team

8:47:08pm

Distorted guitar chords arc heard and the c merz- cuts to a wide shot of the stage

where the five members of TOI{O (namely Jõshima Shigeru, Yamaguchi Tatsuya,

I(okubun Taichi, Matsuoka Masahiro and Nagase Tomoya) stand amid blinking white-

blue lights and swiding spotüghts. The song has a steady rock rhythm, charactedsed by

splashy cymbals and snare drum rolls. The tier flashes with ever changing red and

white light patterns, the FL are lit up in white-blue and the RSW is al¡laze with sttobing

white-blue lights. The atmosphere is of an intense and lively 'glam' tock concert.

Standing on a raised platform at RCS is the keyboardist, I(okubun Taichi, and

drummer, Matsuoka Masahiro, who enetgetically play their insftuments. Slightly in

front and to either side of the platform is the guitarist, Jöshima Shigeru, and bass

player, Yamaguchi Tatsuya, and their large amplifìers and fold-back wedges. The lead

singer, Nagase Tomoya, and the keyboardist, guitarist and bassist have microphones on

stands in front of them. Nagase stands on the raised platform with his microphone

stand and then runs forward to CS. The camera moves in to a close shot as he dips the

stand low and screams "yeow!".

During the instrumental introduction, the camera npidly and ftequently cuts

to different angles of the band and the individual members of TOKIO. They ate

dressed ostentatiously in glam-rock outfits, wearing black leathet jackets with a

glittering red and yellow fTame pattern and long black, red and orange feathers placed

around the shoulder are > collar and lapels. l7hile they all shate this look, each

member's outfrt is slightly different. Jõshima Shigeru, for example, wears a long sleeved

jacket and has red trousers with jagged patches of gold glitter while Yamaguchi Tatsuya

wears ^ very tight-fitting sleeveless jacket and has a btacelet of coloured feathers
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around his left v/rist. The most flamboyant of all is Nagase Tomoya who wears an

ankle-length sleeveless coat and 'half-sleeves' which cover only his forearms and are

unattached to the jacket. A strong, on-stage \:reeze ftequently blows his coat wide open

ro reveal fum-fitting black and red shotts, a tight black leather singlet and his bare legs

and heeled cowboy boots. He also exposes his left shoulder by letting the coat slip

down to his elbow.

Before the chorus, Nagase stands at CS with the microphone stand, and then

he roams the stage with a wireless microphone. During this time, he moves from FSR

along the FL, where he points at and sings toward membets of the ground floor

audience of the Hall. \X/hile singing, Nagase constantly moves his body, bending his

legs, crouching to the floot, leaning toward the audience and waving his arms. He

passionately sings into the microphone, often frowning and looking pained. This is

reflected in his vocal quality which is croaky, guttural and strained. The other band

members also give an energetic performance by nodding theit heads, moving theit

bodies and corìcentrate on playrng their instruments. They eageÃy flaunt their

ostentatious perfotmance style. The drummet, for example, ¡wids a drumstick in the

air with one hand, and the guitarist moves to FSR to play a scteeching solo line. The

lively feei of the petformance is heightened by the c^merz- technique which is like a fast

paced music video. Â hand-held camera with tilting angles and rapidly moving shots is

used to capture close-ups of the lead singer, the various band members and wide shots

of the entire stage.

Near the end of the song, the cameta is positioned behind Nagase Tomoya

who stands at FSR. The singer turns to face the Red corner where Red Team members

are standing in the dark, and he sings toward them. A few of the women clap their

hands in time with the beat. When the song concludes, the on-stage camerz- reveals

more members of the Red Team spilling out along SR and into the wings. The song

ends with a flash of white light with the band membets standing at CS and Nagase

shouts "yeow!".
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S ong P e rform an ce P re la de
I :5 0:0 9pm

While the audience applauds, the càmerz- cuts to a wide shot of the Red corner where

I(ubo stands among alarge gathering of Red Team members. She begins a solemn and

heartfelt speech about the next group, SPEED, which will disband in 2000. This is,

therefore, SPEED's last performance u Koha/<a. The c^mera slowly zooms in to a

closer shot of I(ubo and the team membets remain respectfully silent. Many audience

members are, however, very rowdy throughout l(ubo's introduction. Both male and

female voices can be heard, screaming, shrieking and yelling out the names of the

members of SPEED. I(ubo thanks and farewells SPEED and the Red Team members

clap.

SONC PBNTONMANCE 21
SPEED - "-y gtaduatioî '99"
Red Team

8:50:46pn

The camera immediately cuts to a close shot of CS, where the members of SPEED

stand alone, silhouetted against blinding white lights emanating the front of the tiet.

The four girls, Shimabukuro Hiroko, Imai Eriko,Uehara Takako and Atakaki Hitoe,

each hold hand microphones and are gtouped in a structured pose with their legs wide

^p^rt. 
They remain stationary fot several seconds while a short medley of theit

previous hit songs arc played. Â beli begins to toll and the white lights become brighter.

A synthesised melody begins and the four gfuls move out of the light which gradtally

fades, and they stand in a row at FCS. The camera moves to a wide shot of the stage

which now has large tings of light beaming down on SPEED and falling CGI lotus

flowers on the RSW.

The members of SPEED are dressed in similar, informal outfìts consisting of

loose orange tracksuit pants, white sneakers and various styles of jackets and tops

made from silver sequinned material with otange feathet trim. Each has het own

unique style, most noticeably ,\rakaki Hitoe who has a modetn, hip-hop influenced

Black ,\merican look and wears her hair in tiny cornrow plaits and has dark-brown

tanned skin.
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l7hen the verse begins, the camera moves to a close-up of the two main

vocalists, Shimabukuro Hiroko and Imai Eriko, and they each sing emotional solos.

Both gtls lower their eyes and frown, then smile and look out toward the audience.

These shots are interspersed with close-ups of Uehara Takako and r\takaki Hitoe, who

casually execute basic, low-energy dance moves in time with the gentle piano and

strings accompaniment. For the maioirty of the song performance, Uehara and Arakaki

^ppe 
r to be quite indifferent: they do not smile, do not seem to be enioying

themselves and weatily carry out their dance toutine.

Äs the song progresses to the more upbeat and expressive chorus, widet shots

of the entire gtoup are incoqporated which disciose more complicated but equally

subdued synchronised dance moves performed by all four girls. These moves consist

of slow spins, side steps, shouldet tolls, head turns and a varíety of hand and atm

movements. The increased movement is highlighted by bursts of white-blue lights

above the rear of the tier and beams of ted light onto the stage. All of the girls sing at

vadous points and at the end of the chorus, membets of the audience again call out

their names. Meanwhile, the c mera moves to a reverse shot from the back of the stage,

looking past SPEED and out to the audience, where large clustets of people wave

penlights from side to side.

Near the end of the perfotmance, the members of SPEED begrn walking up

to the edge of the stage and stand on the floot lights. Ftom this location, they begtn

waving to the NHK Hall audience and smiìing broadly. Across the RSW is the word

'SPEED'written in latge capital CGI letters. The stage becomes progressively bdghter,

and several Red Team members walk onto the stage, applauding enthusiastically þut

inaudibly). l)eharaTakako turns around to look at them and smiles. A few members of

the ìØhite Team can also be seen onstage and they too are clapping. Meanwhile, name-

calls from the audience seating ^re^ 
grow incteasingly loudet and the audience

eventually erupts into thunderous applause. The members of SPEED all say thankyou

and bow haphazardly, and the camera cuts quickly to the judges who are clapping.

The camera then moves to a shot of Nakamura who stands in darkness in the

White corner, applauding and facing the direction of SPEED. The lØhite corner lights

,å.PPENDIX E - OVER\/lE\ùØ: THE TELEVISED 5Ortr KOLIAKU
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are quickly turned on in anticipation of the next song intoduction, however, the

cheedng continues and Nakamura bows rapidly and thanks the group. Â loud chant,

"SPEED, EElElD", originates from the st^ge 
^ne 

and the c menz- cuts to a chaotic

shot of the members of SPEED bowing toward the Red Team members who are still

applauding.

S ong P e rform an c e P re /ø de
8:5 5 :44pn

Nakamura is still very disttacted by the deafening toa;t for the audience afld the

continuing onstage antics and he struggles to continue. The c^mera cuts to a shot of

the judge Uchitake Makiko and Nakamura asks het thoughts of the contest so fat. The

c mer¿- returns to the \X/hite corner whete Nakamura is now joined by the \X/hite Team

members Drq. PUMP, who are still dressed in the costumes worrì for theit song

performance and Mori Shin'ichi who is wearing a glittery black suit. D,{. PUMP and

Mod Shin'ichi intoduce the next song performance for the \)Øhite Team using an

animated call and response rap in English-"I(ids come back fcome back] to the break

of dawn, this is Godaigo [rock the house] get the party on [rock, rock the house] evety

body say oh yeah? foh yeah!], oh yeah? [oh yeah!!] alright, alright ladies and gentlemen,

this is "Beautiful Name"".

SoNc PBNTONMANCE 22
Godaigo - "Byutifuru nemu" ("Beautiful Name")
White Team

8:56:41pm

A steady and slow rock beat and syncopated brass melody line is heard and the c mera

curs ro a wide shot of the stage which is vety bnghtly lit. Along the RSW ate large CGI

multi-coloured hearts that spin in a circle and the tier steps areht in white. The floor

Iights, SL Stairs and SR Stairs slowly flash red and white in the individual panels.

The five all-male members of Godaigo are positioned at different points on

the stage. At RCS, there is a slightly elevated platfotm whete the drummet, Tommy

Snyder, sits at his kit and to his right is keyboardist, Yoshino Mickie, who sits at an

electric piano. Ât CS is guitatist Asano Takami, and bass player Steve Fox, with their

white insúuments, amplifìers and fold-back wedges. Between them and slightly in ftont
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stands the lead singer, Takagawa Yukihide, with a hand-held microphone. The

members of Godaigo 
^re ^ll. 

dressed in neat, casual clothing: the bass player and

guitarist wear matching cream suits and the singer wears a similar dark gtey suit. The

keyboardist wears his sþature wide-brim hat and the dnrmmet wears a shiny, dark

grey vest and ttousers.

Behind the raised platform are three additional performers dressed in black

who are playing the trumpet, saxophone and trombone, respectively. A few stagehands

wearing black clothing are positioned along the tier, hoiding a large quilt-like piece of

material featuring various flags of the wotld. Before the fust chorus, the quilt splits in

half and the stagehands quickly remove it, thus revealing approximately 80 Japanese

children positioned on the tier. The children weat pink shitts and are gtouped together

to form a heart shape. There are also approximately 40 more childten standing in two

gfoups of twenty ^t SR and SL. These children ar:e quite young (aged from

approximately fìve to L0 years), arc of diffetent nationalities and are dtessed in vadous

casual colourful outfits.

The camera adopts avatety of shots for this song performance and constantly

changes from close shots of individual members of Godaigo, to wide shots of the

children. The children execute synchronised hand actions and basic dance toutines.

They also move around the lead singer, walk up to the ftont of the stage and sing

during the chorus. The children on the tier group together to form the numbet'1'999'

and,late4'2000'. The members of Godaigo do not dance and mely move in time with

the music but they all frequently smile and seem relaxed. The lead singer sways his

upper torso from dght to left for the entire duration of the song and is very at ease.

The lead singer encourages the audience to join in with the temaining choruses.

At this time, the children on the tier once again form a heart shape and the other

children hold a light or dark-pink heatt-shaped balloon which they wave in the ait. The

song performance concludes with all of the children waving their hands and the Hall

audience applauds.
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S o ng P erfo rm a n ce P re lw de
8:59:33pn

The camera cuts to I(ubo who is standing in the Red cotner with three television

comedians from the Yoshimoto I(öguõ comedy troupe: Yamada Hanako is dressed

gaudily in a bright orange and green førinde kimono and Fuji Takahashi and Ishida

Yasushi both wear suits and bow ties. The audience calls out and cheers when they are

inttoduced. There is a small joke whereby Yarnada Hanako, who is known fot het

screeching, loud voice, begins singing and the men playfully hit her. Wada Akiko,

wearing a white suit, suddenly entets the Red corner and scolds the male comedians

who shriek in fear and refteat closet to I(ubo, who quietly laughs. 'S7ada takes control

of the situation and with a hand gesture, she 'passes the reþs' over to I{ubo who

introduces the next song performance.

SoNc PBNTONMANCE 23
Every Little Thing - "Over and Ovet"
Red Team

9:00:l8pm

The performance begins with an ascending scale played by sftings. The camera

caprures a wide shot of the stage which is softly lit with white-blue lights and a mirror

ball hangs from the ceiling. Â large block of ted lights forms a vertical sttþe in the

centre of the tier. Sitting on the steps at various points are L6 female string playets who

wear form^I^tt:lre..A,t FCS are six dancing couples that quickly move to each side of

the stage and perform ^ gr^ceful routine. They are alf dtessed in white: the women

wear thin-strapped flowing ball gowns and long gloves and the men wear tuxedos with

long tails. Four more dancing couples 
^pper 

along the top of the tier and moving

spotlights focus on RCS, where the singer from Every Little Thing, Mochida I{aori,

slowly walks to centre stage. The two male members of the tdo ate positioned on

either side of her and slightly behind: the keyboardist, Igatashi Mitsuru, sits at a grand

piano to her right and the guitarist, Itõ Ichiro, stands with his instrument and large

amplifier, to her left. Although the group members apper with instruments, the music

is clearly played from a backing tape and the vocals are sung live. The music is highly

produced with a lush instrumentation consisting of guitars, drums, synthesisets and

strings with a medium tempo and Mochida sings sweetly and softly.
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Igarashi Mitsuru and Itö Ichiro are dtessed in moderately conservative but

very different outfìrs: Igarashi wears a black suit with a pattered casual shit and Itö

wears a pale blue vinyl jacket and black pânts. Mochida, however, has a more youthful,

contempotary look: she wears a shaggy floot-length dress with rows of grey and silver

tassels. At the back of her thin straps are light-brown and gteen feathers thatfall' along

her shoulder blades. Her nails are painted with a blue glitter polish and there is a

sparkling patterned sticker on her left wdst. Her hair is shaped in a straight bob and is

light-brown in colour, with the ends tinted pale green.

For the duration of the performance, the gtoup members do not move from

their designated positiorìs on stage nor do they dance. Mochida occasionally leans

forwards while singing and keeps het tight arm out a'way from het side. She holds the

microphone in her left hand and subsequently tilts het head to the left. Mochida

appears at ease and frequently closes her eyes and looks down to the floot'

Occasionally, she raises her head to look out to the Hall audience and smiles, but does

not look at the c rrret^. The performaflce concludes with an instrumental segment and

Mochida lowers her head. In the final few seconds, the cameta moves to a very tight

close-up of her face which she tilts upward and looks directly at the c mer^. This shot

dissolves into a wide shot of the stage and the audience applauds.

S ong P e rforn an ce P re la d e
9:03:36pn

The camera cuts to Nakamura,I{ayamaYttzo and Iltaiima Saburö who are standing in

the \X/hite corner. They briefly converse and IStaiima wishes Kayama, who is about to

perform, good luck. NakzLmrrta introduces the next song while I{a:tama bows and

walks in the direction of the stage holding a wireless microphone.

SoNc PenronMANcE 24
Kayarna Yuzo - "Kimi to itswmademo" ("You, Forevetmore")
White Team

9:04:1/pn

The camera follows Kayama as he walks to CS where he remains for the entire

petformance. Subtle swiding lights shine onto the stage floor and a band of white-blue

lights line the top of the tiet and actoss the RS and SL steps. The music begins as he

ÀPPENDIX E O\/E,RVIEW: THE TELEVISED 50rt1 KOHAKU
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leaves the \X/hite corrìer 
^îd ^ 

simple string melody is heard, accompanied by a female

backing choir 
^îd ^ 

steady rhythm all of which emanate ftom offstage. I{ayama stands

in a white spotlight and faces the Hall audience, looking relaxed and smiJing. He is

dressed |n a formal black tuxedo, a white shirt, a black bow-tie, and has a small gold

pin on the left lapel and black handkerchief in his jacket pocket. His face is slightly

shiny and his wavy hair is greased away from his forehead. He has an even, deep voice

and frequently uses vibtato at the end of phtases and on long syliables.

I{ayama comfortably sings the lilting melody and, during a break, the Hall

audience briefly applauds. He smiles and then proceeds with a spoken word section,

followed by a sung verse. Meanwhile, the camera focuses on I{ayama's face, upper

torso and occasionally moves to a wide shot of him alone at CS. I{ayama rìirects his

singing toward the audience, never once looking at the c mera,. He gazes up to the Hall

balconies and down at the gtound floor audience members. He holds the microphone

in his right hand and intetmittently moves his left arm up to his chest and points his

fìngers toward the NHI{ Hall audience. After the fìnal vocal ltne, l{ayama smiles

broadly and lowers his head into a slight bow while the audience applauds.

S ong P e rfo rm a n c e P re la d e
9:06:5lpn

I{ubo's voice can be heard over the clapping and the c^mera cuts to the Red corner

where she stands, surrounded by several members of the Red Team including Hysteric

Blue, I(iroro, a:¿da Y:uri, SØada Âkiko and I{ozai \{aort l(ubo quickly asks one of

the judges, Aku Yü, his opinion of the performances. She introduces the next song

performer, Fuii A)¡ako, who stands among the cheering teammates. Fuii bows and then

I(ubo ushers her toward the stage. The teammates politely applaud and smile as Euii

leaves the Red corner.
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SoNc PnnponueNcn 25
Fuji Ayako - "Onna no magokoro"
("4 Woman's Earnest Sincerityt')
Red Team

9:07:/ 8pm

The camera cuts to Fuii as she walks away from her teammates, who are still

applauding. The strings and synthesiser introduction has begun and I(ubo's voice,

announcing the song, is stìll heard. \X{hen Fuii reaches CS, she slowly bows toward the

Hall audience and then gracefully holds het arms out to either side of her body, to

display her elegant kirztono and let the sleeve fall evenly. The c mere- zooms out to a

full-body shot to capture this scene. Eu,i is dressed in a formal outfìt, wearing a

beautiful cream kimono decorated with small paie puqple flowets and a gold obi. H.er

long black hair is swept up high off her fotehead, almost like a beehive, and silvet and

pearlhar ornaments ate placed behind het neck. Hcr face is pale and she wears subtle

makeup and bright red lipstick.

The staging of this song performance is highly minimal: there are no additional

performers present and the stage is softly lit in white-blue and purple light for the

entire dutation. Fuii slowly holds the microphone up to het lips and begins to sing

while the Hall audience gently claps in time with the steady beat. The instrumentation

is quite complex, using sttings, btass, synthesisers, a backing choit and a" drum kit

among othet instruments. Fuji's voice is prominent but testrained at times. A notable

characteristic of her vocal styie is her frequent use of wide, slow vibrato at the end of

phrases and rapid ornamentation. At the end of the second stafiz^, the audience cheers

and calls out while Fuii smiles and holds out hef ,ëimono sleeves, as before.

Fuii uses graceful hand gestures during this performance which ate slowly and

deliberately executed. She appears to be very comfotable yet still presents a poised and

dignified image. Her body movemerìts are small and regular: she nods her head, tilts it

to either side and lifts her left arm near her chest duting the coutse of the song. The

c meïz- lingers on her face and full-body in shots, howevet, Fuii does not ever ditectly

look into the lens. Her attention is solely directed toward the Hall audience and she

smiles gtaciously. At the end of the song, Fuii smiles briefly and tears well in her eyes.

She looks around the Hall and then slowly bows to great applause. Meanwhile, the

,\PPENDIX E OVERVIEW: THE TELEVISED 5OT]T KOHAKU
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camera cuts to a wide, high shot of the stage and in the backgtound several people can

be seen in the White corner.

S ong P erforrz a n ce P re la de
9:'l 0:1 3pm

The camera cuts to the White corner where Nakamura I(ankuro is joined by eight

people, some of whom are S7hite Team members. There are several seconds of casual,

impromptu banter between the non-teammates and Nakamura. FIe is presented with a

large bouquet of white lilies in thanks for the wonderful job he is doing as $Øhite MC.

He appears flustered and pleased and accepts the flowets with laughter. Nakamura

introduces the next performer, Maekawa I(i]¡oshi, who is also standing in the White

corller and the teammates clap and cheer. Maekawa bows toward the Hall audience,

then walks toward the stage wh-ile the flute and string introduction to the song is heard.

SONC PNNTONMANCE 26
Maekawa Kiyoshi - "TokyO sabakw" ("Tokyo Desert")
Níhite Team 

9:/ 1 :o r pnt

The camera follows Maekawa until he reaches CS and then cuts to a wide shot of the

stage. The staging is minimal,yet the effective use of lighting cteates a colourful setting.

Dark-blue and tiny white lights that shine onto the stage floot like stadight and the SR

and SL steps âre aglow with white-biue blocks of light. The tier steps ate ndiaijLng

white-blue light and fairy lights shine on columns along the RSìØ. The RSìØ itself

creares the most dramattc effect: a city skyline, complete with buildings and a àark

nlght sky, slowly scrolls along the wall.

Maekawa begins the first verse with a speech-like singing style, whereby the

short lyrics are delivered quickly and in a deep, gruff voice. ,\s the song progresses, the

chorus is in a higher register and Maekawa sings with force and passion. Throughout

the performance, however, his physical demeanoúr 
^ppe^rs 

to be very restrâined. He

remains completely stationary, does not move, sway or dance. This reserved and

distinguished image is reflected in Maekawa's clothing style. He wears ^ cte m-

coloured suit jacket with black trousers and shoes. His white shirt complemented by a

contrasring a black bow tie, he weats a black handkerchief in his suit pocket and his

Ä.PPE,NDIX E - OVERVIE\(/: THE TELEVISED 50rri KOHAKU
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thinning black hait is combed back. His face is shiny and he sweats slightly and, at

times, he alters his facial expressions from frowning, looking pained, teatful and

appearing distressed.

Maekawa looks straight ahead, and remains focused toward the Hall audience

for the entire duration of the song. He does not ever direct his gaze toward the camera

which moves from close-ups to full-body shots and wide shots of the entire stage. On

occasion, he iowers his eyes or bdefly closes them. During one instrumental break, he

lowers his arm (still holding the microphone) to his side and then bows ftom the waist,

very slowly and deeply. The audience applauds and he raises his torso in time to

resume singing. ,A.t the end of the performance, Maekawa bows again and quickly walks

toward the SL wings as the stage lights change and the stage is suddenly very brightly

lit in white light.

S o ng P e rform an c e P re I u de
9:1 4:1 7pn

The General Chairman, Miyamoto Ryuji, and I(ubo Junko walk towatd CS stage from

SR and Nakamura I{ankuro walks from SL. The Red and White MCs bow toward

Maekawa who bows in return and they thank him. \X/hen Miyamoto, I(ubo and

Nakamura all arive at CS, Miyamoto briefly asks the MCs how each team is faring'

Behind them, members of both teams slowly walk onstage and ate ushered into rows

by stagehands who ^re 
dressed in black. Miyamoto then introduces a special

performance featuring both Red and \X/hite Team membets. The song is 'The 50th

K¡haku Community Song', :jLtled"N/aisseiki no kimitachi e-'\ song for children-" ("F'or

the People of the 21.t Century -Â Song for Children-") with music by Stevie Wondet

and newJapanese lyrics by White Team singet Sada Masashi'

SoNc PBnronvrnNcB
The 5Oth Kobaku Community-
(The 50r:" Kobakw Cornmunity Song)

"Nijwisseiki no kimitachi e-A song for children-"
("For the People of the 2L't Century-A Song for Children-")

9:/5:0/pn

The camera cuts to a wide shot of the stage while Miyamoto, I(ubo and Nakamura

walk toward the Red corner. The entite Hall is bdghtly lit: the house lights are on, as

,å.PPENDIX E - ()\¡ER\/IE\ù(/: THE TELE\/ISED 50ttt KOHAKU
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are both Red and White corner lights, the SR and SL stairs ate illuminated with white-

blue äghts and the FL are also white-blue. The tiet lights are red and the RSfø is aglow

with fairy lights.

Standing in approximately fìve long rows spanning ftom SR to SL are the

maiority of song perfotmers. Each performer holds a red ot pale white-blue booklet

(according to their team association) with the song lyrics printed inside. Many who

have akeady performed have changed into new outfits. All song perfotmets are

positioned behind five pairs of mictophones which are evenly spaced across the stage.

Angled inward are two more pairs of mictophones placed ât FSR and FSL. The three

members of glabe stand behind the FSR microphones and one male member strums

an acoustic guitar. Ise Shozo from I{aguya hime and the members of Something ELse

stand behind the FSL microphones. Ise Shõzo plays an acoustic guitar, as do two men

from Something ELse. A mixed choir of approximately 30 people is positioned in two

rou/s orr the lower steps of the tiet. The choristers are all dressed in black, except for

one woman who stands in the centre and wears a silver gown.

Strings, a band and a mouth organ solo are heard as the instrumental

introduction begins. Amuro Namie and Itsuki Hitoshi arc pared together and take

turns singing the opening lines from the first verse. Mochida l(aori ftom Ever,v Little

Thing and Saiiõ Hideki then alternate lines from the second verse which then advances

to the chorus which everyone sings. The choir provides the vocal harmony and

occasional adlibbed sections. The song proceeds in this genetal format, whereby

selected song performers take tutns singing solo lines and all of the song petformers

sing together for the chorus. Usually a male performer is paired with a female

performer and generally a Kohakrl veteraî paired with a newcomer. Male vocal groups

are often paired together. For example, the microphones are shared between the DA

PUMP and TOI{O Soup members. Female petfotmers from vocal groups such as

Möqtqcu f4ust¿¡seo and MAX, howevet, arc paited with a male soloist.

-'

The camera is generally positioned on the pairs of song performets who are

singing but it also pans across the stage or zooms out to a wide shot of the whole

gtoup dudng the chorus. During the latter shots, the choir standing on the tier is seen
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in the background, slowly swaying and sporadically clicking theit fìngers. Aside from

these shots, the choir does not appe r in any close-up shots.

Many song performers standing at the back of the row are seen singing along,

even though they are not near microphones. ,{.t times, some perfotmers laugh and talk

among themselves. Most seem happy, enioy singing and do not fefef to the þic
booklet. A small number of performers, however, cleady do not know the þcs and

keep their eyes focused on the booklet. Amuro Namie, who sings the majotity of the

solo pats and stands in the centre of the stage keeps her head lowered to the floor

when not singing. Amuro even turns het head away and. seems bothered when \X/ada

Akiko, who joins her at the mictophone, sings loudly. Othet perfotmets such as SMÂP

get into the spirit of the song and comically wâve theit arms high in the air. One

member, I(imuta Takrya, seductively croons into the mictophone and audience

members scream and call out in response.

Most performers seem very relaxed and sway in time with the music by the

end of the song. Sada Masashi (the lyricist) and Tanimura Shinii both sing the final line

of the song and, when the song concludes, Tanimua places his hand on Sada's back

and then shakes his hand. Most of the song performers clap their hands and the

audience applauds loudly ar'd a few call out in appreciation.

Tþe End of First Holf
9:/ 9:33pm

The camera cuts to a shot of the General Chalrman, Miyamoto Ry"ii, who is standing

in the aisle of the audience seating area in front of the Red corner. Behind him, a few

song performers slowly walk off stage and othets remain. Miyamoto speaks directly at

the camera, stating that the fìrst half of the programme has ended and it is now time

for the news bulletin. Meanwhile, audience membets call out at random and a few who

are seated to Miyamoto's left wave toward the stage. To Miyamoto's rþht, an audience

member holds up an øchiwa (a round paper fan with a stick-like handle) fot the c^mera,.

One side of the fan has a colour picture of I{imura Takuya from SMÂP and the other

side has 'Takttya' wtitten in Japanes e characters. Lining the edge of the fan arc fluffy

pink feathers. Miyamoto asks viewers to tune in fot the second half of K¡haka when
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performers such as Yaen, SMAP and Hamasaki Ayumi (among othets) will appear and

he bows. The camerâ cuts to the NHK newsroom'

9:19:52pm

General news and weather items are presented in addition to as special stories

documenting how various cities (such as Sydney and New York) are celebrating New

Year's Eve.

The Second Half of the Programme

OpeningThe Second Holf
9:30:00pn

The camera abruptly cuts to a close-up shot of a Japanese baseball star. The man

quietly laughs and bows while gteat cheets and applause arc heard from the audience

seating arca.It is evident that he has entertained the NHI( Hall audience dudng the

news bulletin. The c rrret^ moves to a full shot of I(ubo and Nakamura standing at CS

on either side of the tall sports star. Both Team MCs have changed into new costumes.

I{ubo is casually dtessed and wears shiny black trousers, a flrllrffy white vest and her hair

is woven with hairpieces and plaited into two pigtails. By contrast, Nakamura is

formally dressed in a black lØestern suit, a black necktie and a mauve shirt.

I{ubo introduces the guest and he bows again. Nakamuta laughs and glances

toward the \X/hite corner where shouts ftom ì7hite Team membets arc heatd.

Meanwhjle, the NHI{ Kohaka øtagassen logo bdefly appears in the bottom left of the

television screen, indicating the teturn of the progrâmme. The baseball star opens the

second half of the progtamme by saylng a few wotds and then throwing a baseball into

the audience 
^rea. 

The camera moves to a wide shot of the stage and Red and White

cofnefs whete small gaoups (ess than 10) of song perfofmefs ate applauding.
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S o ng P e rform an ce P re /ø d e
9 :3 0:24pm

The shot changes back to the Team MCs and the baseball star and Nakamura

introduces the next song perform nce for the \X/hite Team'

SoNC PBNTONMANCE 27
Yaen - t'Be Cool!tt
White Team

9 :3 0:2 7pm

An electronic drum beat and lush synthesised sounds hetald the start of the song.

Nakamura turns to walk toward the White corner but then ushers the sports star, who

is cleady confused as to which direction he should take, toward l(ubo. She beckons fot

him to walk with her toward the Red coffìef. They slowly leave the stage.

The stage design has changed from that seen in the programme's first half.

The tier is replaced by a Iarge circular construction resembling a spaceship. It is tilted

(approximately 45 degrees) toward the audience and the re r height reaches

approximately halÂvay up the RSW. There is also an upper spaceship-a smaller

circular construction in the centre of the spaceship-which is aglow with white fairy

lights. Berween the edge of the upper spaceship and the spaceship, there are parallel

stripes of light that flicker and simulate the spinning movemerÌt of the spaceship.

The stage is brightly lit with white-blue lights. Faty lights shine along the RS\X/

and the columns are highlighted with white lights. The 11 members of Yaen (namely

Teru-rin, Shu, Jerry, Gote, Paka, Terunaru, I(an-chan, Takaku, Hoshi, I(inashi

Noritake and Ishibashi Takaaki) slowly rise from beneath the stage on four platfotms

located at RCS, FCS, CSR and CSL. The men are exceptionally sttiking: they ate nearly

naked and completely covered in body paint. Ten members of the group are painted

white and one is painted red. In keeping with this colout theme, they wear matching

underpants and matching large cudy 'afro' wigs and no other items of clothing.

Members of the audience call out in surpdse and applaud at the sight of them.

Sweeping overhead shots of the stage and surrounding corners teveal several

members of each team swaying and clapping. The cameta changes quickly from shots

of the group to individual members of Yaen. In genetal, the men do not direct their

ÅPPENDIX E - OVER\/IE\(/: THE TELE\/ISED 50rrt KOHAKU
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performance toward the c merz' and instead look out to the Hall audience or

downward to the stage floor depending on the dance move currently being executed.

One man does, however, 'play up' to the c^mefa- by singing directly to it and gesturing

for the c mer^ to come closer. The members of Yaen constântly, yet slowly, perform a

wide variety of simple and comical hand gestures and dance movements. They march,

stand in lines, hop on one leg, wave their hands in the air and sway from side to side.

Each has a microphone headset to enable greater movement. When the men turn

around, it is evident that there are contrasting (red on white, white on ted) markings on

their backs.

The instrumentation is varied: aside fuom the electronic drumbeat, a solo

electric guitar, slap bass gttitar, a large btass section and occasional female backing

vocals are present. The vocal lines sung by Yaen ate performed live and arc generally

thin and raspy although they are delivered with confidence. Most of the P^rts ^re
presented in a speech-song style and most members sing short solo lines however, the

group generally sings in unison. At one point, one of the membets performs a rap

section with lytics relating to Kohaka. The NHK Hall audience applauds and calls out

in response.

Near the end of the song, the members of Yaen form two rows at CS and

lower their heads, while quickly removing their wigs. Each has a clean-shaven head and

a character painted in black on his skull. The c met^ pans across each of their heads,

revealing the phrase 'Arigato shiro 1.999' (Thank you \X/hite Team 1,999). The music

concludes, the audience applâuds wildly and the men change positions. Five men each

lift up ^ mLî onto their shoulders while the red man stands aside. Âll of the men

slowly turn around and painted on theit backs is the Japanese character that symbolises

'the year of the dragon'. The applause continues and becomes more raucous.

S o ng P e rfom an ce P re la de
9:33:42pn

The camera cuts to a wide shot of the Red corner where I{ubo is joined by 11 Red

Team members who 
^re 

still clapping and laughing ^t Yaen's comical song

performance. Matsu Takako, Tama (from Hysteric Blue), I(awanaka Mi).uki and Yuki
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Saori (from Yuki Saori and Yasuda Sachiko) cover their faces with a red cowboy hat.

They each remove the hats and wish the next song perfotmet, newcomet Hamasaki

A]--i, good luck. The women throw their hats into the audience and cheer. I(ubo

then inuoduces the song.

SoNC PnNT.ORMANCE 28
Flamasaki Ayumi - "Boys & Gitls"
Red Team

9:34:2 6pn

The camera cuts to a wide shot of the dark stage where Hamasaki,\)'umi is standing at

CS and four male musicians are behind her. A keyboardist and drummer are positioned

on a raised platform at RCS, and a bassist and guitarist stand slightly in front and to

either side of the platform. Nearby are fold-back wedges and amplifiers. The c mer^

moves in to a close shot of Hamasaki who immediately begins singing. An explosion of

blinking yellow and blue lights is seen when the keyboardist, guitarist and bassist begin

to play. The camera returns to a wide stage shot to captufe the light display: the

spaceship flashes yellow and white and the Floot lights, SR and SL stairs turn ted.

Hamasaki wears a youthful outfìt: a long black coat with a wide silvet trirn, a

cropped glittering silver top which exposes her stomach, a matching mini skirt and

knee high black platform boots. Her shott, golden blonde hatt fuames her face and she

has very long and glittering silver nails. The nails ate especially prominent dudng close-

up shots when she holds the wireless mictophone close to her face. Hamasaki appears

very confident, happy and comfortable on stage and she ftequently smiles toward the

Hall audience. She makes small hand gestutes close to her face and occasionally sways

in time with the music, but does not dance and instead remains at CS for the entire

performance. Although her voice is strong, the tonal quality is very nasal and piercing.

Nevettheless, she sings the fast-paced lyrics with gteat conviction and pleasute.

For most of the performance, the c mera is centted on Flamasaki but she does

not directly look into the lens. Close-up shots of the additional petformers Lte f^te.

During sweeping stage shots, however, we can see that the men ate considerably oldet

than Hamasaki. In general, they have a punk tock look, ate dtessed in black and have

long hait. ,{.t several points during the song, the drummet twirls his drumstick in the air

ÅPPENDIX E - O\/ERVIEW: THE'IELE\/ISED 50ttr KOHAKU
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and the guitarist wildly shakes his light-brown frizzy hair. The men sway their bodies

and nod their heads.

During the second chorus, a dry-ice cloud explodes ftom the cefltre of the

spaceship and the staging dramattcally changes. The camera moves to a wide shot and

the space craft separates, with the upper spaceship rising high into the air directly

above the spaceship (via a black lever atm). The upper spaceship slowly rotates,

evenrually coming to a halt when it is tilted apptoximately 45 degtees from the

audience and long silver thteads hang down to the spaceship below. The effect is

spectacular dramattc strobing lights radiate from both the spaceship and the upper

spaceship creating an impressive futuristic on-stage disco scene. The upper spaceship

remains in this position and at the end of the song, Hamasaki smiles and bows towatd

the applauding audience.

S o ng P erform an ce P re la d e
9:37:29przt

The camera cuts to the \X/hite corner where Nakamura stands with members of the

$7hite Team, including Godaigo and Gö Hiromi. Standing next to Nakamuta and

holding a microphone is l(mura Takuya from SMAP. He and Nakamura immediately

begrn conversing amid calls and screams ftom female membets of the audj.ence.

Nakamuta introduces the next song performer and l{imura announces the song title.

SoNc PnNTONMANCE 29
L'atc-en-Ciel - "HEAVEN'S DRIVE"
white Team 

9:3g:o4pm

The camera focuses on Yukihiro, the drummet from L'arc-en-Ciel, as he plays the

opening beat of the song. He sits behind a full drum kit complete with rwin kick dtums

and numerous cymbals. The camerz- moves to a wide shot of the stage which is dark

excepr for white-blue spotlights circling the stage area andwhite lights emanating from

the spaceship and upper spaceship. The four members of L'arc-en-Ciel (namely Hyde,

I(en, Tetsu and Yukihiro) are onstage. Yukihiro is positioned at RCS on a highly

elevated square platform and bassist Tetsu, singer/guitarist Hyde and lead guitadst
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I{en stand in a row at CS across the stage. There are two fold-back wedges angled

toward the band members but no amplifiers ot leads onstage.

The song begins with a driving beat and a simple, heavy rock melody. Hyde

plays a jangly rhythm guitar line and passionately sings with a slightly gruff mannet. He

uses a small amount of vibrato and occasionally sings in a speech-song style. The

c mere- mainly focuses on him and also moves toward Tetsu who sings backing vocals

through a headset microphone, and then I(en who sings into a microphone on a stand.

As the song progresses, a prominent trumpet melody is heard 
^s ^re 

rhythmic piano

chords but these instruments are not onstage. It is assumed that the members of

L'arc-en-Ciel are mimingto 
^ 

backing track and the lead vocals ate performed live.

L'arc-en-Ciel has a tough, yet mature image which is reflected in the

member's atire. Hyde wears black leathet trousers, a matching leather hooded jacket

and a black, wide-collared t-shirt underneath. His long shaggy hair is very gteasy and

frequently falls into his eyes. He also 'wears black eyeliner and a beaded necklace. I(en

also wears a black leather outfìt, but has a goatee and wears dark sunglasses. Tetsu has

pink hair and is dressed in a dark-pink patterned jacket, black shotts and shiny ted

platfotm shoes.

Throughout the song, the band membets energetically sway in time with the

music and play their instnrments with gusto. Tetsu jumps while playrng bass. Dudng

I(en's squealing guitar solo, Tetsu and Hyde move to FCS whete they look up toward

the audience balconies and Hyde briefly waves. Hyde then moves back towatd his

microphone stand while constantly spinning and playing his guitat. Meanwhile, the

camerz- moves to a side view of the stage where a few membets of the tX/hite Team arc

watching. The flashing, coloured stage lights change to switling, white-blue lights and

the band conclude the song with ioud, repeated chords. The audience applauds and the

c^menz- moves back to a wide shot of the entire stage. Although the song has finished,

Hyde continues to strum his guitar but the sound is inaudible.
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S ong P e rfo rm an ce P re /ø d e
9:4 / :01 pn

The camera turns to l{ubo who is in the Red corner with newcomer Suzuki Ami.

I(ubo introduces her, the audience cheers and Suzuki bows. Suddenly, the camera cuts

to the edge of the Red corner and the SR wings whete veteran singer I(obayashi

Sachiko is standing. I{obayashi, known for her exttav^g^ît costumes and set desþ for

her own song performarìce in Kohaku, is wedged between two silver boards. She feigns

distress and pretends to be trapped. The c^merz- moves slighdy SL where Nakamura

stands among (approximately) 10 of the male backstage crew, responsible for the set

desþs. The men are wearing casual clothes and have backstage passes around their

necks. One man is particulady shy and Nakamura urges him to stand at the front of

the group. The attention turns back to Suzuki, who makes het way toward the stage.

She passes I(obayashi, who wishes her good luck for her ftst petformance and calls

olcrt"kawaitl kawaiÃ" ("Cute! Cute!"). I{ubo waves goodbye and introduces the song.

SoNc PnnronMANcE 29
Suzuki Ami - "BE TOGETFIER"
Red Team

9:41:48pm

The camera focuses on the brightly lit stage where the spaceship and upper spaceship

are aglow with white light and yellow lights. Standing along a plztform next to the

RSW are four additional performers dressed in coloured ttacksuits and waving latge

flags which hang down to the stage floor. Suzuki stands at CS and behind her are five

additional performers. At RCS, thtee men sit on metal rubbish bins with their legs

spread wide apart and sway to the music. They wear black, buggy ttacksuits, black

trench coats) red scarves tied around theit necks and head and circular sunglasses.

During the pedormance, they stand, take two dr-umsticks from a nearby bucket and

proceed to vigotously hit the bins from various angles (this sound is, howevet,

inaudible). Slightly in front of them are male and female dancers who wear layered

black outfits, red sequinned jackets with feather trims, red hats and citculat sunglasses.

They immediately begin dancing, using energetic foot movements and wild atm

gestures.
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Suzuki is weating a cute and youthful outfit: a long sleeveless pink feather coat

which trails behind her and matching knee-high pink boots. Her hair is long and black

and she has long sparkling silver nails. During the fìrst chorus, the dancers stand either

side of Suzuki and assist her in removing the fluffy feather coat. Four sparkling

butterfly stickers adorning her neck now become visible, as do her clothes underneath.

She wears dark-pink hotpants and a tight, cropped sleeveless top. Dtaped ovet the top

are sttands of white beads that hang down to her knees and swing when she sways to

the music.

For the majonty of the song, Suzuki is accompanied by a minimal electtonic

drumbeat and a bass line which follows het vocal melody. During the chotus,

prominent male vocals are incorporated into the mix. Suzuki sings loudly but is

sometimes out of tune. Nevertheless, she is extremely confìdent. She frequently smiles

at the audience, assertively performs hand gestures and happily shakes her shoulders.

Suzuki is cleatly enjoying this petformance.

During the second chorus, approximately 18 'womefl dtessed in shiny black

PVC pants and short multi-coloured tops enter ftom both SL and SR. They each hold

a barel and proceed to execute sevetal dance moves such as waving the bartel in the

air, sitting on the barcel ot holding it while marching. Suzuki moves forward and stands

on the floor lights and the dancets with barrels ate spread across the stage. Mote

additional dancers 
^ppe 

r onstage: two gtoups of four women entet ftom SL and SR

and are dressed similady to the bartel dancers. These women, however, each hold two

barrel lids and begin moving theit atms backward and forward and hold the lids in the

an

The stage is alive with dance, colout and movement as the song performance

draws to a close. The camera changes from wide shots of the stage to close-up shots of

Suzuki. The final shot, however, is centred on Suzuki's face. She coyly tosses her hatt,

glances downward and then slowly turns her head to look ovet at the Red cornet and

then smiles broadly. The camera cuts to a wide shot of the stage where the additional

performers are positioned atound Suzuki. The NHK Hall audience applauds, Suzuki

shouts "arigato goqaimasa!" ("thank you very much!") and she bows.
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9 :44:4 6pm

The camera moves to a shot of Nakamura in the \X4nite corner. He hurriedly thanks

Suzuki and turns his attention toward the panel of judges and asks Matsushiba Maka

her thoughts of Kohaka so far. The c mer^ cuts to Matsushiba while she is speaking

and suddenly the audience members begrn to raucously shriek and call out. The reason

for this is not appareît until Nakamura, with great excitement, introduces the next act

as "Nihon no kar" ("the face of Japan")-it is the popular male vocal gtoup SMAP.

SoNc PnnronMANcE 31
SMAP - "Fly"
$íhite Team

9:45:/ Tprn

The camera focuses on the stage where Nakai Masahiro, ICmura Takrtya,Inagaki Goto,

I(usanagi Tsuyoshi and l(atori Shingo-the five membets of SMAP-are standing at

CS. The men are wearing outfits of varying shades of pink. Nakai is dressed in tight-

fitting na',y blue jeans, black sneakers and a pink winter co^t with fluffy pink feathets

lining the cuffs, collar and hem. The coat is firmly fastened by Velcto strips and a zip.

His highly styled blonde and btown hair is stiffly swept ovet his fotehead. I(imura

wears casual sneakers a.nd a, pink silk suit, fìtted loosely so to resemble pyjamas. The

jacket is unbuttoned and reveals his hairless chest. Tied around his neck is a turquoise

beaded necklace and his fìngernails are painted datk-blue. His medium-brown hair is

long, layered and shaggy. Inogaki wears a far less flamboyant outfit consisting of a pink

patterned shirt, a pink, tailored veivet coat and b^ggy black trousers. His war,y black

hair is short at the back and long at the front. I(usanagi, too, has a casual look: he

wears blue jeans, a white t-shirt with small silvet studs and a púfy bomber-style jacket

with a pink camouflage-pdnt hood and pink feather lining. His black hair is cut very

short. Lastly, I(atori wears an eclectic outfit: a pink rlpped t-shirt, patterned with

several dark prints, including the NHI( logo and a highly decorative pink jacket that is

adorned with tiny badges and hanging strips of mismatched matedal. I(atori also wears

long baggy blue denim shorts with an apron-like piece of multi-coloured material tied

around his waist, covering the back of his legs. Furthermore, he wears mismatched

shoes: one black boot and one brown leathet shoe. His accessories include pieces of
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pink material and black beads which ate tied around his wtists. His medium-brown

hair is tightly cuded into an afto hairstyle.

The song begins with a slow grooving drumbeat interspersed with a wah-wah

guitar and Hammond organ sounds but the stage is devoid of instruments. The stage

lighting is minimal:'the floor is bathed in white-blue light and white fairy lights

hrghlight columns along the RS\)7. Lines of white light emphasise the curves of the

upper spaceship and the spaceship, and occasionally sections of the spaceship, flash.

The members of SMAP stand alone in a large oval white-blue spotüght and execute

several synchronised dance moves, combining slow, sexy shoulder tolls with npid atm

movements and wideleg stances. The audience, meânwhile, continues to rowdily

scream and call out to the group.

The main yeçalls¡s-Inagalct,Ilmura and I(atori-walk to FCS while Nakai

and I(usanagi rcmain dancing at CS. Inagaki and l(imura 
^re 

the only membets to sing

solos in this song performance: Inagki's voice is soft and deep and he takes frequent

breaths between wotds, while Ilmura's voice is powerful and compelling and he

passionately throws himself into the petfotmance. All of the men sing during the

highly syncopated chorus, sometimes in unison and often in harmony. The

instrumentation is 'filled out' by trumpets and male and female gospel-style backing

vocals. Meanwhile, blocks of red light appeat on the RSìø and several blindingly bright

spotlights shine toward the audience from below the spaceship.

During the song perfotmance, the c metz- focuses on close-up shots of the

individual members, patticulady when they sing a solo line. I(imura is the only gtoup

member to directly gaze into the camera and he does so frequently and in a hrghly

seductive manner. The other men look out to the Hall audience and genenlly þore
the cameras. The c^merz- also favours wide shots of the stage which highlights the

complex and highly synchronised dance moves performed by SMÂP. During an

instmmental break, members of the audience hysterically scream and call out. The

group, meanwhile, perform slightly erotic and slinky dancing movements with their

legs spread wide apart. I(imura smiles and suggestively licks his lips with his tongue.

The song performance continues with similar dance movements and concludes with

ÀPPENDIX E - OVERVIE,\l: THE TELE\¡ISED 501rt KOHAKU
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close-up shots of the individual members and then a group shot. The audience

applauds and screams loudly. The members of SM,{P stand closely together in a fnal,

stationary pose and a silvet cuttain falls behind them.

Red Team Talent Segment Prelade
9:48:39pm

The applause continues and the camera cuts to Junko who is standing in the Red

corner. She quickly thanks SMAP and then introduces the next segment.

Red Team'Talent S egment
9:48:49pnt

The camera cuts to a wide shot of the stage which has been sectioned off by the silver

curtain. Inagal<t and Nakai from SMAP walk off stage toward the SL wings while eight

Red Team members hurriedly walk onstage from SR. I(iroro, Fuii Ayako, Tendo

Yoshimi- Shigemori ,{.v'umi from Shisemori ,{.vumi and Havami l(entaro and three

members of Möningu Musume. hold red blocks which they place in a line along the

floor lights. Standing at the end of the row is Hagimoto Yoshik^zr\ 
^ 

retired comic

who is dressed in a red tuxedo, white shirt and a rcd bowtie and wears a white flat

straw hat with a tambourine built into the rim. He speaks briefly while the women set

up the blocks and they quickly sit on top of them. The women v/ear similar outfits

consisting of red and white stiped shirts, red or white trousers and a tambourine hat.

Ât Hagimoto's instruction, a bass ìine begins and an otchesttal vaitalton of

'Yankee Doodle Dandy" is heatd. The women and Hagimoto embatk on a fast and

complicated hand toutine involving such moves as tapping their heads and knees with

their hands. One of the members of Moningu Musume" is noticeably counting the

beat to keep in time by moving her lips and at one point, Hagimoto's clumsy hand

gestures almost causes his hat to fall off. Near the end of the routine, the women place

one leg over the knee of the person they arc sitting next to. There is comical moment

when short-legged Tendo receives a few playful slaps from Hagimoto when she tries to

execute this difficult move. The routine concludes when the women and Hagimoto

bow down onto orìe knee, take off their tamboudne hats, shake them and call out

"akagami s/ton1." (it. "Red Tezm win!"). By doing this action, they reveal chatactets
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wdtten on the tops of the hats that also say the Red Team will win. The NHI( Hall

audience applauds and the women io-p up and haphazardly continue shaking their

hats. They begrn to talk among themselves, ptesumably congratulating each othet on

completing the challenging routine.

S o ng P e rfo rzn an ce P re /ø d e

9 :5 0:01 pm

The applause continues and the camera cuts back to the Red corner whete l(ubo

stands with I(omuro Tetsuya, a famots producer, songwdtet and member of the group

glabc, which will petform later tonight. I(omuto is also the composer and lyricist of

the next song, "RESPECT the POì7ER OF LOVE". FIe is very casually dressed in a

red t-shirt and jeans. He btiefly speaks about the song and, with l(ubo's

encouragement, announces the title.

SoNC PnNTONMANCE 32
Amuro Namie - "RESPECT the POWER OF LOVE"
Red Team

9 :5 0:2 }pnt

The camera cuts to a shot of the dark stage and handclaps and aî 
^ 

c ppella gospel

choir is heard. The silver curtain slowly rises, to reveal a stage devoid of ptops: the

upper spaceship and spaceship have been removed. The stage is subtly lit with white

fairy lights lining the RSW and soft white-blue lights shining onto the stage floor. A

choir of approximately 35 men and women is positioned in a single tow ftom RSR to

RSL. The choristers arc of varying ages and nationalities, however, the majority appear

to be Afrtcan r{merican men. The choristers are grouped around six microphone

stands and approximately three people grasp hand-held microphones. The choristets

are dressed in black, casual outfits and they enthusiastically c\ap their hands, sing and

sway. At CS, there is 
^ 

g p in the choir where two white-blue spotlights shine from the

RS!7 onto CS. Amuro suddenly appears ftom behind the choir and boldly strides

forward through the gap and into the spotlights.

When Âmuro reaches CS, the choir ceases singing but continue clapping. The

c^mera moves to a close-up shot of Amuro. She begrns singing the verse accompanied

by a steady drumbeat, syncopated piano chords and an ercaic bass line. There are,
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however, no insúuments onstage. Amuro's voice is smooth, deep and strong and she

uses rapid vibrato at the end of each phrase. She perfotms with gteat confìdence and

earnestness. For the entire duration of the performance, she struts in the vicinity of CS

and FCS and often moves out of the camera frame. She often leans het totso closer to

the hand-held microphone and uses simple hand gestures such as teaching towatd the

Hall audience and swinging her hands around her waist. She appears to be gteatly

enjoying hetself and frequently smiles with delight.

-,{.muro has changed into a new outfit fot this song performarìce. She wears an

unusual dress. There are blue feathers along the neckline and thin straps ctoss ovet her

décolletage and tie behind her neck. The bodice features a section from a pair of blue

denim jeans and below the waist the denim blends into a row of blue and white

feathers, ending with an urìeven hemline which is above the knee at the front and mid-

calf at the back. '{.muro also wears stiletto heels with blue material straps wrapped

atound her ankles. Her hairstyle is simple and she wears her long, straight light-btown

hair tightly pulled into two pigtails which fall over het shoulders. Her makeup is

minimal and nataral looking.

Duting the first chorus, the chotisters move forward to CS while Âmuro

stands closer to the audience in the vicinity of FCS. Both Ämuro and the choristers

generalTy remain in these positions for the temaindet of the petfotmance. The lighting

frequently alters throughout the first and second chorus, ftom swiding, red patterrìs on

the stage floor and red lights beaming from the RSW to spotlights citcling across the

stage and vibrant flashes of white light that shines out to the Hall audience. The

c meta moves from close-up shots of Âmuto to wider shots of the stage that

efficiently capture the lighting effects. It is evident that the red lights in the Red corner

are still aglow, yet the White corner remains dark. Ämuro not only looks at the c mera,

but also directs her performance to the Hall audience. During the fìnal chorus,

however, she sings to the c^mera and points her finger straight at the camerz- lens while

smiling. The choristers remain in the backgtound and are often enetgetically dancing in

a ftee-fotm style. ,A.t one point, ,\muro moves closer toward a tall,large male chorister

who has slightly stepped away from the tow. He begins singing a lively solo vocal line

clitected toward Amuro. She is inttigued and happily claps het hands in time with the
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music. The song concludes with a close-up of Amuro, who smiles proudly toward the

audience. The Hall audience immediately applauds.

S o ng P e rfo rzn an c e P re la d e
9 :5 4:0 7pm

The cameta quickly cuts to Nakamura who is standing in the ìØhite corner with Sakai

Masa'al<t,'Monsieur' I{amayatsu and Inoue Takayuki from the band Sans Filtre.

Despite the distracting applause, Nakamura begins convetsing with them. They share a

few jokes and the band members move toward the stage while Nakamura inttoduces

the song.

SoNc PBnTONMANCE 33
Sans Filtte - "Yei Yei" ("Y.ah Yeâh")
White Team

9:54:49pm

The camera cuts to the stage where the men are now ate standingtîe- row at CS and

illuminated by three large spotlights. I(amayatsu and Inoue both hold guitars and have

microphone stands and fold-back wedges in ftont of them. The singer Sakai stands

between I(amayatsu and Inoue and holds a wireless microphone.

I(amayatsu and Inoue are infotmally dressed and have an 'aged tocker' look.

I(amayatsu 'wears tight black leather parits, a iong black suit jacket, an unbuttoned

white shirt and a white spotted handkerchief in his jacket pocket. He also wears a

natural-looking light-brown wig which is long and layered in a shaggy, 1970s style.

Inoue also wears tight black leather pants but has a black, buttoned shirt and tailored

suit jacket. He also wears glasses and a black baseball hat and, has a gteying moustâche.

By contrast, Sakai is formally dressed, wearing a three-piece tan suit with a brown

strþed scarf tied around his neck and tucked into his fastened waistcoat. His hair is

styled short and is a mottled grey colout.

Standing in the shadows behind Sans Filtre are four male instrumentalists. On

a raised platform at RCS is a drummer and a keyboatdist, both of whom have fold-

back wedges. In ftont of the platform and slightly SL is a guitatist, his amplifier,

Inoue's amplifier and a fold-back wedge. A bass player stands in a similat position at
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SR alongside his amplifìer, I(amayatsu's amplifìer and a fold-back wedge. Due to the

lighting and camera positioning, the additional performers are not cleady visible.

The song begins with a few strummed guitar chords. The additional musicians

join in and the three members of Sans Filtre begin to sing in harmony. Inoue plays a

brief guitar melody and then the music changes into an upbeat, 1,2 bar blues chotd

progression. To accompany this sudden change, the stage is brighdy lit with blue, white

and red lights and the FL, SR Stairs and SL stairs begin flashing red and white-blue.

The RS\X/ is aglow with white farry lights while red and white-blue lights move across

the RSW and the columns. This lighting desþ remains in place for the dutation of the

song performance.

The camera cuts to a ttaclàng shot beginning ftom the gtound floor audience

aisle and moving up the SR Stairs and onto the stage and in front of Sans Filtre. The

c mer?- constantly tilts and temporarily comes to rest in front of Sakai who sings

directly toward it. Fot the majority of the perfotmance, the c mere- wotk is hrghly fluid

and angled, generally focusing on the song performers. There 
^re) 

oÍt occasion,

separate shots of the individual band members but, on the whole, Sakai teceives the

most attention. At one point, the cameta changes to a sweeping aerial shot. Ftom this

angle a fe,w Red Team members in the Red corner are seen clapping in time with the

music. r\lso visible are Hall audience membets and judges, who ate also clapping.

For the most part the men are enthusiastic and lively perfotmets and

frequently smile at the camera and the NHI( Hall audience. Sakai occasionaþ walks

backwards and forwards and uses hand gestures such as raising his fist in the ait. He

also claps his hands high in the air, encoutaging the Hall audience to join him.

Inoue plays a gtitat solo and the three men move forward and begin to dance

using simple, co-ordinated foot movements along the floot lights arca of the stage until

Sakai counts "ofle, two, three, four!" and they change their routine. Inoue stops

dancing but I(amayatsu and Sakai begin highly energetic, repetitive atm and foot

movements. Inoue continues pluyrng gtitat, howevet, the solo has shifted to the

keyboardist, who plays an elaborate solo using a Hammond organ sound. Afterward,

the three members of Sans Filtre return to CS and sing the fìnal verse. The song
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performance concludes when the men raise thei-r fists in the air and bow deeply to

applause from the Hall audience.

S ong P e rform an c e P re la d e
9:5 8:06pm

The camera moves to I(ubo who is standing in the Red corner with thtee guests:

TanakaYuji and Ota Hikari from the comedy duo Bakushö mondai and the J-pop idol

Yüka. They converse for a short while until the two men have a misunderstanding.

I(ubo breaks up the playful argument and inttoduces the next song'

SoNc PBnTONMANCE 34
globe - "You Ate The One"
Red Team

9:59:0/pm

The camerâ cuts to a wide shot of the stage which is dark except for warm orange

lights and individual spotlights shining on the thtee members of glsbe (namely

I(omuro Tetsuya, I(eiko and Matc Panthet). I(omuto sits at a keyboard, SR of FCS,

and has a microphone on a stand neatby is Panther. Both I(omuro and Panther, who is

standing slightly SL of FCS, have fold-back wedges angled toward them. Standing at

FCS between the two men is l(eiko who,like Panther, has a cordless microphone on a

stand. Behind them, the columns of the RS\X/ have been halved and moved closer to

the wings, revealing a large projection screen which displays a CGI image of planet

Earth. The camera changes to a widet shot, tevealing the white-blue lights on the SR

and SL stairs and the FL.

I{eiko wears a rlew outfit to that worn during the performance of "N/aisseiki

no kinitachi e - A Song For Childr erf' , àt the end of the fìrst half of K¡haka. She is now

dressed in a floor-length satin red evening gown and a very long, light-brown wig. Het

face is heavily made up, her elongated nails are painted sparkling black and she wears a

lot of jewellery including an orî te black necklace and several jewelled btacelets.

I{omuro wears a different outfìt to that worrì for Amuto Namie's song performance

prelude eadier tn Koha/<ø. He is now dtessed vety casually in an unbuttoned white lace

shirt, a white t-shirt with a cartoon print, and white jeans. His hair is long and shaggy

on top and is subtle shades of brown and blonde. Panther, however, is dressed in a
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blue t-shirt, black and gtey collar-less leather jacket and black leather pants. He has

greying blonde hair and 'wears a one-hoop earring.

The song begins with I(eiko singing a simple melody with a sparse piano and

acoustic guitar accompaniment. As the song progresses, drums and synthesisers enter

the mix and, to complement this change in the music, the whole stage becomes

brightly lit by white lights. This new lighting scheme which is retained fot the duration

of the song performance, reveals eight additional performers. At CSR are two female

and two male ,\frican American singers who slowly sway their arms to the music. To

their right, at CS, is an elevated platform where an Afrtcan Âmerican male keyboardist

and a" male drummer sit behind their instuments. They each have fold-back wedges, as

does an Âfrican American male bassist positioned SL of the platfotm with a large bass

amplifier. To his left and slightly forwatd is a male acoustic guitarist with another fold-

back wedge. The c metz- rarcIy focuses on the additional musicians and they are usually

only seen in the backgtound of shots of globe.

The three singers use several contrasting vocal and performarìce styles.

I(eiko's vocal style ranges from timid and reserved during the opening and closing

sections, and then she shifts to a bold, unrestrained and soulful style during the chorus.

For the Iatter sections, she employs wide, rapid vibrato at the end of phrases and a

synthesised delay effect is used on her vocals. Like Panther and I(omuro, I(eiko does

not look at the c mer^; ratlrrer, she ditects het petfotmance toward the Hall audience.

She genera\ stands behind the microphone stand, clutching the microphone between

both hands. Near the end of the song: however, she takes the mictophone and moves

the stand aside. Panther, unlike l{eiko, uses a soft, breathy speech-song style when he

raps. He regulady closes his eyes during his solo lines and confidently stands with his

Iegs sptead apart. For the grca;ter part of the petformance, Panther has his arms

outstretched in a relaxed, Chtist-like pose and he slowly nods his head and sways

backward and forward. I(omuro, howevet, smiles enthusiastically and sways on his

stool. During his few solo parts, he raises his left hand (only playrng the keyboard with

his right hand) and waves it in the air.

,A.PPENDIX E OVEIì\/lE\l: THE'l'ELE\/ISED 50TU KOHAKU
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Near the end of the song, the camera is ftmly fixed on l(eiko. \X/hen singing,

she looks in the direction of the Hall balconies and then closes her eyes. She appears to

be very emotional and holding back tears. The song ends with a sparse piano and

acoustic guitar line and the cameta cuts to individual shots of I{omuro, I(eiko and

Panther before fading into a wide shot of the stage. The audience applauds and

Panther and l(eiko bow.

Shö konã: kõshukotai (/it.'S bow Corner Alternating Bafiling')
10:02:51pm

The camera remains fixed in this wide shot, while white lights shine into the FCS and

the members of globe leave the stage. The applause continues and, offstage, I(ubo and

Nakamura thank globe. Meanwhile, the backstage crew quickly remove the instruments

and equipment. The two Team MCs converse with each other and walk to FCS from

their tespective corners. Immediately behind the MCs are Kohaku song performets who

have previously been Team MCs, namely \üØhite Team members I{ayamaYttzo, Sakai

Masa'aki (from Sans Filtre) and Nakai Masahiro (from SMAP) and Red Team members

\üØada Akiko and Matsu Takako. Behind them, the stage ctew finish clearing CS and a

long spatkling silvet cuttain quickly falls down.

\While walking, I(ubo asks Nakamura how the White Team is faring in the competition.

Nakamura casually converses with I{a}¡ama, Sakai and lastly, Nakai. In turn, I(ubo talks

with \X/ada and Matsu. Following playful discussion between the two groups, I(ubo

asks for a progressive update from two of the judges, Fukushima Âkiko and Nomura

Mansai. There is a small joke when Nomura teveals his curtent team preference by

wrapping a rcd scarf around his neck. During this banter, there is a constant

mutmuring and occasional calls from the audience.

Team Talent Finale Prelade
/ 0:04:26

I(ubo and Nakamura briefly discuss the next segment which is not a scheduled song

performance but a special Team Event. This segment is divided into sevetal sections

including individual team performances> 
^ 

te m battle and a combined team finale. The

Red Team has chosen to showcase the all-female Ta/<araTakd revrle for their sepatate
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performance whjle the White Team will perform scenes from a kabul<i play. Although

additional performers will feature heavily in both, the song performers from Red and

\X/hite Teams wili also display their talents. Finally, both I(ubo and Nakamura

introduce the segment, simultaneously announcing "Kohaku gojakai satsa entateimentol"

("The 50t¡ K¡hakø'That's Entertainment!"'). The camerâ moves to a very wide shot of

the stage and the silver cuttain slowly rises.

Team Talent Finale
/ 0:04:56

The curtain rises to reveal numerous women from the Takaraqakd tevrte, positioned on

the red and white flashing tier. The musumelaka performers are lavishly dtessed in pink

frilled ball gowns and tall, pink feathet headpieces. The otokolakø performers, by

contrast, wear black tuxedos and top hats. All of the perfotmers ate holding silver rods,

to be used as props for dancing. The upbeat music begins and they begin to sing about

the Takaraqøka. Three soloists, positioned in the centre of the tier, sing dfuectly to

c mefz- and wear especially extr^vag ît costumes. One otokolaku petfotmet, fot

example, is dressed in a silver tuxedo and has a spr^y of black and white feathers

behind her like a peacock while 
^ 

mtlstlmeJtaku wears a glamorous, glittering silver gown

with a similar feather display and also wears a silver necklaces and ian and white

gloves. They all walk down the tier and onto the stage while several other perfotmers,

with fluffy red feathers attached to theit backs, move up the tier. Duting an

insffumental intedude, these performets turn around and the càmera moves to a closer

shot. They are Red Team song performers: Nakamura Mitsuko, Fuii A)¡ako, Godai

Natsuko, I{ozai[{aon and the four membets of MAX. Â11 of the women are dtessed in

colourful tuxedos and top hats and each holds ametal rod. They enact a sedes of basic

dance moves with their rods and proceed to descend the tier and the Takanntka

performers move to either side of the stage. The performers re-grorlp: some move up

tier, while others temain on the centre pottion of the stage. The Red Team members

move to the front of the stage while the Takanzaka peúormers continue singing and

the performance concludes with a gtand formation across the stairs.

A ctack from wooden clapper sticks is sounded and a latge gtey curtain falls in

front of the female performers, hiding them from the audience's view. Several men,
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dressed in kabuki costumes and the ex ggeraLted kamadori makeup run onstage and take

theit positions for the enactment of scenes from the play 'Yamatogana ariwara keiqa'. A

second crack is sounded and the action begins while Nakamura I(ankurö's voice is

heard, announcing the kabaki performance. Offstage, flute and petcussion ftom the

hayshi (music ensemble) are heard, 
^s 

are occasional kakegoe (calls of encouragement)

from various people. There are several stylised swotd fìghts featudng Hentona Issa,

Okumoto I(en, Tamaki Yukinari and Miyara Shinobu from DÂ PUMP battling against

additional petformers. ,\t one point, Okumoto I(en climbs up a ladder, supported by

several additional performers, to chase an enemy. The audience applauds and the

oerformers auicklv leave the stase and a rì.ew Derformer. Saiio Hideki aþDears. wraooed
I I J Q _

in a bamboo mat. He performs a rapid change move with anothet performer who is

hidden by an umbtella and suddenly he is holding the umbtella and the other man is

wtapped in the mat. The hqashi ensemble plays a rapid thythm to herald a new scefle

and Saiiö Hideki leaves the stage. Sevetal men appear from behind the gtey cuttain,

dressed in sltishi Qion) costumes with long manes of ted ot white hair. The leadet of the

white lions is Itsuki Hiroshi and he is joined by Okubo Nobutaka, Ito Daisuke and

Imai Chihiro from Something ELse. The leader of the red lion is Toba Ichirõ and he is

accompanied by I(enji and I{eigo ftom 19 and Yamakawa Yutaka. All of the men

begrn to wildly swing their manes, enacting the famous red and white lion dance

'Reniishl. At one point, Itsuki Hiroshi and Toba Ichirõ alternate groups-Ilsqki leads
JLar_

the red lions and Toba leads the white lions-by the end of the performance they have

teturned to the original groups. ,{.fterward, all of the lions remain still and the audience

applauds.

The grey curtain falls away to reveal the Takaraquka performers and selected

Red Team members still in formation on the tier. An offstage choir begins singing a

Japanese language version of lrving Bedin's "There's No Business Like Show

Business" and all. of the perfotmets gather together along the stage. Suddenly, an

eldetly man seated in a chair and a young woman standing beside him are elevated

from beneath the stage and join the performers at FCS. He is a celebrity guest and he

says a few words and then begins to ramble. The young woman unexpectedly teceives

ÀPPENDIX E - O\/ERVIE\(/: THE TELE\TISED 50rH KOHAKU
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^ 
c ll. on her mobile phone. She answers the call and then interrupts the man, telling

him that it is time to leave. The crowd applauds, signalling the end of the segment.

S o ng P erfo rm a n ce P re la de

/ 0:/ 1 :57pn

The camera cuts to l{ubo in the Red cotner who is wearing a new outfit: an orange and

brown t^rtan skirt, and a short, tan suede jacket with fake fur collat and cuffs. Her hair

is pulled away from her face by a white and tan headband. To her left is the eldetly

actress Yamada Isuzu who wears a btown kimono and silver obi and holds a small white

toy dog under her arm. I(ubo looks toward the stage, thanks the petfotmets and the

NHK Hall audience applauds. She then turns to Yamada and they briefly converse.

Yamada introduces next song performance and, as she stâtes the name of the song, the

oboe melody and orchestral accompaniment begins. The cameta moves to an overhead

side shot of both the stage and the Red cornet.

SoNc PBRponMANCE 35
Yashiro Aki - "Fî,tnø ,tta" ("Sailor's Song")
Red Team

/0:/2:4/pn

Still in the same c meta- shot, Yashiro Aki walks onto stage ftom the SR wings and the

NHK Hall audience applauds. The stage is dark except for a white spotlight that

follows Yashiro to CSR where she bows. The camera then changes to a torso shot of

Yashiro who continues walking and when she teaches CS, she glances toward the

upper balconies then briefly lowets her head. By this stage, the cameta has pulled back

to a full body shot of Yashiro. She is wearing a floor-length, thin-strapped deep-red

gown of many spatkling sequins. ,{.ttached to her left strap is a large silvet btooch in

the shape of a peacock's feather. She also wears silver diamond drop earrings. Het

medium-brou/n , cudy hair falls around her shoulders and is pulled zway from her face

and ears by a matching, glittering red hair-tie. In keeping with her striking colour

coordinated costume, het lipstick is dark-red.

Yashiro beings to sing and the c^menz- moves to face her front-on, framing

only her head and upper torso. For the whole of the hst stanza, Yashiro stared deeply

into the lens and slowly taises her left hand up to reach for the c mera' Later, the
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c mena changes to a wide shot of her entire body, slowly tracking from SL to SR across

the stage. This new angle reveals the bottom few steps of the tier behind her which is

bathed in softly dappled light. Yashiro continues to face towatd the Hall audience and

raises and lowers her left arm, while leaning forward. The camera changes to a verT

close side view of Aki's face. She holds the microphone near to het mouth and her

brow is furrowed as she sings toward the audience and, occasionally, to the newly

positioned clmera.

Yashiro's singing style varies from quiet speech-like phrases to deep and

sustained notes highlighted by guttural rasps and biting enunciation. The c metz- softly

fades into a wide shot of Aki, framing her entire body and moving into a very slow

close-up, concluding with a very tight shot of Aki's face. During this motion, Aki, sings

toward the camera and reaches out her arm toward it. After great applause, Yashito

slightly bows her head during an instrumental intedude. She is latet captuted in an

upper torso shot where we can see her strorìg, yet sorrowfuJ, facial expressions and

slight head movements. Yashito, who has remained at CS fot the entire perfotmance,

now curves her body into a crouching shape as she leans closer toward the Hall

audience. Her hand and arm rapidly move ftom by her side, to touching her thigh and

near her face. Äs Yashiro sustains the fìnal note of the song, the camera changes to

several different close-up shots of her face and neck. The camen lnally rests on a

front-on shot of her face and she smiles btoadly while the audience applauds.

S o ng P erfo rm an ce P re lø d e
/ 0:1 5:49pn

The applause continues and a few whistles and calls arc heard. The camera cuts to the

White corner, where Nakamura is standing with the three members of I(aguya hime,

namely Minami l{ösetsu, Yamada Panda and Ise Shozõ, each of whom hold

microphones. Unlike l(ubo, Nakamura has not changed his outfit. FIe encoutages the

lead singer of the band, Minami I(õsetsu, to intoduce his fellow band membets.

Minami does so and each of the men bow and informally thank him. The NHI( Hall

audience applauds the introductions. Yamada Panda then introduces Minami I{osetsu

and Nakamura ushers the men toward the stage. The camera then focuses on

Nakamura who orovides a backsround ro the folk band. I(asuva hime. He mentions
I O )-
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that Minami has previously perfotmed in Kohaka as a soloist but notes that this is the

band's fìrst performance in Kohakø. Nakamuta inttoduces the band as "Minami-san's

I(asuva hime" and the NHK Hall audience aDÞlauds.

SoNc PBnTOnMANCE 36
Kaguya hime - "Kanda-gaw)d" ("Kanda River")
White Team

l0:16:45pn

The camera cuts to the stage where the three men from l(aguya hime (namely Minami

I(osetsu, Yamada Panda and Ise Shõzo) stand in a tow at CS with Minami I(ösetsu in

the centre. The men each have a vocal mictophone and stand and, zlI are holding

instruments: two acoustic guitars and a double bass. All three wear black suits, however,

Minami and the double bassist, Yamada Panda, are more fotmally dressed than Ise

Shozo, the second guitarist. Minami andYamada wear stiff white shirts, Minami wears

a white folded neck scarf and Yamada wears a. forma.I black waistcoat with a shiny

black handkerchief in his jacket pocket. By contrast, Ise Shözö wears a black t-shitt and

a czsual black waistcoat andlarge, purple tinted sunglasses.

Behind l(aguya hime are three male additional musicians who are dtessed in

black suits and stand on a raised platform. One man sits behind a Roland synthesiser,

another is standing with a mandolin and the thitd holds a violin. Minami turns slightly

toward the violinist to instigate the beginning of the song. The introduction is a simple

violin melody 
^ccomp^nied 

by plucked guitar chotds. Minami sings the melody with a

gentle vocal style using vety short, speech-like phrases. He is accompanied by rapid

semi-quavers played by the mandolin and a sparse but consistent double bass line.

Dudng the second verse, the double bassist and the second guitarist sporadically sing

backing harmonies to Minami's vocal melody. The overall musical effect is that of a

sad, slow mournful folk tune yet the three members of l(aguya hime constandy smiìe

and appear to be enjoying themselves. Following the ftst chotus, the thtee men

exchange huppy glances, Minami smiles broadly and then bows slightly when the

audience applauds. During the following verse, the second guitatist and the double

bassist both take turns singing the main vocal line and both smile happily.
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The camera alternates between single, upper-torso shots of the three band

membets and wide sweeping shots of the band and additional performers. For the

maloriqr of the perfotmance, the camerz- is focused on whoever is singing the lead

vocal line which is usually Minami. The men remain in the same position throughout

the performance. There are, however, many broad, aenal shots of the entite stage

which reveals special lighting techniques. The tier emanates white-blue light and the

stage floor is bathed in a combination of blue and red lights. These fotm vatious

rectangulat shapes and, togethet, create the effect of a cobbled toad. The fìnal shot

captures this special lighting effect using a wide angìe that includes l(aguya hime and

the additional performers. The audience stâtts applauding during the final few notes

and, in response, Minami raises his right arm level with is head.

S ong Pet'ormance Preløde
l0:20:05pm

During the applause, the .u^uucuts to the Red corner where I(ubo is standing with a

recently retired samo wrestfer. She introduces him and they bdefly discuss the progtess

of the contest. He wishes the Red Team good luck, as does I(ubo who clenches her

fist in a show of strensth. She thanks him and introduces Nasavama Yoko's song

performance.

SoNc PnnponMANCE 37
Nagayama Yöko - "9ødame yuki" ("Destiny Snow")
Red Team

/ 0:20:i4pm

The camera cuts to a wide shot of the stage which has been alteted from the previous

song performance. Three very large screens (approximately 7.5m in height) depicting

three akþto¿ woodblock pdnts now hang in front of the :J.er at RCS. ,A.lthough thete are

small gaps betrween them, the screens stretch pan the entire width of the stage.

Spotlights softly illuminate the screens and the stage floor is lit by switling stripes of

white light which creates a mottled effect. The musical introduction immediately begins

and featues strings, sustained brass, synthesiser, shamisen and solo guitar punctuated

with crisp staccato bursts from trumpets.

,{.PPENDIX E - OVER\¡IE\ø: THE TELEVISED 50rH KOIIAKU
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Naga)¡ama moves into view from behind the centre screen and is dwarfed by

its height. A spotlight follows her and she holds out her arms to display the long

sleeves of her farisode kimono. Meanwhile, I(ubo announces the song's title. \Mhen

Nagayama reaches CS, she pauses with her arms still outstretched and then bows

slowly and deeply. While her head is loweted, the camera cuts to an upper totso shot

and the intricacies of her elaborate costume are easily seen. Her kimono comprises a

variety of stdking black and white patterns such as circles and tiny dots, and she weats

a shiny gold obi. Her dark-brown, wavy hair is softly brushed off her face. She wears it

tied back with gold, hanging hair otnaments. Het makeup is subtle and her lips ate

warmly coloured with glossy ofange lipstick and her cheeks are a tosy pink.

Before singing, Nagayama enacts a sedes of authoritative body movements,

placing her left hand on her hip and, holding the microphone in her right hand, taises

her arm in front of her body at shoulder height. In a sweeping motion, she then moves

her arm to the dght side of her body and brings it to rest behind her torso. Meanwhìle,

she stares unwaveringly toward the audience. Foliowing this motion, Nagayama lowers

her eyes and head and slowly turns het body and arms in time with the music. -,\t a

poignant break in the instrumental opening, she tilts her shouldet and with a delibetate

motion lifts up her chin and slowly looks toward the upper audience balconies.

Nagayama's vocal style is particulady striking; her tone vades from harsh and

nasal to warm and subdued. She presents the melody line in a bold and somewhat

imploring m^nfier and carefully enunciates words while employing a vatiety of vocal

ornamerìts and uses slow, wide vibrato at the end of phrases. The resulting effect is

both a confident, yet pleading, vocal style.

.,{.lthough Naga}'ama remains standing at CS, her body, head and arms are ln

motion throughout the perfofmance. In general, Naga).ama remains stili during a vocal

phrase and then lavishly executes a dramattc move such as quickly lowering hef torso

and striking het arm out to her side and behind her body. She frequently points and

gestures toward the Hall audience and on occasion toward the cameta. At one point,

she throws her head back at the end of a phrase and on anothet occasion, she leans
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backward, crouching into a near-kneeling position. Ät times she ftowns, raises her

eyebtows or looks sorrowful.

During the second stanza, approximately six female additional petfotmers

emerging from behind the screefls and very small (in fact, virtually unnoticeable)

snowflakes begin to fall. The women wear free-form silvery white kimono, hold long

white mesh veils over their heads and twid like snowflakes atound the stage,

occasionally pausing ln a frozen pose. Nagayama does not intetact with them and the

cameta løLely focuses 6¡ ¡þs¡¡-they are mainiy seen in the backgtound of close shots

of Nagayama or in long stage shots which are framed to include the tall akþoe screens.

At the end of the song, the cameta focuses on Nagayama and she breaks into a wide

smile and is clearþ both pleased and relieved. She murmurs a few inaudibie words and

bows deeply to gfeat applause.

SoNc PnnronMANcE 38
Flosokawa Takashi - "sakurd no bana no cbirw gotokw"
("4. if Cherry Blossoms Were Falling")
white Team 

r o:23:26pm

The camera quickly cuts to a wide shot of the stage and the music fot the next song

nerformance immediatelv commences. Nasavama Yoko retreats from CS and walks

toward the SL screen. The dancers begin moving around the screens and, one by one,

the screens rot^te and reveal new images orì the opposite sides. Meanwhile,

Nakamura's voice is heard, introducing Hosokawa Takashi, the next song performer.

Flosokawa walks from behind the SR scteen to CS and the c metz- moves to a shot of

his upper torso. \X/ith Nagayama and the dancers now offstage, the c^mera cuts to a

wide shot, revealing the new staging for Hosokawa's song performance. Together, the

three screens form a painting of a pink sakara (cherry-blossom) tree in full bloom. The

tier, seen through the gaps between the screens, is now illuminated by dark-purple light

and the stage floor is lit with royal blue light. Hosokawa, elegantly dressed in a

traditional pale blue kimono and long silvet pants stands tall and stares straight ahead at

the Hall audience.
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Hosokawa's voice is powerful, deep and slightly nasal and he extensively uses

slow vibrato. He clearþ enunciates words and on occasion is voice has a speech-style

quality. Throughout the performance, he does not look at the camera but instead

directs his singing towatd the Hall audience. The camera, nevertheless, changes

between three basic angles: a wide shot of the entire stage with Hosokawa standing in

the centre of the shot, a close-up of his face viewed from SR, and a close-up viewed

from SL. Hosokawa remains fatdy rigrd during the first half of the performance, his

left hand holding the mictophone close to his lips and his right arm slightly bent by his

side. From time to time, he nods, shakes his head and closes his eyes.

During a l¡iref musical intedude, the female dancers from Nagayama Yoko's

performance twirl and weave behind the hanging screens and across the tier. The

dancers now u/ear dark-pink, flowing outfits and veils to simulate pink cherry blossoms.

The camera moves to a close shot of Hosokawa's face and, in the background, one of

the hanging screens dse. The shot dissolves into a wide view of the stage, revealing a

new stage design: panels have disappeared, tier lights are pink, and giant CGI

snowflakes arc projected on the RS\)7. The floot lights ate also pink and the stage floor

is royal blue with a soft pink circle of light around Hosokawa. Âpproximately 20 new

female dancers enter the stage, with trvo rows of women descending from the top of

the tiet at SR and SL, and two more rows entering from the SR and SL wings,

tespectively. The dancers wear stylis ed kimono made of bdght red, black and gold

mateinl with long sleeves and short (above the knee) hemlines. They also wear red obi

and datk-pink mesh hair decorations and each holds a long stick attached to a sphedcal

pink lantern. The dancets arcbarcfoot and they gracefully march across the Rear of the

stase. Hosokawa does not acknowledse their Dresence and instead closes his eves-
ALJ

raises his tight arm to shoulder height and passionately sings the final few lines of the

song. The audience applauds and he immediately, but slowly, bows. The applause

continues and Hosokawa walks toward the White corner.

Sho konã (Show Corner)- 'Sports Hero Show'Prelade
/ 0:26:3 / pn

The camera cuts to l(ubo who is standing in the red corner with Nakamura. They

briefly comment on Hosokawa's song performance and then discuss sport and the
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upcoming Olympics in 2000. Togethet, they introduce the next segmenq titled 'sports

Hero Show'

Sho könã (Show Comer)-'Sports Hero Show'
/ 0:26:5/pn

The stage is brightly lit. A long silvet cuttain with glowing multi-coloured lights hangs

across the centre of the stage. Suddenly, an up-tempo drumbeat begins and multi-

coloured star-shaped lights spin across the silver curtain. The floor lights flash a

rainbow of colours and twenty young women (approximately aged in their twenties)

enter the stage and begin a highly energetic series of acrobatics moves, back-flips and

tumbles. The women ùre dressed in a vateq of black, white and grey outfìts but all

wear black shoes and protective straps around their knees. Meanwhtle, a variery of
btass insttuments enter the musical mix and a lively version of the 12 bar blues begins.

In the backgtound, many voices begin to softly cheer. This ptesentation lasts for less

than a minute znd, at its conclusion, the acrobats goup together at FCS and silver

glitter shoots up ftom two cylinders at the front of the srage. The silver currain

unexpectedly rises and the acrobats fotm two groups which energetically move to

eithet FSR ot FSL and decent the stairs leading into the audience seattng area.

The 12 bar blues music ceases and the instrumental introduction to the song

"Believe Your Smile" by the young, all male vocal group V6 (who are not 50th Kohaka

song performets) begins. The curtain is now par:JLally raised, revealing the startlin g and

riotous scene of apptoximately 200 teenage female cheedeaders shouting, waving pom-

poms and jumping on the tier and stage. They are dressed in short skitts and matching

tops associated with vatious cheedeading clubs. Standing in a row at CS are the

members of V6 who weat black leather costumes. lØhen the curtain is almost fully

raised, V6 move to FCS and begin singing the frst three lines of the song.

The camera pans across each member of V6 then cuts to a wide shot of the

Hall audience and stage which reveals the full spectacle: the SL and SR stairs ate

flashing ted white and white-blue, the Red and rü7hite corners areht, the RS\X/ and tier

are multi-coloured and thete are swirìing, coloured lights shining onto the srage. The

house lights Lre oî and sevetal cheedeaders are scattered throughout the audience

,A.PPENDIX E O\/ERVIEW: THE 'IELE,\/ISED 50rH KOHAKTJ
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seating 
^rez- 

and in the aisles. These cheedeaders embark oî ^ seÍies of highty

coordinated movements and punching their pom-poms into the air. The cheedeaders

on the tier perform similar moves and form motivational words, such as gora (goal) and

'\X/IN', with their pom-poms. Meanwhile, the cheedeaders on the stage floor execute

impressive, professional gtoup stunts such as forming three-person-high pyramids and

huding girls into the ait. These cheedeaders smile and periodically shout inspirational

phtases (e.g. 'let's go!', 'go and win!') in unison.

When V6 stop singing, one of the members loudly anrìounces the gtoup's

name and, offstage, I{ubo introduces the fìrst two of eight (four female and four male)

'sports heroes' who will be tepresenting Japan at the forthcoming Olympics. The

sports heroes to emerge from RCS and one by one or grouped in pairs, they walk

towatd FCS, accompanied by a Kohaktl songpetformer (usually of the opposite sex). ,{

member of V6 then holds a mictophone near each sports hero and he/she makes a

very bdef statement, usuaily exptessing his/her desire to perform well at the Olympics.

I(ubo anrlounces the hero's flame and quickly says a few words about their sport. She

also cleatly states the name of the song performer and descdbes them 
^s 

aî'escort'.

The song perfotmers âre, in ordet, Horiuchi Takao, Mochída l(aori from Every Little

Thing, Tanimura Shinii and Matsu Takako. The fout members of V6 accompany rhe

final sport5 þs¡e-¡þe baseball star who opened the second half of Kohakø. Before he

appears, the cheedeaders hold up a ted and white banner bearing the word 'HERO'.

The banner then splits and the men walk forward.

Following this ptesentation, the sports heroes form a line along the front of
the stage and once again, V6 sing the opening lines of the song "Believe Your Smile".

The camera pans along the faces of the sports heroes. Some are cheerful and smiJing,

othets are teserved and nervous. The song exce{pt concludes and the camera moves

back to a wide shot of the stage and Hall audience. The cheedeaders shake their pom-

poms and the audience loudly applauds.
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S o ng P erforn an ce P re la d e

/ 0:31 :56pm

The camera cuts to I(ubo who is in the Red corner with two young members of

Moninsu Musumeo one of whom is wearing a sold l<imono and has her hair pulled

-- 

o o I

back and tied with a decorative hau ornamerìt. The other girl is dressed in a casual,

contemporary outfìt. The girl in kimono attempts to sing in ar enka-style and the NHK

Hali audience begins to cheer. I(ubo then encourages the other girl to introduce the

next song performance. She briefly provides some information about the performer

and the instrumental introduction begins. I(ubo introduces the name of the performer

and the song.

SONc PERFoRMANCE 39
Kawanaka Miyuki - "Kimikageso - str.zurdtt"
("Lily of the Valley")
Red Team

10:32:26pm

The camera cuts to a shot of the stage which is illuminated by warm orange and yellow

light. The stage design has altered and a latge spatkling gold curtain now hangs across

CS. A spotlight shines on l(awanaka Mirrki, who enters from SR, and she hastill' walks

to FCS and bows deeply toward the Hall audience. I{awanaka wears an elegant dark-

purple førisode ,ëimono with dtamatic sparkling gold patterns and a matching glittering

gold obi. Her dark-bro'wrì hait is softly tied into loose cuds atop her head, similar to a

latge beehive hairstyle. Multi-coloured flowets are scattered through her hair near the

nape of her neck and a gold hair ornament is near her left temple.

The camera cuts to a closer, full body shot and I{awanaka bows. She gracefully

spreads her arms out to the side to display her long sleeves. Kastranakt raises the hand-

held mictophone to her lips and sings. Her voice is mature with a slightþ piercing

quality and she frequentþ uses wide vibrato on sustained notes. Sttings, brass and a

steady dtumbeat accompany her. I{autanaka appears to be very comfortable and

continually smiles in the ditection of the upper balconies. At times, she slightþ moves

her body in time with the music, taises her tight hand near her face and spreads her

long fingets in a pointing gesture. She often closes her eyes and on occasion frowns

with anguish.

APPENDIX E OVERVIEW: THE TELE\/ISED 5O]'II KO HAKU
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At the end of the fìrst verse, I{awanaka clutches her tight hand to her chest,

reaches toward the audience, and she gazes longingly at the upper balconies. Duting an

instrumental break, the camera cuts away from Ktwanaka to a shot of four women

who are standing slightly behind and to the left of het. They are dressed as magicians

and wear black tuxedos with tails, black top hats, white shirts and ted bow-ties. The

c^mera moves to a closer shot and it becomes evident that they are song perfotmers:

Tamashiro Chiharu and Ilnjo Äyano from I(iroro,H:aradaYtit and lØada Akiko. The

women promptly perform a simple maglc ttick and produce several bunches of lilies.

They smile, shake the flowers and the Hall audience applauds. The camera then cuts to

a wider shot that includes I{awanaka. The women shuffle toward SR and out of shot.

The camera slowly pans across the stage while Kzwanaka sings the second

st^îza. Her knees are bent and she is standing pigeon-toed. She moves her body

slightly forward, she adjusts her weight by raising her heels off the ground. For the

remainder of the performance, the c mera cuts between various angles and close-ups

of het face. Only during the final few shots does she look at the camera, teaching her

right hand forward and stadng directly into the lens. \Mhen the {ìnal orchestral chotd is

played, she looks 
^w^y, 

smiles openly and clutches het dght hand into a fist. The NHK

Hall audience applauds and the camera cuts to a wide shot of the stage. I(awanaka

bows deeply, testing her hands on her knees. She taises het head and backs away to SR

and gestures towatd the rMhite corner with het left hand.

S ong Performance Prelade
/ 0:i4:48pm

The camera cuts to the ïühite corner where Nakamura stands with I(atori Shingo from

SMAP and Tommy Snyder and Takagawa Yukihide ftom Godaigo. Shouts, screams

and calls are immediately heard ftom the audience in response to l(atori who is dressed

as the flamboyant 1960s British spy caricature Austin Powers. FIe wears a ctushed blue

velvet suit, white frilled shirt and wears dark, rimmed glasses. Nakamura addresses him

as ,{.ustin Powers and l(atori speaks rn character and inttoduces the next song

petformance.
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SoNc PBnTonMANCE 40
Mikawa Ken'ichi - "Eien ni bara no toki o"
("Hrppy Times for All Etetnity")
White Team

l0:35:/6prn

Three dramzttc chords from brass, organ and strings are sounded, followed by alarge

crashing cymbal to sþal the start of the song. The camera cuts to a wide shot of the

stage: the tier has been removed and thete is a glowing outline of a new backdrop

across the rear of the stage comprised of two large sphinxes which face each othet and

a circle of farr¡ lights between them. Faint, white-blue spotlights shine on CSR and

CSL and the silhouettes of several men carì be seen. The gtand musical introduction

continues to create a sense of anticipation.

A red spotlight shines onto CS and Mikawa I{en'ichi slowly rises ftom

underneath the stage. The camera changes to a closer shot of Mikawa. He wears a

dazzhng red and gold multi-layered dtess, large headdress and a matching mask which

conceals his face. The lavish costume engulfs all of his body except for his hands, one

of which is holding a microphone. Mikawa simultaneously lowers the mask and brings

the microphone toward his lips. With his face now in fuli view, his heavy eye makeup,

false eyelashes and thick red lipstick can be seen. The music changes to a slightly more

upbeat tempo and Mikawa begins singing. His voice is thin and extremely nasal and

often flat zt the end of phtases. He occasionally uses wide vibrato and brings a flat

note into tune. The musical accompaniment of a steady bass line, a simple drumbeat

and staccato synthesiser is quite thin in texture but is filled out when sustained btass

and strings entet the mix.

Mikawa passes the mask to orìe of two male additional petformers who enter

the shot. They both wear 'ancient Egyptian' costumes consisting of short gold skirts,

gold and black citcular metal plates over their shoulders, matching black plates atound

their forearms, tight-{itting gold headscarves and leather sandals. The men walk

forward with Mikawa as he moves slowly toward trCS. The c mera- shot widens and

although the rest of the stage is stül very dark, several mote (approximately L2 in total)

additional performers can be seen dancing on either side of Mikawa, some of whom
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are women who wear short black wigs in the style of Cleopatta. Two dancers walk

behind Mikawa and gently wave fans made from long sticks and feathets.

The camera slowly changes angles between wide shots of the entite stage, full

body shots of Mikawa and close-ups of his face. Dudng an instrumental break, two

male dancers take Mikawa by the arm arrd, while holding the train of his long dress,

they gently pull him back toward to RCS. Two more ED enter the shot, fall at

Mikawa's feet and reach out to him in a begging motion. Mikawa quickly turns to face

the back of the stage to disptay his headdtess. It has several curved layers, like petals on

a rose. The shot changes to a wide view of the stage and Mikawa quickly walks

be¡ween the sphinxes and disappears. The music abtuptly changes to avariatton on the

grand theme first heard in the song's introduction. Bright blue lights shine ftom the

RSW and the sphinx backdrop separates, tevealing a very Iarge aeroplane engine where

the circle of fairy lights once 'was. Strings play a descending then rapidly syncopated

melody and the musical tension builds. Suddenly Mikawa re-appears and several ED

place him face down, on a silver trolley. The latge headdress obscures his face and he

holds the mictophone in his dght hand. The dancers gather around the engine and

move Mikawa toward the spinning blades. tX/ith grezt force, they push Mikawa forwatd

untjl his body disappears into the engine and his atms remain outstretched. Smoke and

glitter pour out of the engine while two dancers continue pushing until only the

headdress remains. In a frnal, close-up shot of the engine, one of the men completely

removes the headdress in a. dramattc heaving motion: Mikawa is beheaded!

Unexpectedly, the song's accompaniment retutns and while still offstage,

Mikawa begins to sing. The camera dissolves to a wide shot of the stage which is now

bathed in white-blue light and the RSW is illuminated by red lights. Suddenly, a

spotlight shines on CSR and Mikawa, cleady unscathed, appears ftom the wings. He is

seated on an ornate chafu that is elevated (apptoximately four meters) on a littet

bearing a large gold catving of a lion's head. Several dancers push the litter along the

floor toward CS where it comes to rest and the Hall audience butsts into applause,

lasting for several seconds. The camera moves to a close shot of Mikawa who is

clressed in an entirely new costume. He now wears a highly bejewelled gold and blue

clress with long hanging sleeves and a glittering silvet headdress. This close angle also

ÀPPENDIX E - O\/ERVIE\V: THE, TELE\/ISED 50rH KOHAKU
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reveals the detail of the ornamental chair which has a very wide golden headrest that

features carvings of approximately thirty inter¡¡¡ining snakes. The camerâ cuts to a

wide shot of the stage and dancers adjust the littet's gold valance, which features

decorative pictures of snakes. The litter then slowly starts to rise, elevating Mikawa to

^rr 
àpproximate herght of six and a half meters. The valance, however, remains

touching the floor. Meanwhile, eight dancers stand around the side and rear edges of

the stage (across CSR, RSR, RCS, RSL and CSL) holding long white sashes ftom

Mikawa's litter. Two more dancers fan out the gold valance while othets continue to

dance or kneel at the foot of the litter. The audience erupts into applause before the

song's conclusion and the carrrera- cuts to wide shot of the entire stage. Mikawa,

dwarfed by the elabotate costume and staginç, can barely be seen.

S o ng P erform an ce P re lu d e

l0:39:00pn

The applause continues and the camera cuts to an upper-torso shot of I{ubo who

stands in the Red corner with Hamasaki A)'umi. The singer has changed outfits since

her song performance and now wears a black and white spotted boob tube, a white

fluffy neck scarf and a matching forearm cover on her right arm. I{ubo and Hamasaki

express their delight in Mikawa's inctedible song perfotmance before l(ubo turrìs to

the Panel of Judges and converses with judge Deijima Takehanr. The camera cuts to a

shot of him and he speaks very briefly. I(ubo then embarks on a conversation with

Hamasaki about the upcoming song performance. ,{. few calls ftom the audience ate

faintly heard. I{ubo introduces the perfotmet and Hamasaki arlrlounces the name of

the song.

SoNC PBNTONMANCE 41,

Matsuda Seiko - ((SWEET MEMORIES"
Red Team

l0:i9:45pm

The camera cuts to an out-of-focus shot of Matsuda Seiko's face and she bows out of

ftame. The camen, clearly using the blurdng 
^s ^ 

stylistic effect, brings her into focus

and a lazz-style saxophone melody begins, accompanied by piano and synthesised

strings. The camera then moves to a wide shot of the stage whete Matsuda stands in a

spotlight at CS. A male saxophone player dtessed in a black tuxedo stands slightly to

ÀPPENDIX E, - O\/ERVIEW: THE:l'ELEVISED 50rH KOHAKU
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her left, with a fold-back wedge at his feet and a microphone angled toward the

saxophone. Behind Matsuda is a very Iarye (approximately three meters in diameter)

silver sphere suspended from the ceiling (apptoximately one meter above the floor).

The stage is lit with a myÅad of royal blue and twinkling white lights. Pink and blue

lights illuminate the RSW. Overhead, a mtrror ball slowly turns and tiny 'stars' spiri

around the stage area, creaing a subdued and tranquil setting.

The camer^ zooms in when Matsuda begins singing and het full-iength image

is reflected in the large silver sphere. She wears a floor-length white gown with long

white mesh sleeves and white lace flowers adorning the low neckline. Her long, datk

and wavy hair (enhanced by hair extensions) is swept off her face by a matching white

lace headband. Matsuda's makeup is simple and light and her face appears youthful and

glowing. Matsuda appears relaxed onstage and this is teflected in her confident vocal

delivery and even vocal tone. She carefully enunciates syllables, particulady when

singing in English. She has a pure vocal tone but intetmittently uses vibrato and

occasionally sings high, piercing notes.

Matsuda frequently turns her body and head toward the saxophonist who

accompaîies her throughout the petformance. Occasionally, she extends her left hand

toward him, swings her arm from side to side and raises her hand to het chest. Her

expression changes: at times she is smiling but then she appears to be mildly distressed.

At one point during the performance, Matsuda gestures toward the saxophonist with

her right arm znd he proceeds to play an improvisation of the verse melody. Matsuda

smiles and sways her body in time with the slow, melancholy music. When Matsuda

begins the following verse, the camera captures both het and the saxophonist in the

same shot and she continues to sing in his ditection. Near the end of the song

performance, Matsuda smiles gently toward the Hall audience. She then extends her

arm out to the saxophonist in a gesture of thanks and bows towatd him. He plays the

final few notes, he bows slightly toward her and the Hall audience applauds.
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S o ng P e rfo rm an ce P re lu de
/ 0:43:28pnt

The camera cuts to a shot of the ìØhite corrìer whete Nakamura stands with Maekawa

Ilyoshi, Yoshi Ikuzö and Hosokawa Takashi. The three song perfotmers ate dressed

in comical costumes. They wear black afro wigs, 1970s clothing and have red, white,

and brown paint on their faces. I(ando IJno, a striking modelf actress, stands near

Nakamura and weats knee-high boots, hotpants and a sleeveless top and her hair is

styled into cudy, short dreadlocks. She demonstrate a seties of hand gestures to be

executed during the following song's chorus and attempts to teach the five motions to

the dim-witted men and the Hall audience. Hands are ftst held at chest height with

palms facing outward, then palms face inward, both hands are clasped together, then

the hands separate and shaken in a 'flicking' motion; and fìnally, shaken orìce more.

She also says five words that cotrespond to the five gestures: "A CHI CHI -,{. CHI".

I(ando playfully grggles at the men's unsuccessful attempts to perform the gestures and

Nakamura excitedly announces the name of the next song performer and song.

SoNc PBnTONMANCE 42
Go Hiromi - "GOLDFINGER '99"
white Team 

r o:43:57pm

The camera cuts to a close shot of the large silver sphete on stage. Meanwhile, a slow,

methodical drum beat and synthesised strings begin and the c metz- quickly zooms out

to a wider shot of the stage which is bnghtly lit by flashing red and white lights along

the RS\X/, red lights on the stage floor and sweeping white spotlights behind the sphere.

Groups of six dancers (approximately three men and three women) wearing a vairety

of slinky red, black and silver outfìts are standing on either side of the sphete. They

face to,ward the Hall audience and temain stationary. Suddenly, a tecord-scratching

sound, rhythmic trumpets and a vlbrant, new disco beat begins, heralding the

instrumental introduction to the song. Six white fireworks then discharge upward ftom

the back of the stage, leaving large smoke clouds. Simultaneously, Gõ Hitomi shoots

upward from a platform underneath the stage. This motion ptopels Gõ sevetal

centimetres into the att before he lands. Behind him, the dancets begin petforming a

high-energy routine and other dancets who wete previously out of shot join in. There
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are âpproximately eight couples spread across the entire centre and front of the stage.

Gõ casually walks forwatd and encourages the Hall audience to clap in time with the

music. He then strolls toward FSL and is handed a microphone and stand. Gö walks

back to the floor lights in front of trCS in time to sing the opening lyrics.

Gö initially appears nervous and his voice is thin and hesitant. Gtadually, his

vocal delivery becomes more passionate and enthusiastic as the song progresses. Gö

has a youthful 
^ppema;îce 

that belies his age. He wears a sexy, modern outfìt: a long

grey fur coat, tight black leather pants and a black singlet with gold glitter highlights.

,{.round his neck is a silvet ornament on a chain and his ieft ear is pierced. During the

performance he regulady shakes the fut coat away from his body, exposing his bate

shouldets and middff. Gõ ftequently moves his legs, 'waves his arms and claps his

hands although he remains in the genetal vicinity of the floor lights for the majodty of

the perfotmance. Occasionally, Go steps away from the microphone to perform a brief,

coordinated dance routine involving sweeping arm gestures and pelvic thnrsts. Duting

the chorus, however, Gö enacts the five hand gestures pteviously described in the song

performance prelude.

In keeping with the upbeat feel of the song and the vibrant staging, the camera

quickly cuts from various close-up shots of Go. to moving, overhead angles of the

stage. Gõ often stares directly at the c mena but generally looks sttaight ahead at the

Hall audience. At one point the camera sweeps ovethead to capture the Hall audience:

a few people clap in time with the music but the majonty remain stationary. ,{.t the end

of the song performance, the camera is firmly fìxed on the stage arca and amid flashing

light and falling glitter, Go flails his arms wildly, shouts with abandon and in the fìnai

shot, thtows off his coat and stâres directly to c^meta'.

S o ng P e rform an ce P re la de
'l 0:47:05pn

The audience enthusiastically applauds and the camerz- immediately cuts to l(ubo who

is standins in the Red corner with ,\muto Namie. The sinser has chansed into a rìew

and mote casual outfìt from that which was worn duting het song perfotmance. She

no'w u/ears buggy orange trousets, a simple black vest and several long silver necklaces
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and her straight hair falls over het shouldets. Amuto and I(ubo eagedy express their

delight at Go's performance and then embatk on a brief convetsation. A trumpet

melody is sounded and I(ubo ânnounces the next song performance for the Red Team

SoNc PnnronueNcB 43
Sakamoto Fuyumi - "KAze ni tatsu"
("To Stand Against the Wind")
Red Team

/ 0:47:35pm

The camera cuts to a reverse angle shot looking out onto the Hall audience from the

srage. A steady, military-style beat accompanies a descending strings melody and

Sakamoto Fu).umi slowly walks into view. A white spotlight follows her from SR to CS,

where she bows deeply and her obi is drsplayed. The c metz- moves from the reverse

angle shot to a standard shot of the stage and backdrop. The stage is highly illuminated

by btight white and blue light emanating ftom the RSW. The silver sphere used fot the

previous petformance has been removed and Sakamoto stands alone.

Sakamoto is immaculately dressed in a creamførisode kimono with a purple, blue

and yellow blossom pattern and a navy blue obi. lri.er brown hair is adotned with several

silver orrìaments and softy styled away fromlnet face, forming alarge 'bee-hive'bun at

the crown. Sakamoto's makeup is subtle but her lips ate coloured a ptominent dark-red.

She appears to be very comfortable onstage. She stands tall, frequently smiles, and

sings with a confident manner with a cleat and unwavering voice. Het face is uplifted

and she directs het gaze outward, often shifting her head ftom side to side to address

the entire Hall audience. She remains standing in the same location for the entire

performance and frequently makes very slow, sweeping gestures with her left atm and

occasionally clenches her hand into a fist.

The camera constantly focuses on Sakamoto and typically cuts to a wide shot

and slowly zooms in for a lingering close-up of her face. There are very few cuts in this

song performance. Dudng an instrumental break, however, the cameta dissolves into a

wide shot of the entire stage. This new view reveals an additional petformer, Umezawa

Tomio, who is standing slighdy SR of Sakamoto. He is ^rr onnagata (female

impersonator) dressed in a rcd kimono with white lining and a white a;nd úlver obi.
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IJmeza.wa begins to dance using steady and deliberate gestures and Sakamoto bows

toward him. Umez^:w^ rem^ins dancing onstage with Sakamoto for the remaindet of

the petformance. The camera focuses on a close shot of Sakamoto's face for the final

lines of the song. ,\t this point, she holds a clenched fìst near het face and sings with

more conviction then before. At the end of the song, the camera cuts to a wide shot of

Sakamoto and Umezawa. Sakamoto smiles and gestutes her arms towatd him in

appreciation, turns to the Hall audience and begins to bow. The audience applauds and

Nakamura is heard offstage, laughing raucously.

S o ng P erfo rrzt an ce P re lø d e
/ 0:50:49pn

The camera cuts to a wide shot of the tX/hite corner where Nakamura stands with

(approximately) 1,2 men from Yaen. Nakamura continues to laugh at the men who are

comically dressed as samarai wartiors. It is likely that this is a refetence to the NHI(

drama'Chashingara (Genroka þoran)' ('Forty-Seven Loyal Samurai of the Genroku Era')

in which Nakamura l(ankurõ played aleaå tole. The men converse amorìg themselves

and then Nakamura introduces the next perfotmance which also draws on the

Chøshingara legend.

SoNc PnnronvreNce 44
Minami I{aruo - ("Genroku meisofu - Tawaraboshi

Genba -"
"The Famous Spear Song of the Genroku Era
-T aw ar aboshi Genba - t')

$lihite Team
/ 0:5 / :4 9pn

A military beat begins while Nakamura is still speaking. The camera quickly cuts to â

very wide shot of the softly lit stage and White corner. The music changes slightly and

now includes a rhythmic string melody and z percussive shamisen l-ine. Minami Haruo is

standing slightly to the front of CS. Behind him is alarge, folded gold screen extending

across CS and depicting pictures of pine trees covered in snow. The camera moves to a

full-body shot of Minami. He wears a formal black kimono with gold detailing and a

gold kaka obi $lJlff sash) and his dark, thinning hair is combed back from his face.

ÅPPENDIX E - O\/ERVIEW: THE TELE\¡ISED 50 ttl KOLIAKU
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Minami begins to execute several controlled, sweeping gestures with his arms and legs,

then he stands tall behind a mictophone stand and begins to sing.

During the frst staflza,, Minami's voice is deep, slightly nasal and gtavelly. He

freely uses slow vibrato and otnamentation and his vocal delivery is vety confident. He

employs several hand gestures while singing, such as holding his left forearm actoss his

chest, placing his left hand insidehis obi and curving his right arm high above his head.

He often smiles and moves his head to look at the Hall audience.

Ât the end of the first st^flt\ Minami abruptly steps back from the

microphone stand and the c merà cuts to a wide shot of the stage. The upbeat music

concludes and several slow drumbeats are sounded. The stage becomes very dark

excepr for a spotlight which illuminates Minami. \üØhite-blue light begins emanating

from the floor lights. Minami enacts several structured poses in time with the

drumbeats and embarks on a very fast, dramattc and highly rhythmic recitative, based

around a single note. These lydcs are not displayed on-screen. Throughout this

recitative, Minami physically enacts parts of his story using bodily gestures. The drums

beat softly and occasionally, sustained strings zreheard. Afterward, the thythmic string

melody and a percussive shamisen line ftom the opening of the song returns. The

camena cuts away from Minami to a wide shot of the stage which is once again bdghtly

lit. The instrumental accompaniment ceases and Minami sings a descending meLisma

vocal line, a cappella. The song then returns to the familiat melody heatd in the ftst

stanz^ and Minami continues to sing. At the end of the performance, Minami steps

awzy from the microphone. He smiles, draws in a deep breath and bows to great

applause.

S o ng P e rfo rm a n ce P re la d e
/0:57:07pn

The camera cuts to the Red corner whete I(ubo is joined by Minami I(osetsu from

I(aguya hime. He has changed his clothing since his song performance and no\w weârs

^ 
gt.ey suit with a red shirt and ted handkerchief in his breast pocket and a black bowler

hat. I(ubo is also dressed in new outfit consisting of a long grey skirt and a black,

ruffled vest. Her hair (and possibly a hairpiece) is brushed awty fiom het fãce and piled
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high in a mass of cutls. I{ubo and Minami engage in a lively convetsation and I(ubo

introduces the next song perfofmance and Minami taises his fist in suppott.

SoNc PBnroniunNcp 45
Kobayashi Sachiko - "Yancba zake" ((rMischievous Sake")
Red Team

10:57:41pm

Âtmospheric noises and a synthesised shakahachi melody signal the start of the song.

The camera cuts to a very wide shot of the stage which is softly and smokily lit by

sevetal royal blue lights. The lights gradually fade and a bright white spotlight shines on

I(obavashi Sachiko who is elevated at RCS. Beneath het are white, rolling clouds of dry

ice. SuddenIy, a pink and blue light tadiates from the centre of the RSìø like a sunrise.

I(obayashi's spotlight fades and is replaced by another white light which illuminates her

head and upper torso. The camera temains in this position until l(obayashi sings the

first few lines of the song, whereby it cuts to a closet shot of her through clouds of dry

ice. This new shot reveals her highly extràvagànt costume. She wears an extremely tall

headdress containing many hanging gold threads that sway when she moves. Although

she is standing with her atms clasped tightly around her chest, it appears that she is

weating a glttzy kimono with a red and gold flower design. She also weârs very thick

makeup and bdght red lipstick. The camera slowly zooms out, tevealing a large oval-

shaped gold headrest behind her.

The song's instrumentation for this fust stanza is quite simplistic: synthesised

instruments are used, as is a bass guitar and a drum kit. The song has a medium tempo

beat which is quite prominent in the instrumental mix. I{obayashi's voice is, howevet,

at the forefront of the song. Her voice is confident and mature-sounding and she

frequently uses wide, slow vibrato and vocal leaps. At the end of the stznza,I(obayashi

sustains a single note while the tempo and insttumentation change for the insttumental

break. Suddenly, tolling timpani arc heard and synthesised strings sound an urgent,

ascending melody which culminates into a 'rushing wind' noise and sustained,

synthesised organ chords. Meanwhile, the camera cuts to a full-body shot of l{obayashi.

Smiling broadly, she holds her arms out to either side. Subsequently, her red and gold

e¿¡fi¡-çlsady not a kimoruo, but is instead a covering jacket-is abruptly pulled off her

ÄPPENDIX E - OVERVIE\ø: THE TELEVISED 50rt) KOHAKU
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arms, down into the clouds and out of sight. This teveals l(oba)tashi's sttiking new

outfìr: a glamorous aqua-coloured farinde kimono with a peacock-feather design and a

train of white feathers attached to the right sleeve. It is now clear that I(obayashi is

standing on a rotaing and elevating platform and she abtuptly begins to spin, fully

displayng her farisode kimono. She continues to rise and stops when her head reaches

the pink and white-blue light shining from the centre of the RSìØ. Meanwhile, a new

backdrop is quickly assembled behind het, consisting of apptoximately six tall and thin

ftbric screens painted with a desþ which tesembles peacock feathers. Once she has

reached her final position, the 'feathets' fan out behind her in a dramattc display and

I(obayashi stands high above the clouds. The Hall audience members audibly gasp at

this startling sight, mufmuf among themselves and then burst into applause.

I{obayashi sings the second staLfil^ with renewed vigour. She also moves her

head and body in time with the music and waves her left arm out to the side, then

draws it close to het body. The music has a new upbeat thythm: the drums beat swings,

the bass guitar plays a 'walking bass' line and the synthesised strings 
^re ^ccompanied

by brass. Dudng this stanza, two very large yellow fans unfud behind the peacock

screens which are illuminated by flashing aqua and purple lights. The camera cuts to a

wide shot of the stage, and the yellow fans join together to create a giant semicircle: a

glowing moon behind I(obayashi. In the final moments, the c mera moves to a close-

up of l(obavashi who stretches her arms widely and smiles btoadly, then it cuts to a
L _

wide shot that captures the grand-scale staging. The Hall audience applauds loudly and

z male voice calis out "Sachiko!".

S o ng P erfo rm an ce P re la de
1/:0/:0lpn

The camera cuts to a shot of l(ubo and Nakamuta, who are both standing in the Red

corner. Nakamuta is now wearing a formal beige-coloued kimona, beige hakama pants

and a beige haori coat decorated with the Japanese character for 'white' instead of a mon

famlly crest. I(ubo and Nakamlrtz- arc pleasantþ flustered in anticipation of the

imminent end of the progtamme and the apptoaching New Year Aftet briefly

conversing among themselves, I(ubo asks one of the judges, the student Ototake

Hirokata, of his thoughts about the programme so fa:' The c mera- then cuts to a shot
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of the judges' pânel where Miyamoto Ry"ti, the General Chairman, is holding a

microphone to Ototake's mouth. The judge quickly comments on the Pokemon

characters which appearcd e^rher in the programme and l(obayashi Sachiko's striking

song performance. I{ubo bows and thanks him for his temarks, then asks another

judge, Tamula Yoko for her opinion. Tamura picks up a yellow microphone from the

bench in ftont of her and says that she has especialiy enjoyed the beauttful kimon, worn

by perfotmers. The fìnal judge to comment is actor Tsukigawa Masahiko who

enthusiastically comments on the performances by Gö Hiromi, Matsuda Seiko and says

he is looking forward to seeing Tanimura Shinii. I(ubo and Nakamura laugh with him.

Nakamura hurriedly turns to c^men^ while l(ubo smiles and remains standing by his

side. Nakamùta introduces the next song petformance for the White Team.

Sollc PpnponivreNcB 46
Sada Masashi - "Ki seki - okina ainoyoni-"
("Mitacle -Like an Overwhelming Love-")
White Team

/ 1:02:35pn

Piano chords archeard offstage and the c^merz- cuts to awide shot of the stagewhich

is softly lit in a warm colout scheme of yellow, orange and red lights. The spaceship

has returned to the stage, but now two very large white pine trees have replaced the

upper spaceship. The trees curve toward SL, like orrìamental feathers in a hat. The

columns connected to the RSST have been temoved although the fx SR and SL

columns remain. ,\ large white sheet is now sttetched along the RSl7.

Sada Masashi stands at CS, wearing a 'countly and western' style three-piece

suit and a black shirt. ,A. dangling string of diamonds and a long black scarf fasten his

collar together and a red handkerchief protflrdes from his bteast pocket. His dark hair

is short and frtzzed and wide-frame glasses adotn his somewhat shiny face. The slow

music continues and sustained strings, an elecúic guitat melody and Sada's vocals

quickly fìll out the texture. In general, his voice is very telaxed, heatfelt and high in

pitch. Sada occasionally uses vibrato and, at times, the vocals are presented in speech-

song style. ,{.pproximately half way through the song, the lighting scheme abruptly

changes to cool colours: the stage is illuminated by white, blue and green lights and

white lights shine from the columns, the spaceship and the SL and SR stairs. A pink
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light, however, shines on the pine ttees. This new scheme continues fot the remainder

of the song.

Throughout the performance, Sada frequently tutns his head to address

different sections of the Hall audience. He also closes his eyes while singing, tilts his

head toward his shoulder and liberally waves his left arm. ,\lthough his bodily

movements are unrestrained, he gdps the mictophone firmly and unwavetingly holds it

close to his lips. Sada does not directly look at the camera which frequently cuts from

close-up shots of his upper torso to wide shots of the entfue stage. The camera often

zooms into a very close shot of Sada's ftce, pariculady at the end of the song

performance when Sada sings with more enthusiasm. The song concludes with this

shot and Sada smiles very broadly at the Hall audience. The audience applauds and

Sada bows and begins to walk toward SR.

S o ng P erfo rm an ce P re lø d e

/ 1:07:02pm

The camera cuts to l(ubo who is standing alone in the Red corner. She clutches the

microphone with both hands and stares directly at the c mera' I(ubo slowly and

earnestly introduces the next song while the camera slowly zooms in to a close shot of

lner face.

SoNc PenTONMANCE 47
Yuki Saoti and Yasuda Sachiko - "Furusato" ((rFlometown")
Red Team

1/:07:3}pm

The camera cuts to a wide shot of the stage, and the offstage string otchestta plays the

instrumental opening to the song. The stage design is similat to the ptevious

performance; the spaceship and pine trees remain although the columns from the RSìØ

have teplaced the white sheet. Approximately fìve membets of the stage crew crouch

behind the RSìí and spaceship and then abruptly run offstage when the song

performance begins, clearly caught between song performances. The stage is

illuminated by white light while the RS\X/ emit white and blue lights. Â white spotlight

shines on the song performers Yuki Saori and Yasuda Sachiko standing at FCS. ,\n
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additional performer joins them onstage: 
^ 

m^Ie pianist, seated ú ablack grand piano,

is positioned slightly SR of CS.

,A.fter four bars of the orchestral opening, the solo piano continues the

instrumental introduction. The camera then cuts to an upper-torso shot of Yuki and

Yasuda who slowly raise their microphones toward their lips. The women are dressed

in identical outfits: they wear long white formal gowns with ttansparent mesh sleeves

and silver embroidery on the bodice. Their haitstyles ate also alike: their light-brown

hair is parted to the side, brushed away from the face and tied back at the nape of the

neck. They wear long silver feathers as hair ornaments which drape down onto the

shouldets.

Yuki and Yasuda sing the simple melody of the fìtst verse in unison with

minimal piano accompaniment. The women sing in a classical vocal style and their

soprano voices 
^re 

very similar and both constantly use vibtato. They shate a testrained,

controlled and somewhat 'stony-faced' expression, but on occasion, they both smile

faintly. Yuki and Yasuda remain almost completely stationary while singing and gaze

out toward the Hall audience. Dudng an instrumental break between the verses, they

slightly lower their microphones ftom their lips befote singing the second vetse in

harmony with orchestral and piano accomparìiment. There is a gtand modulation

during the instrumental break between this verse and the third vetse. The women then

sing the beginning of the third vetse in unison (and a cappella). This section is slow

and deliberate, however, the usual tempo resumes when the piano and strings entet the

mix. At the end of the songperformance, thewomen repea;t the finalline of this verse

and the audience applauds. Yuki Saori smiles widely and both women lower their

microphones and bow.

S ong P e rfo rm an ce P re /ø de
1/:10:37pn

The camera cuts to the White corner whete Nakamura stands alone. Like I(ubo in the

previous song performance prelude, he clutches the mictophone with both hands and

stares directly at the c meÍ^. Nakamura solemnly introduces the next song and the
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c^metl slowly zooms in to a close shot of his face. The insffumental introduction to

the song begins.

SoNc PBnponu¡.Nce 48
Mori Shintichi - " Ofwkuro'san" ("Mother Dear")
white Team 

/ /:/ r:r )pn

The opening shot of the song performance originates from the empty stage and is

aimed roward the Hall audience. The stage floor is üluminated by blue light and a

spotlight of dark-pink light shines at FCS. ,\ white spotlight shines on Mori Shin'ichi as

he walks from SL to stand in the pink light at FCS, factng the audience. The c mef^

cuts to a frontal shot of Mori and he bows deepiy. He is dressed in a very shiny white

satin suit with sparkling silver lapels and wears white shoes, a sparkling silver shirt and

matching silver scarf as a necktie. His slightly long, dark hair is parted to the side and

brushed across his forehead.

Behind Mod, the spaceship is lit by royal blue light and the pine trees are

aglow with dark-pink light. Mod slowly taises the mictophone to his lips and begins to

sing the fìrst verse. His voice rarìges from bteathy and soft to bold and powetful and

he often uses wide, slow vibrato. Mori expresses great passion and heartfelt emotion in

his petformance. His eyes are frequently closed, his brow futrowed and his lowet lip

quivering. 'üØhile singing, Mori stands with his right foot slightly in front of his left and

leans toward the audience, sometimes bending over in a jerking motion. He

occasionally raises his left hand toward his face and at the end of the song he clenches

it into a fist.

The camera temains focused on Mod thtoughout the song, and often cuts to

different angled shots of the perfotmer. These are slowly executed and mainly consist

of blurred fade-ins and very close shots of his face. Moti occasionally looks at the

camerz-but only during frontal shots because his gaze is ftmly directed toward the Hal1

audience. The camera intermittently tetutrìs to the reverse angle shot of the audience,

fìrst used in the opening shot. During such shots, a few waving penlights can be seen

from the audience balconies. The Hall audience applauds loudly when Mori fìnishes
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singing and he stands tall and solemnly stares straight ahead. At the song's conclusion,

Mod bows vety deeply with his arms held firmly by his sides.

S o ng P e rfom an ce P re la d e
1 / :/ 4:3 7pm

The applause continues and the camera cuts to I(ubo and Matsu Takako in the Red

corner. Matsu is wearing a new outfìt: a simple, sleeveless, pink dress and a pearl

necklace and bracelet. I(ubo and Matsu converse and the musical introduction for the

next song performance begins.

SoNc PpnToRMANCE 49
Ishikawa Sayuri - "Amrtgi-goe" (6rAmagi Pass")
Red Team

/ /:1 5:1 2pm

I(ubo introduces the song's title and performet's rìame and the c^mera cuts to an

upper torso shot of Ishikawa Sa)'uri onstage. The instrumental introduction, consisting

of upbeat strings, solo electric guitar and percussive shamisen,l:eg1ns. Ishikawa slowly

scans the Hall audience and then the camera moves to a very wide view of the stage.

This new angle reveals the new stage design: the spaceship has been removed and the

columns remain along the RS\X/. A unique lighting design is also employed: the stage

floot is lit with dark-purple lights and approximately twenty ted spotlights shine

upwatd from vadous positions along the RSW.

Ishikawa stands at FCS with five red spotlights surrounding her. Her body is

slightly angled toward SR and she stretches out her left 
^rm 

towa;td the audience. The

c merz- changes to a frontal shot and she withdtaws her arm and hangs it loosely by het

side. She is dressed in an elegant black kimono with beige detaiJing and a silvet obi. I{er

long black hair is softly swept back from het face, pulled into a loose bun at the nape

of her neck and decorated with two gold and orange hair ornaments. Ishikawa also

wears subtle makeup except for very prominent ted lipstick.

When Ishikawa begins to sing the first few lines of the verse, the red lighting

changes to very datk-blue. With the st^ge ^te now dim, Ishikawa ptominently stands

in a pool of white light. At the end of the verse, however, the bold red lighting re-

appears. These lighting changes are also repeated dudng the second verse. The camera
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frequently cuts from ciose-ups of Ishikawa's face (usually the left side) to wide shots of

the stage whereby her full body is displayed. In general, Ishikawa does not directly look

at the c mer^, but instead directs her gaze slightly SR and towatd the Hail audience.

Here she uses a variety of hand and bod1, gestures and often alters her gaze according

to these motions. For example, she raises het left hand high ovet her head and she

glances up at her hand while she slowly lowets it in a wavering motion to shoulder

height. .,\t the end of the frst verse, Ishikawa dramattcd\y reaches out in the ditection

of the audience and, in a climatic moment, stumbles forward a few steps. -,\ similar

motion is also executed at the end of the second verse.

Throughout the song petform^Ítce,Ishikawa's vocal style varies from soft and

pensive to powerful and pleading. H:er facizl expressions also alter dramatically ftom

smiling to almost butsting into tears of desperation. ,\t the end of the perfotmance,

however, she leans forward and stares intently and unblinkingly in the ditection of the

Hall audience. When the music concludes, Ishikawa steps backward and smiles. She

bows and the c mera" cuts away froma close-up shot of her face to awide shot of the

stage. Ishikawa then gestures toward Tanimura Shinji, the next song performet, who

walks onstage from RSL.

SoNc Psnr RMANCE 50

Tanimura Shinii - "subart¿" " ("The Pleiades")
White Team

/ 1:18:5)pn

Offstage, rolling cymbals and a simple hotn melody indicate the start of the song

performance. Nakamura's voice is also heard, announcing the name of the performer

and the song title. Meanwhile, the spotlight on Ishikawa fades and she walks offstage

toward CSR. -,q. new spotlight shines Tanimuta Shinii and he walks to CS. The lighting

noticeably alters during this changeover. Now, the stage is almost completely in

darkness except for Tanimura's spotlight, two swids of datk-blue light and hundteds of

tiny shafts of light which beam onto the stage floot.

Tanimura reaches CS and the camera cuts to ùtr upper torso shot and then

slowly zooms in to a close shot of his face. The c merz- then changes to arì overhead

angle which fully displays the starlight effect and shows that he is alone onstage.
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Tanimura is very formally dressed and wears a knee-length cream suit iacket, matching

waistcoat, a white shirt and black trousers. A small black scarf is tied around his collar

and a very large corsage of white roses is pinned to his left lapel. Tanimura's black hair

is combed away from his face and süghtly raised above his receding forehead. He also

has a small, trimmed moustache.

Tanim.ura begins to sing the opening few lines and the insttumental

accompaniment alters ðramzncalTy. Ä solo acoustic guitar and, eventualTy, a mittary-

style snate drum replace the petcussion and hotns heard in the opening. During this

section, Tat'ttm:ura's deep voice is vety restrained, soft and reserved. Neat the end of

the performance, however, his voice becomes more powerful and emotive and he uses

vibrato fteely. The instrumental texture also becomes thicker when a steady drumbeat,

male and female backing choir, strings and z brass section enter the mix.

Tanimua stands somewhat ttgdly thtoughout the performance, with his right

hand placed on his stomach and his left hand loosely holding the microphone. FIe does,

however, make subtle movements with his head such as lifting his chin high into the

ir and nodding deeply toward the Hall audience. He regulady closes his eyes fot long

pedods of time and often raises and lowers his eyebrows. As the song progresses,

Tanimura smiles more frequently and, during an instrumental bteak, he beams broadly

at the Hall audience. At the end of the songperfotmàrtce, the camera cuts to a tilting

overhead shot of the stage and RSW which is now completely lit by the CGI stars.

Tanimura fìnishes his vocal line, clutches the microphone tightly and then pulls it away

ftom his lips in an abrupt gesture. He then raises his arms out to eithet side and drops

them with a sigh of relief. Tanimura takes a calculated step backward and, with his

right hand now placed across his stomach, he bows slighdy towatd the Hall audience

membets who applaud.

S o ng P erfo rm a n ce P re I a de
/ / :23:1 4pm

The camera cuts to a wide shot of the Red corfler where I(ubo stands with the next

song performer, Tendõ Yoshimi. The singer wears a highly ornate white and silvet

dress consisting of many layets of sparkling white and silver fabtic and feathets which
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completely engulfs her small body. Tendö also weats hanging diamond earrings and, 
^

large necklace which is sewn into the dress. Her brown hair is swept into an extremely

high beehive style and is decorated with a sparkling silver ornamental headdtess atop

her head. A few tall white feathers vertically protrude from the ornament and extend

outside the camera frame.

Other members of the Red Team stand behind and on eithet side of I(ubo

and Tendö, including M,\X, Nagayama Yõko, Sakamoto FuFrmi, Matsuda Seiko and

Naoki, the male guitadst from Hysteric Blue. Most of the women'wear rìew outfìts and

Matsuda is now dressed tn kimono. Tendo, Seiko and Nagayama clap politely and cease

when I(ubo begins to speak. I(ubo introduces the next song, originally made famous

by renown ed enka star Misota lT.ll:lmt, as a song that was nominated in a public survey

as the best song to c try on into the 21,t centuly. She turns to Tendõ and the

instrumental introduction to the song begins. Tendo bows briefly and walks onstage

while her teammates enthusiastically cheet, clap and wish het good luck.

SoNc PBnronvrnNce 51

Tendo Yoshimi - "Kawd no ntgare no yo ni"
(('Like the River's Flowt')
Red Team

/ /:23:42pm

A string melody, horn accompaniment a;nd steady dtumbeat arc heard offstage. The

c^merz- cuts to a long shot actoss the stage to the Red corner and SR wings. This wide

shot reveals even more Red Team members standing in the Red cornet. ,4. white

spotlight shines on Tendõ and she slowly walks orìstage and towatd the camera. As she

walks, she slowly moves her atms away fotm her sides and reveal 'wings' of white

feathers tttached to the underside of each sleeve. The camera, meanwhile, slowly turns

around to include a small section of the Hall audience in the shot. lØhen Tendõ

reaches CS, the shot dissolves into a frontal view of the stage and an upper totso shot

of Tendõ. Hanging across the stage is alarge, black curtain.

Tendõ smiles broadly toward the Hall audience and fully extends her wings

horizontally, at shoulder height. She bows and, inaudibly, thanks the audience. Tendõ

draws her arms in toward her body and the music changes to a minimal acoustic guitar,
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piano and percussive synthesiser accompaniment. She confidently begins to sing the

melody and frequently uses vibrato. \X/hile singing, she moves her left hand near her

chest and slightly extends it toward the Hall audience. Her right hand, meanwhile,

holds the microphone closely to het lips. Thtoughout this section of the song, the

c meta slowly zooms in to a very close shot of Tendö's face. '\t one point, the camera

cuts away to an extremely wide shot of the stage. Tendo, who has now progressed to

sustained notes and a highly dramatic and powerful singing style, extends her left wing

our ro shoulder height. She slowly waves her wing forward and backward. Behind her,

the black curtain parts and reveal the rest of the stage design: the RSW is softiy lit with

white farry lights and large clouds of dry ice swirl across the rear of the stage and the

tier which has returned to the stage.

For the remainder of the song performance, the camera altetnates between

very close shots of Tendõ and wide shots of the cloudy stage. Tendo continues to look

straight ahead, occasionally angles her body afl uses sweeping wing gestures towatd

each section of the Hali audience. During her final few lines, Tendo leans forward then

backwatd and finally smiles broadly and (inaudibþ says "arigato goqaimafll" ("thank you

very much"). The audience applauds, Tendõ extends het wings and she bows.

Song PnRronMANcE 52
Itsuki Hiroshi - "Yo-zord" (KThe Night Sky")
White Team

/ 1:27:27prn

An upbeat instrumental opening begins and the audience applauds. Tendõ hurriedly

leaves CS and walks toward SR and the dry ice rapidly dissipates. The lighting is quickly

altered and the stage is now lit with blue lights with white spots of light lining the tier

steps. The columrrs âre highlighted by faty lights, anà a CGI galaxy of stars shine from

the RSW. Nakamura bdefly inttoduces Itsuki Hiroshi, the next song performer. Itsuki

confìdentþ strolls onstage from SL and pauses in a small area of pink light at CS. He

places his hands by his side, bows towatd the Hall audience and casually dances to the

disco-styied music. The camera cuts to a closet shot of Itsuki who is dressed in a

formal black three-piece suit with a spatkling, black waistcoat and a matching
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handkerchief in his breast pocket. He also wears a ctisp v/hite shirt and a latge white

cfa]¿at,

Itsuki sings confidently and liberally uses vibtato. This section of the song is

very lively and is punctuated by syncopated electic guitar chords, rhythmic btass and a

prominent strings melody. Itsuki stops dancing and instead sways his arms and body

from side to side. He appears to be very comfortable performing onstage, frequently

smiling, clenching his fìst tightly and executing a series of hand and arm gestures

toward the Hall audience. In general, Itsuki faces toward the Hall audience but on

occasion he hunches his shoulders forward and casts his eyes downward.

Approximately half way through the performance, the c metù pans actoss the

Hall audience. The Hali is dark except for the hundreds of glowing penlights held by

the audience members. The upbeat rhythm uflexpectedly changes to a slow beat and

the accompaniment is reduced to minimal sustained sftings. The camera cuts to a very

close shot of Itsuki who is motionless at CS. His singing style is now considerably

subdued. Ä mournful trumpet solo is heatd and the vibrant strings, brass and upbeat

rhythm suddenly resume. The camera quickly cuts between close and wide shots of

Itsuki who now begins to sway. The pink lights shining on CS extend to FCS and

vibrantly flash like disco lights. Itsuki again executes sevetal hand gestures toward the

audience. During the final phrase, Itsuki tilts his head upward and draws his left hand

(which is hoiding the microphone) slowly away from his lips and toward the ceiling.

Itsuki holds this final position, slowly lowers his arm and confìdently smiles. The shot

dissolves into a wide shot of the stage and Itsuki bows deeply.

S o ng P e rforn an ce P re la d e
/ /:30:37pm

The camera immediately cuts to the Red corner where l(ubo is joined by several

members of the Red Team. Those in shot include Mr\X, Naga)¡ama Yõko, Sakamoto

Fur,'umi, Matsuda Seiko, Naoki and Tama from H]¡steric Blue, Yuki Saori and Yasuda+)

Sachiko, Amuro Namie, Yashiro r\ki,HandaYuri,I{ozaiI{aori and Hamasaki '\}'umi.
They are angled toward the stage and arc clapping. I(ubo, howevet, direcdy faces the

c mer^. She thanks the song petfotmers for their patticipation tn Kohaku and bows
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deeply toward them. Ä few song performers also bow toward het. The c mera zooms

in to a closer shot of I(ubo and she introduces the fìnal performer fot the Red Team.

Meanwhile, several team members look toward the stage, smile broadly and applaud.

SoNc PBnronvrnNcp 53
Wada Akiko - "Ano kdne o narasu no wct' anttd"
("You Are the One Ringing that Bell")
Red Team

l1:30:56pm

The camera cuts to an unusual overhead shot from above the NHI( Hall otgan. The

cametz- is angled downward, toward the stage, and includes the Red cotner and the

male organist seated at the organ in the shot. From this view, sevetal othet membets of

the Red Team are seen spilling into FSR and the SR wings. \X/ada Äkiko, however,

srands alone in a spotlight at CS. ,{, soft yellow light shines across the front of the stage

and the tier steps are alternately lit with white light, forming a checkerboatd pattern.

-,\ single organ chord is sounded and, after sevetal seconds, l7ada begins to

slowly sing the opening few lines of the song. Sparse, aryeggiated notes sound from an

offstage harp and join the sustained orgzLn chords in accompanying Wada. Meanwhile,

the angled shot dissolves into a close shot of lØada's face and bare shoulders. Her dark

hair is very short and brushed forward over her fotehead and she is wearing very long,

sparkling eardngs. l7ada is also wearing prominent red lipstick. The close-up shot

slowly dissolves into a full shot of \X/ada onstage. The mid-tempo, syncopated

introduction to the song begins, perfotmed by sttings, brass, drums, a synthesiset anå a

tolling bell. Wada, meanwhile, stands tall and temains stationary with her microphone

held by her side. Her outfìt now comes into view: she is wearing ^ 
very full, floot-

length strapless ball gown, consisting of a yellow mesh skirt and a yellow sequinned

bodice. ìØada also wears a wide gold btacelet on her right wrist'

The camera dissolves into a closer shot and slowly zooms towatd ì7ada's face

while she sings the first verse. In general, her voice is extremely deep and powerful.

During verse sect.i.ons, however, she sings in a more subdued, laid-back and

conversarional style with the microphone positioned close to her lips. Her vocal style

changes during chorus sections when she sings with gusto and often uses vety slow
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vibrato at the end of phrases. Here, her voice is so strong that she frequently moves

her microphone away from her lips-sometimes lowering tt as far as her 1¡¡¿is¡-¡g

accommodate for the increased volume.

'S7ada appears very confìdent and comfortable, often closing het eyes while

singing and repeatedly smiling in the direction of the Hall audience. Although she does

not move from her position at CS, Wada gently sways het body from side to side in

time with the music. She becomes more animated during the chorus sections and raises

her right arm honzontally in a welco-itg gesture. She also extends her atm high and

straight above her head and directs her g^ze to the uppet balconies of NHI( Hall'

During such sections, she fumly clenches her fist þarticulatly when singing upper

register notes) and tests her hand on her stomach.

The very basic lighting scheme presented at the beginning of the petfotmance

only varies slightly dudng the song. The soft yellow lights continue to illuminate the

stage but increase in bdghtness at the start of the fìtst chotus. The white checketboard

pattern on the tier which was fìrst present in the opening shots, disappears when ìØada

begins the fitst verse and the tiet remains unlit for the temaindet of the song. The

instrumentation, too, only varies sìightly duting the performance: the dnrmbeat

includes occasional fills and a backing choir provides sporadic and sparse

accompaniment dudng the choruses.

Dudng ^n instrumental interlude, the c merz- adopts ^î atypical angle

overlooking the Red corner and across to \X/ada. The membets of the Red Team

remain standing in the corrìer to watch Wada's petformance and they now applaud

approvingly. Throughout the song performaÍtce, ttre czmera is firmly focused on ìØada

and generally full-body shots of the singet or very close shots of her face ate used.

Nevertheless, Wada never directly looks ^t the c merz- but instead directs her

performance toward the Hall audience. She ftequently moves her head to look at the

upper and lower levels and, at the end of the performance, makes a sweeping gesture

by moving her right atm SR to SL and looking across at the entire audience.

After this gtand gesture, ìØada taises her arms hoÅzontzlfy, outstretched at

each side. She remains in this position for several seconds while the music continues

,A,PPENDIX E - OVERVIEW:'fHE TELE\/ISED 50rrr KOHAKU
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and the camera cuts to a very close shot of het face. She attempts to restrain her

emotions; her chin quivers and she ftequently blinks 
^w^y 

te rs. The final shot of the

song performance is ^ \refy wide shot, taken from ^î uppef balcony which

encompasses both Red and ì7hite corrrers, the stage and the NHK organ. This teveals

members of the \White Team assembled in their corner. Wada bows deeply to great

applause ftom the Hall audience and the Red and White Team members. Â few soft

calls are heard.

S o ng P erforrn an c e P re la d e

I /:35:00prn

The camera quickly cuts to a wide shot of the White corner. Nakamura is surrounded

by ì7hite Team members including Minami Haruo, I{ayama Yuzo, Sada Masashi,

Mikawa I(en'ichi, D,A. PUMP and SM,A.P. Mikawa I(en'ichi and the membets of SM,A.P

have changed into new costumes; Mikawa is dressed in a flowing, salmon-coloured

feathered costume, while the young men from SMAP wear matching suits of diffetent

colours. Other \X/hite Team members are out of shot and spill onto the stage. All of

the nØhite Team members hold white circulat-shaped achiwa (round paper fans with

stick-like handles) which they briskly wave and tap like a tamboudne on the palm of

their opposite hands.

Nakamura eagetly introduces the final petformance for the tMhite Team and

rhe camera cuts to a close shot of his head and shoulders. Standing behind Nakamura

is I{ayama Yazo who smiles broadly and continues to wave his fan. The excitement

intensi{ìes when sounds of syncopated chanting, clanging cymbals and beating dnrms

emzrî te from z large group of people off c mera", gtow louder. Nakamura becomes

increasingly animated and begins to shout over the noise. In a ftnal outburst,

Nakamura arìnounces the name of the song performer and the song's title.

SoNc PpnponivrlNce 54
Kitajima Saburö - "Matsuri" ("Festivaltt)
White Team

1 / :3 5:26pn

The camera cuts to a very wide shot of the stage where a lively festival scene is taking

place. The stage area is brightly lit. Large blocks of red and white light emanate from

.A.PPENDIX E - O\¡ERVIEW: THE TELE\/ISED 50ttt KOIIAKU
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the tier and floot lights, while a white CGI pattern is emblazoned, across the RSIØ and

twinkling gold fairy lights adorn the columns. The instrumental introduction to the

song begins, featuring the orchestra, brass, woodwind and traditional drums as well as

saxophone and shakuhachi solos.

There ^re apptoximately 20 additional performets onstage dressed in

traditional festtvallakata. Some of the performets chant "se/tal seþtal" (a vocal timing

device) while others wave bamboo sticks and white flags. Sevetal men lift a very large

red and gold dragon rztikoshi.In addition, two male tail<o playets stand at FSR and FSL,

respectively, and beat their drums in time with the music. Iltaiima Saburõ is centtally

positioned among them, wearing tan hakama p^trts and a crelm kimono beaing mon

family crests. The camera cuts to sevetal close-up shots of l3tajtma standing at FCS on

an elevated wooden platform decorated with red and white sttiped cloths. His voice is

deep, husky and strong and his performance is enthusiastic, with many gestures towatd

the Hall audience and onstage.

The number of additional performets quickly incteases to approximately 60

men, many of whom wear putple ot mustard-yellow happi (short kimono style jackets),

dancing and waving white cloths or oil lanterns into the air. The c mera pans across

the stage and a few members of \X4rite Team can be seen standing in the SL wings

waving their white achiwa (round papü fans with stick-like handles). ,\s the song

progresses, a few Red Team members can be seerì ât SR, waving the rcd achiwa. The

stage is soon overcrowded with additional performers and the ï7hite Team membets

begin to freely roam the stage. Minami Haruo, Itsuki Hiroshi, Gõ Hiromi, Saiiö Hideki

and Mikawa l{en'ichi, for example, stand below l(itaiima's platform and wave theit

øchiwa towatd him. Meanwhile, white confetti begins to fall oristage.

A roaming cametz- moves behind the Red song performers, capturing a reverse

shot of the NHI{ Hall audience. The house lights are ofl and countless female dancers

in yellow kimono stream down the aisles while clapping their hands in the air. Another

roaming c mera takes close shots of ïühite Team members. Some remain onstage

waving øchiwa while others move down to the SR and SL staits and wave tairlo-bata

(good luck flags).,{.s the c merz- pans across the lowet 
^fez- 

of the stage, Toba Ichiro,

ÀPPENDIX E - OVER\/IEW: THE TELE\/ISED 501'tI KOHAKU
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Maekawa I(iyoshi and Yoshi Ikuzö are seen singing along with ICtaiima while

simultaneously waving their flags.

The camera shifts to an elevated shot of the stage, revealing the large numbet

of additional performers, the White and Red Team members and for the fkst time, the

tier where 200 teenage female cheerieaders are standing. They energetically wave their

arms and dance in time with the music, thus contributìng to the vibrant atmosphere.

Red confetti, meanwhile, begins to fall among the increasingly large amount of white

confetti. The c merù then moves to several close-up shots of Iltaiima who

enthusiastically sings and waves his atms in the air. He walks down from his elevated

platform onto the floor lights where the tairlo-bata flag bearers are now standing in a

row. Yoshi Ikuzö and Toba Ichirö playfully wave the large flags in front of I(taiima

and he light-heartedly knocks them aside. Many Red Team members have also come

onstage and mingle among the additional petformers and White Team membets. Ät

the end of the sorìg, I(taiima shakes his fist in the ait with a ftnal flourish, shouts three

times and then thanks the crowd.

Vote Acqaisition and Talþing

/ l:38:33pn

Nakamura I(ankuro, I(ubo Junko and Miyamoto Ryuji walk onstage and stand at trCS.

Behind them, the Kohakl/ song performers talk among themselves and laugh. The

General Cha:rl:man asks each MC fot their fìnal thoughts before the Hall audience

members vote and they briefly teply. The General Charman then asks the audience to

hold up their circular voting fans. The house lights are tutned on and the camera

focuses on vadous audience members, who raise their fans high above them, while

murmurs areheard from the song performers and Team MCs. The camera then moves

to the front of the audience ^fe whete judges are depositing their yellow voting balls

into a large box (overseen by two voting officials) which is compartmentalised into ted

and white are s. Meanwhile, birdwatchers positioned in the tea:m corfl.ers use

binoculats to count the audience's votes.

The General Chairman speaks with Nakamura I(ankuro who comments on

the abundance of white voting fans, indicative of the audience's pteference for the
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ì7hite Team. The Kõhaktl song performets remain behind the Team MCs and the

General Chairman but the additional petformers ftom the final song perfotmance have

exited the stage. In their place are hundreds of cheedeaders positioned on the tier and

across the rear of the stage, holding gold pompoms. Four cheedeaders bring separate

red and white signs onstage and following great anttcipation, the sþs are turned

around, revealing 1,217 votes for the Red Team and 1.479 fot the White Team. The

c mere- cuts to a shot of voting officials who divide the contents of the judges' box

into two small baskets. One of the officials gives I{ubo Junko the red basket and, after

some confusion, Nakamura l{ankurõ takes the white basket. The MCs simultaneously

throw the balls into the audience area until l{ubo acknowledges that she has none left,

by turning the basket upside down. A fanfare is heard and the General Chaitman

announces that the \Mhite Team has won. Nakamura I(ankurö is gtddy with delight and

members of the White Team cheer and leap onstage.

The Presentation of the I{õ}iraku Pendant

/ 1:42:22pn

Nakamura is overwhelmed by the victory and moves into the ctowd of tMhite Team

members who ate similady elated. Red Team members, meanwhile, clap

enthusiastically. A representative from NHK appears onstage with the K¡haku pendant.

It is heaving under the weight of red and white banners dtaping ftom the top of the

pole, signifying which team has won for each year of Kahaku. Nakamura, lost in the

ctowd of well-wishers, cannot be found. I(ubo, the General Chaitman and \X/ada

Âkiko (who as the Red Team tori singer is nearby) locate him and push him to the

front of the stage. He bows and gratefully accepts the pendant while the offstage

orchestra plays the instrumental chotus "See, the Conqueting Hero Comes" ftom

Handel's oratodo Jadas Maccabeas. Nakamura then passes the pendant to ICtaiima

Saburö (who is standing nearby because he is the White Team's tori singer) while he

turns his beige haori coat inside out. On the lining of the coat is a drawing of several

animals but Nakamura quickly turns and the desþ is no longer in camera shot. He

and the White Team members happily cheer thtee times and raise their fìsts in the air.

I{itaiima returns the pendant to Nakamura ald the General Chaittnal speaks

intermittently about the victory.

APPENDIX E O\/ER\/IEW: THE TELEVISED 50rtt KOIfAKU
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Sons Performance

-

The 50th Kobaþ,w Community and others
(The Kobaku Finale Song) -
"Hotaru no bikar¿rr 1<rThe Light of Fiteflies")

/ / :43:09pm

Suddenly, the camera cuts to a side shot of the stage where the NHI( otchestra

conductor begins to wave abaton, decotated with ted and white dbbons and, offstage,

the orchestra begins to play the opening melody. He begins to conduct in the direction

of the c^mena and the shot changes to a wide view of the stage. The cheedeaders along

the tier sway in time with the music and the song performers, who are now scattered

randomly across the stage, begrn to sing. Sevetal team membets are holding red ot

white achiwa (round paper fans with stick-like handles) which they wave slightiy and

others clap and sway their heads. After a long and highly-ordeted evening, this song

performance is unstructured and carcfree. Song performers interact freely and happily

play up to the camera; I(atoti Shingo ftom SMAP, fot example, sings directly to

c merz- and Amuto Namie waves goodbye to the television audience.

Closing Ceremon1

/ /:44:47pn

At the end of the song, the camera cuts to the ctowd where several White Team

members begin tossing Nakamura into the arr.. A fanfarc begins to play and the c^mera

moves to a wide shot of the stage which is filled with people cheering and waving

pom-poms. Confetti softly falls from above as Nakamura makes his way to the front of

the stage where he, Junko and the song petformers happily wave goodbye and the

programme concludes.

New Ptogramme
'Ywk,w tosbi kuru tosbi'
('The Year Gone By, The Year To Come') 

l1:45:00þn

Footage of Buddhist temples and Shintõ shtines across Japan are presented.
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/ / :5 8:00pm

The programme crosses back to a wide shot of NHK Hall whete the song performers

are positioned across the length of the stag. Behind them ate cheetleaders, and at the

rear of the stage, the choir stands along the tier. The Team MCs are also onstage and

the Kohaleø judges stand in the Red Team corrìer. The RSW displays a large clock

which couflts down the seconds to the New Yeat.

The camera moves in for a close shot of the stage. At this point, the members

of SMAP playfully wave at the c meta, as do members of Yaen. Lead by the General

Charman (who is out of shot), everyone begins counting down the last minute of the

year. Meanwhile, the camera shifts around the stage, pausing to capture what each

sroup of sons performers is doing. The mood is Light and ioyful. Yuki Saori, Yasuda
o f o I o a , J

Sachiko, Nakamura Mitsuko and Kozai I{aori stand togethet, happily chanting while

,\muro Namie and the mernbers of MAX hold hands in a circle and, with clear delight,

swing their arms up and down when each number is called. The chanting becomes

louder during the fìnal 10 seconds and when the New Year arives, thete is an

explosion of streamers and confetti which falls over the stage and audience 
^re 

.

/ 2:00:20pn

The camera cuts away fuom NHK Hall to footage of fìreworks across Tokyo Bay and

then various other images across the wodd until the programme concludes at L:00am.

-Å,PPENDIX E OVERVIEW: THE TELEVISED 50rB KOHAKU
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-A.PPENDIX F R,{TINGS: THE 50rtr KOHAKU

This appendix provides a comprehensive summ^ry of ratings for the 50'h Kohakø.

Tabie F.1 below presents regional ratings calculated for viewers watching the terresttial

NHK-G and excludes viewers of the NHK BSB-2 satellite broadcast.

Table F./. Regional Ratings per Programme Half

Programme Kanto

Holf
Kttnsai Nagola Kitaþushu Sapþoro Hiroshima Sendai ShiTuoka Okalana

Kagawa

1.,Half
2"d l{alf

45.8

50.8

48.5

55.5

49.8

56.4

46.1

50.4

49.3

57.4

46.4

52.9

42.4

51.2

40.2

43.6

4r.5
49.4

Source: Video Research Limited 2000a:1

Figure F.1 ovetleaf outlines the maximum ratings calculated in the I(antö tegion for

the individual song performances of the 50th Kohaka. This figure is intended to broadly

indicate the rise and fall of ratings over the course of the programme. Data is, howevet,

unavailable for the closing song of the fìrst haIf, "N/øisseiki no kimitachi e-A song for

children-" ("For the People of the 21't Century-A Song for Children-"), and the

Kahaka fìnale song"Hotara no hikarf' ("The Ltght of Fireflies").
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Song Lyri

Appendix G
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ÀPPENDIX G - SONG LYRICS lN TR,{NSL,Å'TION: THE 50rH KOHAKU

This appendix documents song lyrics of the 50rh Kzhdktl zccordiflg to the order of
programme. The lyricist and composer for each song are also credited. Aside ftom the
romanisation and italicisation of non-English wotds, the lyrics in this appendix temain
unalteted from NHI('s on-screen presentation-NHl('s punctuation, patentheses, and

symbols, as well as capitalisation of English words, are all adopted.

The translations ate a result of z collabotation between myself and Madka Leininget-
Ogawa, while "Funa uta" ("Sa)7or's Song"), "Ofukaro-san" ("Mother Deat"), "Amagi-god'

("Amagi Pass"), "Kawa n0 flagare no 1o n/' ("Like the Rivet's Flow") and "Matsarf'
("Festival") have been adapted ftom Yano (1995:503-504,577-578,498-499,536-537,
ss4-sss).

Deviations ftom On-scteen Lyrics

To account for vatiations between the on-screen lyrics and what is actually sung, the
following system applies:

Undedined lvrics indicate lyrics that are sung instead of the on-screen þics,
possiblyindicating a mistakã on the pan ofthe petfotmet.

Bold lyrics - indicate additional lyrics or 'impromptu' lytics which 
^repossibly associated with the spontaneity of the live event.

These lyrics do not appear on-screen, and they are often
substitutes for other on-screen lyrics.

Angled parentheses ( ) - indicate lyrics which appear on-screen but ate not sung,

possibly lydcs which are ignoted or forgotten.

Differenti atins Between Vocal Parts

Cuded braces { } indicate a prominent vocal line that is not sung by the song

petformer(s) but instead sung by, for example, a backing choit.

These patentheses have, however, been omitted from "Amerika-bashl' ("Alø:rerica Btidge"),
a duet between the song performer, Yamakawa Yutaka, and the song's composer, Hitao
Masa'aki, fot ease of reading. Instead, the fitst letter of each vocalist's surnâme, appearing
in patentheses at the beginning of each line, diffetentiates between the duet vocalists, as

follows:

(Ð Yamakawa Yutaka

(H) Hirao Masa'aki

This system is also applied to "Dango 3 k1õdat" ("The Three dango Brothets"), a duet
between the song performers Shigemod Ay-r-i andH.ayamí l(entatõ, as follows:

(S) Shigemoti Ap-i
(H) Hayarnt I{entatö

Vocal Lines in songs by gtoups and bands consisting of more than two vocalists are not
deLineated, fot ease of reading and to maintain the flow of lyrics.

Additional Explanations of L]'rics

Square parentheses [] provide btief interpretive explanations within the
lyric text, such as wotd meaning or vocal delivety style.

Footnotes provide a more comprehensive explanation of patticular lyrics
if tequired and zre located at the end of each song.

Repetition of words indicated by '"', e.g. 'yeah x 4'
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t Moningu Musumeo - "LOVE masbln" ("Love Machine")
Lyrics and Music - Tsunku

,\. Oo ooh hoo ooh,
FIoo oo oo oo oo oo hooo.
Yeah! Let's go!

B. anta n1a mottai nai (fu- fir)
atasha honto NICE BODY body body
jibun dey garai tadajanaÃ

janai? janaü A-ha?

C. atsakerya samaseba I (fAfu)
samishikerya EVERY BODY body body
dare nimo wakaranai (fu- fu)
ren'aitte itsø hi ga tsøka no ka
DYNAMITE koi wa D-/NAMITE

D. donna niføkeki datte koi wa infareshon

konna nilasashika sarecha ntidara

akarwi mirai ni shushoka ,kibo da wa

Ooh whoa, ooh whoa, ooh whoa!

E. nrpþon no mirai wa (Xlow x 4)

sekai ga t/raJa///a (Yeah x 4)

koi o sh/to janai kal QVow x 4)

Dance! Dancin' all of the night

F. Oohwa!x 4
Oohwa!x 4
Oohwa!x 4

G. Love Love Love mashin [X/ow x 4)

Love Love Love sateshon (eahx 4)

Love Love Lovefakaton $Vow x 4)

Love! Love is so wonderful
Yeah!

H. nþpon no nirai wa @ow x 4)

sekai ga araJamtl (Yeah x 4)

koi o shjo janai kal $/ow x 4)

Dance! Dancin' all of the night

I. noningu mtlvlmeo no $/ow x 4)

anta mo atashi mo (Yeah x 4)

minna mo shachosan no $/ow x 4)

Dance! Dancin' all of the night
Love masbln

Oo ooh hoo ooh,
FIoo oo oo oo oo oo hooo.
Yeah!Let's go!

I'm too good for you (oohwa, oohwa),
I've got a really nice body, body, body.
I'm free to say as I please!

Aren't I? Aren't I? A-ha?

If it's too hot, you should cool it off (ooh, ooh).
If you're lonely, everybody, body, body.
No one knows (oohwa, oohwa)
\flhen love's fte will be lit.
Dynamite! Love is dynamite!

Even if thete's a recession, love is inflation.
\X4ren you treat me so tendedy, it's improper
In the bright futute, I hope to find a job
Ooh whoa, ooh whoa, ooh whoa!

Japan's future (whoah! x 4):

The wodd envies it (yeah! x 4).

!Øhy not fall in love? (whoah! x 4)?

Dance! Dance throughout the night!

Oohwa!x 4
Oohwa!x 4
Oohwa!x 4

Love, Iove, love machine (whoah! x 4)

Love, love, love station (yeah! x 4).

Love, love, love factory (whoah! x 4).

Love! Love is so wonderful.
Yeah!

Japan's future (whoah! x 4):

The world envies it (yeah! x 4).

NØhy not fall in love? (whoah! x 4)?

Dance! Dance throughout the night!

Morning Daughters and (whoah! x 4),

You and I and (yeah! x 4).

Everyone and the Boss (whoah! x 4),
Dance! Dance throughout the night!
Love Machine.
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2 DA PUMP - ttWe cantt stop the musictt
Lyrics - m.c. A.T

Music - Togashi Âkio

A. [rap]
\üüoah!rWhooh!

Oh/Yeah! Oh/Yeah! Oh/Yeah! Oh/Yeah!
Ninny nai nai nai and a chü châ san
KoËo NHKyou can never call me one!

B. Don't be! Don't be! afraid baby, honey
it's fantastic groove! yeah!

Love & pride, this is my life
'Síe can't stop the music!

C. [calling out]
Woh oh oh, alright c'mon yeah, whoo!
Woh oh oh, say what?

D. omoi no mama ni arabaru no wa

haki tsaka¡enu kokoro no sakebi

kurakashon nì sltigeki .îare nagard

rua1ou to/<i o kobøshi de kilana

E. [rap]
ßakøro kotoþete na seikaka

lueni hltoka wa eteshite sltikkaka
ysodori nolu/osè no ansa

ima ni mite na asu wa toppøranka

F. [rap]
afarerø1abo mienø kido
ntuseki'nin na cltasho ni kiTatsuka kibo

senaka ni kini /t0 zllufte no koda kanji
tobasa baika fun like funk!

G. oretachi ga stlsama be,kì nichi
nalaminagara mo hinto wa korogarul

Do it! Do it!Do it!Do it!
Whoo whooo!

H. 'Don't be! Don't be! afraid baby. honey
It's fantastic sroove! veah!
Love and oride- this is mv life
nØe can't stop the music!

l. ^Don't be! Don't be! afraid bab]'. hone)'
It's fantastic sroove! veah!
Love and oride. this is mv life
'Sl'e can't stop the music!

[t"p]
Woah!Whooh!
Oh/Yeah! Oh/Yeah! Oh/Yeah! Oh/Yeah!
Ninny nai nai nai and a chrl châ san
This is NFIK you can never call me one!

Don't be, don't be, aftatd baby, honey,
It's a fantastic groove! yeah!

Love and pdde, this is my life,
SØe can't stop the music!

[calling out]
Woh oh oh, alright c'mon yeah, whoo!
Woh oh oh, say what?

I act up when I want to, this
Is my heart screaming-it doesn't stop.
The car horn prompts me to
Punch it with my fìst when I feel lost.

[tup]
I'm bad at keeping up appearances
My opinion, therefore, is usually ignored.
Â predictable answer from the honour student,
You wait! Tomortow, I'll be a top ranker!

[rnp]
Full of ambition; an unknown path.
My aspirations are tainted by irresponsible

slander.

'{.s I feel your heartbeat on my back,
I acceletate my motorbike. Fun like funk!

The path we should travel.
Even though we struggle, the hints are coming

thick and fastl
Do it! Do it!Do it!Do it!
Whoo whooo!

^Don't be. don't be. afraid bab]'. hone]'.
It's a fantastic sroove! veah!
Love and oride- this is mv life-
We can't stop the music!

^Don't be. don't be. afraid baby. honey.
It's a fantastic sroove! veah!
Love and oride- this is mv üfe-

!(/e can't stop the music!
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J. [r"p] [.^P]
Whooh! Whooh!
Oh oh oh, say what? Oh oh oh, say what?
Dontt waste ya time, dontt waste ya life, yeah Don't waste ya time, dontt waste ya life, yeah
Oh oh oh, say what? x 4 Oh oh oh, say what? x 4
Ctmon ev'rybody, ctmon, ctmon! C'mon everybody, ctmon, ctmon!

nThe on-screenJapanese lyrics (which are not sung) and ffanslations are as follows

K' þapl
Jame no kotae wa hibi kore hinto

ruane ni hokori no ai to paraidol

Do it!Do it!Do it!Do it!
\Whoo whooo!

L. ^Don't be! Don't be! afraid bab]'. hone],
It's fantastic sroove! veah!

Love & oride. this is mv life
\(/e can't stop the music! (x 2)

H. narìlamanaibeat ¿nda hant

kono choshi de groovel yeahl
tamerawanai ride on my life!
\ü7e can't stop the music!

I. ma ni awanai nante nai sa hanl
ruatpesa de groovel yeahl
m/./ne o hareba ride on my life!
'We can't stop the music!

L. akira menai dream soda hant

kono choshi de groovel yeahl
kal<e nøketekø ride on my life!
S(/e can't stop the music! (x 2)

A. kebaru komorebi abiføto kirykø

harøkary no okø oruoìdasu

Jrureru egao ato walukana toki
chikaka ni itakatta soredemo a

on/i shiten de mìte ira sekai ga a

[tup]
The ansv¡er to my dreams are daily cues

[to my futute]
In my heart I'm proud of my love and pride

ffor you]!
Do it! Do it!Do it!Do it!
Whoo whooo!

"Don't be. don't be. afraid baby. hone)'.
It's a fantastic sroove! veah!

Love and oride- this is mv life.
We can't stop the music! (x 2)

Don't stop the beat, it's okay, honey,
I'll groove in this beat! Yeah!
Don't hold back, tide on my life!
S(/e can't stop the music!

There's no such thing as not enough time, honey
I'll groove at my own pace! Yeah!
Be confìdently assettive, ride on my life,
N(/e can't stop the music!

It's a dream I can't give up, that's tight, honey
I'll groove in this beat! Yeah!
Weaving through, ride on my life!
'We can't stop the music! (x 2)

In the showet of sunlight through the trees

I suddenly notice,
Within the spring txeeze,I remember.
Your uncertain smile. There's only a little time left,
But I wanted to be near you. Äh!
The wodd we were meant to see with the

same point of view, Ah!
\)Øas shghtly different.

3 Hysteric Blue - "Hdru -spring-" ("Spring")
Lyrics and music -Takuya

fatari binlo ni Tareteta
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B. þagyoyri no shokQiyri mo

ntlttr tai.îetsana kotu fatushi...uta ga søki.

C. koylune nara mo ichido aitai
harø ga kara tabi okiku nareru

soy kinochi o wastlre<a ni ilara
ßa1oka ikirarerulona ki ga shin

D.yki galtande samøsa mo kie
kotoshi mo dno kisetsu ga køru
a haru ga karu

E. koylarue nara mo ichido aitai
wakare no kisetsu mo saki ni nareru

þpai banashìta onoide ga hirari

i ts ø de n o 1o m igaerareren¿

tr. koltùltranedashi øo ichido ,kaketai

itsu/<a...

A.. shiranama ni densha wa øgokidasbiteta

machi no hi nijibun o kasanete mita
k1o mo kini ni aitai keredo

s u re c h iga /1 e 1 u,ka L, a ka ri

B. bokø dake ga torinokosaretalo de

tomodachi ga shiawasesoni mieta

deno saikinjajiban o motto

vki ni naro to kokoro ni kiruetanda

whoa whoa whoa

C. give me a chance
saigo ni kakete mitainda

once mofe chance
kokai dake wa shi/akunai
ittai do/<omade dekira kamo wakaranai kedo

give me a chance
negai o katachi ni dekiray ni

D. itsøka boka ni aisaru hìto ga deki tara

s ø be te nage das hi te m am o ri tsaqa ke tai

JameJ(t kiboy kakola mirai Ío qul/o

l.,oku ga ilsamademo lsunaga/le irarerulo ni

{ahh ahh}
whoa whoa whoa

IMore than school classes, more than meals,

The most important thing is that
"I... like to sing..."

If it is like this dream, I want to see you again.

'ù7ith each coming of spring, I can grow.
If I don't forget that feeling,
I am able to live with strength.

The snow ceases to fall, the cold has gone,
Then that season will retutn this year.

Ah! spdngwill come.

If it's like this dteam, I want to see you again.

I'll be able to Like the season when we part
from each other.

The memory of when we used to talk a lot,
emerges.

I can recall it at any time.

If it is like this dream, I want to risk it all agatn.

Someday...

I didn't realise the train was moving.
I saw myself in the lights of the city.
Once again, I want to see you today, but
We keep missing each other.

It's as if I'm the only one left behind.
My friends 

^ppear 
to be happy.

Recendy, however, I've
Decided in my heart to like myself more.
Whoa whoa whoa

Give me a cha¡ce.
I want to risk it all this one last ftime].
One more chance.

To be regretful is the only thing I don't want.
I don't know how much I can do, but
Give me a chance.
I want to make your dreams come true.

Someday, if I have someone whom I love,
I'll give up everything to continue ptotecting her
Dreams, hopes, past, future and always

So that I can be connected with you forever.

{ahh ahh}
rWhoa whoa whoa

4. Something ELse - "Rdsuto cbansw" (('Last Chance")
Lyrics and music - Something ELse
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E. grve me a chance
s aigo ni kal<e te m i tain da

once mofe chance
bo,ka wa tashikamete mìtainda

ne o tofirelta minna no koe ga ki,koetekura

give me a chance
negai o katachi ni dekiray ni
kono koe ga kirni ni todtkuynì
subarasht ashita ni naraloni

{ahh ahh}

F. Whoa whoa whoa give me a chance...
Naana
{Doo doo doo, doo ya doo oo doo doo}
give me a chance...hey!
give me a chance

A. (H) kasbi ni sasatte dango (S)dango

ÇI) 3ts* narande dango (S) dango

(H) shoya nararete dango (S) dango

(HS) dango 3 klodai

B. (S) ichiban /,te wa chonan (H) chonan

(S) ichiban shita wa ranftan (H) sannan

(S) aida ni hasamare jinan (H) jinan

(HS) dango 3 þodai

C. (H) ototo ornoi no chonan

(S) nfsan omoi no sawtdlt

(H) jiban ga icltiltan jinan, (S) jinan
(HS) dango 3 klodai

D. (S) kondo amarete karu toki no
(S) negai wa sorolte onaji kashi
(H) dekìreba ,þ.ondo wa ,koshian no

(HS) takusan tsøita an-dango dango

E. (H) aru hi þodai genka (S) kenka

(S) kogene no koto de kenl<a (H) kenka

Give me a chance.

I v¡ant to risk it all this one last [time].
One more chance.

I want to conlrm [our love]
'Sühen I close my eyes, I can hear everyone's

voices.
Give me a chance.

I want to make your dreams come true.
I hope this message will reach you.
I hope tomorrov/ will be a wonderful day,

{ahh ahh}

'Whoa whoa whoa give me a chance...
Naana
{doo doo doo, doo ya doo oo doo doo}
Give me a chance...hey!
Give me a chance

(H) On a bamboo skewer, dangob, (S) daago.

(H) Three of them in a tow, dango, (S) dango.

(H) Painted with a soy sâuce, dango, (S) dango

(HS) The thtee dango btothers!

(S) The top one is fthe eldest son], 'Chönan',
(H) Chônan.

(S) The lowest one is fthe youngest son], 'Sarinan',
(H) Sannan.

(S) In between is fthe middle son], Jinan',
(H) Jinan.

(HS) The three dango brothers!

(H) Chönan cares for his younger brothers.
(S) Sannan cares for his older btothers.
(H) Jinan, who thinks he's the best, (S) Jinan
(HS) The tfuee dango brothers!

(S) When we are reincarnated,
(S) We'd like to be all on the same skewer.

(H) If possible next time,
(HS) \X/e'd like to be coveted in lots of koshiarl,

becoming an-dango", dango.

(H) One day they had a brotherly quarrel,
(S) quartel.

(S) A quarrel about their grill marks (H) quartel.

5 Shigemori Ayumi and Hayami Kenta,rõ - "Dango 3 kyodai"
("The Three dango Brothers")"
Lyrics - Sato Masahiko and Uchino Masumi
Music - Uchino Masumi and Horie Yoshitö
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(H) sukìrua no ditd dango {dango}
(HS) deruo, saga ni nakanaori

tr. (H) þo wa todana de hirune (S) ltirune

(H) 3nin sorotte hirane (S) hìrune

(H) økkari nuagoshi asa ga kite

(H) kataka narimashita

G. (S) hara ni naltara hanami f (H) hanani

(H) aki ni nattara ßakini (H) tsakimi

(HS) ichinen toshite dango dango

(HS) dango 3 ,@adai

H. (Ð fspoken] sd minna goissbo nil

I. (HS) dango dango dango dango

(HS) dango 3 klodaì
(HS) dango 3 klodai
(HS) dango 3 klodai
(HS) dangol

(H) It created a gap bet\¡/een them, {dango},
(HS) But they soon reconciled.

(H) Today they rvere napping in the cupboard,
(S) napping.

(H) Three together, napping, (S) napping.
(H) Carelessly, they overslept,

then motning broke:
(H) They became hard.

(S) In spdng there is cherry blossom-viewing,
(H) cherry blossom-viewing.

(H) ln auturrn there is moon-viewing,
(H) moon-viewing.

(HS) AX year round dango, dango.

(HS) The three dango brothers!

(H) þpokenl Come now, everybody [sing]
together!

SIS) dango, dango, dango, dango,

(HS) The three dango brothers,
(HS) The thtee dango btothers,
(HS) The three dango brothers,
(HS) dangol

The ocean splits, the rocks howl.
At Ashizuri^, when I stand upon

the cape of rough .\rvaves,

The small wodd blows away.

I also want to go. Manjiro'sb
Huppy and yet stormy life,
Floaung on the waves to the ends of the ocean

Deep and endless are my dreams
which will come true.

For my loving family,
I will load great happiness aboard my ship

,, In this song, the number 3 is sung as san (three) unless indicated otherwise. The number 3 has been retained in
the title and throughout thc lyrics to be in keeping with NHI('s on-screerì display.
t'dango are sticky rice pastc balls usually dipped in soy sauce.

'Àlthough it is presented orì-screen as 3tsa, this is sung as mittsu (three).
¿ kosbian is sweet paste made from red beans which are boiled with the skin removed and then cooked with sugar.

'an-dango is sticky rice paste balls covered in a sweet red bean paste.
t hanami \s litetally 'flower-viewing' but it is more commonly used to describc viewing sakura (cherry blossoms).

Toba Ichirõ - "Asbizuri-misaki" ("Cape Ashizuri")
Lyrics - Hoshino Tetsurö

Music - Oka Chiaki

6.

J ami ga sakerø iwa ga hoeru

ashiTan no arabara nisaki ni taleba

kotaai seken wa bultobø 7o
ore nto ikitala manjiro-san no

hana to arashi nojinsei o

nani ni økabete wadatsarui no hate

I{. onoi kanaalame ruo chihiro

sltiawase o aisøru kaloka no tante ai

fane ni þþai tsanikorua qo
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o Ashizuri-misaki (Cape -A.shizuri ) is on the southernmost tip on Shikoku Island, facing the Pacifìc Ocean.
b Nakahama John' Manjirõ lived during the late Edo period and the eady Meiji era. h 1841, the young fìsherman

Manjiro became shipwrecked and was rescued by an American ship. He was then brought to -Amedca where he

was educated and eventually returned toJapan in 1851 where he sewed the Shögunate as a language teachet.,\t
the entrânce to Cape Ashizuri is a statue of Manjiro in acknowledgement of his connections with the sea and the

many contributions he has made to Japanese society.

MA)( - "Issbo ni..." ("Together...")
Lyrics and music - PIPELINE PROJECT

dekkai kibo o haenawasen ni
nosete chiþa o hitomegari

ore no sami/<a wa ftanatlu no ømi da

A. kondo aera toki wa

motto sanao ni naritai
12gaßa kono machi de

katalosete waraltetai

B. gaTgn no kaeri michi

imi no nai kotoba to

shiroi iki nolokogao

onoi kaeshitera

C. køt¡ahimo no toreta sakamichi konqtaki ga ochite

kimi no senaka hikalte ita ne

sakoshi otonabiteta sutsa ga

fatari ruo kltori o cholto toka shiteita

D. issho ni itai to h@inete onolta
issho ni ìretara konofula ît0 <uttl
kondo aeru toki wa r/0tt0 saftal ni naritai
l,2galsu kono michi de

le o lsunai de arukitai

B. issho ni itai to lt@imete oruotta

issho ni iretaralaki nofaraloru mo

F. issho ni qalto... Issho ni anata to

La Ia la la, Ia la Iala (* 2)

I will carry great hopes in my fishing boat and

Travel around the earth.
My home is the seven seas.

Next time I see you,
I want to be more honest.
December, in this city,
Shoulder-to-shoulder, I want us to laugh.

\üØe met by chance on the way home-
Those meaningless wotds,
Your ptofìle,
Exhaling clouds of breath into the cold air.

Tying your shoelaces ofl the hìllside-road,
Powder snowflakes glistened on your back.
You looked slighdy older wearing a suit and
This created a little distance between us.

For the ltst time, I wanted us to be together.
If we can be together from this winter onward.
Next time I see you, I want to be more honest.
December, along this street,
Hand in hand, walking the streets

Fot the lust time, I wanted us to be together.
If we can be together, even for this one night of

falling snow...

Together, always... Together with you
La la la Ia, Ia la la la (" 2)

7
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8 GLAY - "Sabaibdru" ("Survival")
Lyrics and music - T,\KURO

A. kowadaka nijidai wa sabaibara da to komenteta

fu ki ß un a y so 4a tate te 1 a rn i n i rn a kus hi tate

kagarui niwa kino no henta o nEira kao ga aru

ichinichi o nteiso sara achira kochira bokøra

B. seken no nami ni oygi tsakarete

cholto hinikø na shita o dashitemo

¡ono ariamaru baitarit¡ de

heisei nolo o kakera kiniyl

C. dokomade mo hirogaru sora ni hikari ga sashin

chiþa saigo no hi ni natte

ykuba no tuga ga ha7øretara

adaaa to ìuu ni narera

tafu ni konolo o i,kira tame ni hitsay na m07t0

cbolto gørai no qetsabo ruo

nagai me de niryagokugo no sapaisa o Eiwaera
oh yes

D. moshimo, ima, jibøn n0Jt/me o sabete iltagalte

nanimokamo sateteru koto ga

tadasht Ío ierø no ka?

F,. fuan naJorut ni anata no ømi wa

nani yri fukaka ikiryin in
sono alarashii inochi no lame ni
mirai o negaa koto ni il<ita oh yeah!

F. abawareta natsu sono mama nì
ai o tomoshite

shinsei Tenja o kappo ka?

shinchintaisha o kasseika

ugo,kidashita dorama

soba no dakishimera beki mono o

tsutaera kotoba o

jibun no kachi ara shorai o

dare ga dosbite horen dal

nEami wa oi hoga olrl
taikatsa o ameruJo

ooh ooh ooh oooh

G. dokonade mo hirogaru sora ni hikari ga sashite

chikla saigo no hi ni natte

y/<abo no taga ga haqaretara

adamu to iuu ni nareru

In a loud voice..."this is the era of surwival" the
commentatot said.

Spouting ominous prophecies, sounding off
about darkness.

The face in the mirror taunts me about
yesterday's mistakes

!7e are all u¡andering throughout the day,

here, there and everywhere

Tired of swimming in the sea of society,
Even if you let sìip a little sarcasm,
\JØith abundânt vitality,
You tear through this Heisei" eta!

The light floods the far-reaching sky,

As the last day of Earth begrns.

If the restraints of my desire are broken,
\JØe can become r\dam and Eve.
It's what I need to tough it out in this wodd.

Even just a little misery,
In the long run, adds exua spice to my life.

Oh yesl

If, now, I question all my dreams

Would you say it was right to throw
evefything away?

,A.n uneasy night, your sea

Breathes deeper than anything,
For the sake of that new life,
I live hoping for a future. Oh yeah!

The stolen summer,
I{eeping my love lit
Are you súiding conltdently on the eve of your

rebirth?
Beginning a new life,
A drama that's just begun,
The one person you should closely embrace,
The words you should say,

Your own wofthy future:
FIow can anyone give it up?

Those that worry too much, oh!,
are buried in tedium.

Ooh ooh ooh oooh.

The light floods t}i'e far-reacling sky,

,\s the last day of Eatth begins,
If the resttaints of my desire are broken,
N(/e can become Adam and Eve.
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n Heisei is the current et^ \n J^P^rt.

Hatada Yuri - "Tswgaru no bAnd" ("Flowers of Tsugaru")
Lyrics - Asa l(oyomi
Music - Oka Chiaki

tafa ni konolo o ikiru tame ni hitsalo fta m0n0

chotto gøraì no Tetsøbo mo

nagai me de miryagoka.go no saþaisa o @iwaera
oh yes

Ooh ooh hoo yeah

A. figa no sdmxtsa ni Íaete koso

hana wa sakimasa mi mo tsøkeru

koishin nando ruo kiqußøtte

haru ga kinashita watashi ni ru0...
anata tofutari kono machi de

kitto kitto ,kilto tsukama wa shiawa¡e o

rìngo mo sakara mo issho ni saite

kita no ßaganl wa baruqakari hanaTakan

B. asu no kurashi ga Ísarakuteruo

liltndgtl kono le wa hanasanai

ßltgaî"a no kotoba nolasashisa ni
fitane no neyki ga tokete1aka...
anata tofutari kono machi de

/<ittl kiltl kitto tsakamawa sbiawase o

onna gokoro no ichiluna omoi

nosete nagarera lwaki-gawa Iwaki-gawa

10.

A. tegarui o futokom nonztlJora wa

oføkøro anata ni wabiru sake

It's what I need to tough it out in this world.
Even just a little misery,

In the long run, adds extra spice to my life.
Oh yes!

Ooh ooh hoo yeah

,A.fter it endures the bitter cold of mrd-winter,
The flowers will bloom, fthe ttees] will bear fruit.
I've fallen in love and been hurt many times

[But now] spring has also come for me...
You and I. In this town,
Absolutely, positively, definitely,

we will seize out happiness.
Apple and cherty trees bloom together.
The North's Tsugaruo is in the height of spring

and is coveted in blooms.

Even though life may be difficult,
I won't let go of your hands.
The Tsugaru language is kind, and
Lets the snow of my heat dissolve.
You and I, in this town,
Absolutely, positively, defìnitely,

we will seize our happiness.
This woman's true heart is all for you,

[My heart] floats orì the Iwaki Rivetb,

the Iwaki River.

þpoken] Thank you very much!

A letter near my heart, ddnking at night,
Mother, with this sake,I apologise to you.

9

[spoken] arigdto gozaimdsbitdt

" The Tsugaru district is in the ,{.omori prefecture, located in the far north of the main island of Honshu.
b The Iwaki tiver is in the Tsugaru reglon.

Yoshi Ikuzõ - "Fuyw no sdke" ("Winter's sake")
Lyrics and music - Yoshi Ikuzö
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n ¡ake is a tice wine usually drunk at awa;rm temPerature.
b ocboko is a tiny cup (about five centimetres in diameter) used for drinking sake (I{ojtma and Crane 1'987:39)

tt. Matsu Takako - "Yume no sbizwku" ("Droplets of a Dream")
Lyrics and music - Matsu Takako

atsa/<an ochoko de nomaJonl wa

hagaltai waganti o shikara sa,ëe

fEa noyrafryu no tsøki

fryø no hoshifay no sa,ke

B. hfraqake koppu de nolnaJora wa

olajilo anata o oruoø toki
namida ofwkifaki nomtl)lft/ wd

shimiiini dare/<a o shinobø sake

frya no rojifulu no kaqe

.fa1a no ruachifala no sake

A. aiyri mo koilori mo halaka
anata ni deatta itaqara ga

watashi no saltete o kaetelaka
futari^ ocltìte vø,ku. . .

B. deai wa l<antan ima doshin seßønai?

wakare kurikaeshi hito tva ai o motomera

ikøtsu nonoloru ni afarera namida ka¡anete

senakaawase no fatari hanarera? loriso u?

C. kono hoshi ni tadayi tsulakeru
anaÍa /o walashi ga megari aø

tenohira de ai o mitsømetara

motto.jþù ni narera

D. tsutaetai notto kagirinaz omot o

mo nanimokamo ashinatte mo /
kono koi ga søbete kono shan,Qan nanika ga

ømare tara kitto sore wa

E. akaì hanabira mai ochite,ka

aoi ha no at?te no shilakø tachi

anata o aishitalume no akashi

asahi ni kieteyku

F. aiyrì mo koilori mo halaka
anata ni deatta itaqara ga

Drinking warm sakr from ocho,ëob at night,
ìØith this sake,I scold myself for being impatient.
Winter's night, winter's moon,
Winter's stars, winter's sake.

Ddnking cold sake from a glass at night,
Father, is the ume when I think of you.

Wiping, wiping away my tears, drinking at night,
\X/ith this sake, the memory of you fills me

to the core.
Winter's lane, wintet's wind,
l7inter's city, wtnter's sake.

Faster than love, faster than passion.
Our chance meeting-2 trick of fate-
Has changed everything about me.

\Øe're both falling for each other...

The meeting was simple,
so why am I now heartbroken?

People separate repeatedly and yet still seek love.
The countless nights, my tearful eyes.

The tru¡o of us, at odds with each other.
Are we parting? Are we becoming closer?

While wandering on Earth,
\ü/e met one another,
If I gaze at our love in the palm of my hand,
I can become more free.

I want to tell you more about this
boundless emotion.

I don't care if L lose anything and everything,
This tender passion means the wodd.

In this moment, if something
\ü/as created I'm certain it would be...

The crimson petals are fluttering down,
The rain drops on green leaves:

The proof of the dream in which I loved you,

-A.ll vanishes with the morning sun.

Faster than love, faster than passion.
Our chance meeting-a trick of fate-
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o The on-screen Japanese lyric (which is not petformeà) ts " koi nt", th:us the line reads "I'm falling for you"

12. 19 - "Ano kamibikíki kwmorizord wdtte"
((rThat Paper Plane Will Break Through the Cloudy Sky")

Lyrics - 326

Music - 19

watashi no sultete o kaeteluka

fatari ochiteyka...

A. fgenki desaka?.]

þ.imi wa ima wo kanasbt kao shin iruno?

fdaiabu sa?

uragirarera koto wa mo nareteru/eara...o J
fima dewa sora gawarawanai kara

boka wa fwarai kata/ o wasarete shimattalo

kini wa ßøbø1aki, soshite wararw...n

B. [...too kao agete?J

Jume o kaita tesuto no ara

kanihikoki Ísøkalle asu ni nagerø1oo

itsaka... kono kamoriqora watte

n/i o kakerø ha qa day
minna o tsaretekulo?

C. [ry0* hirogete. . . J

Jante o kaita tesato no øra

kanihikoki ßakutle asa ni na¿eru1oo

itsuka... kono ,kamoriqora watte

nli o kakera ha7ø da1o"

... minna o tsørete,ku 1oo

13

A. (Ð kary ga ashimoto o torisagitelaka

@ hisashibari dane to terete warai atte

(H) aruerika-bashi no tamotoþto kalo nøkaruon

Has changed everything about me.
\ù7e'te both falling fot each other..

"FIow are you?"
You still have a sad face, don't you?

"I'm alright.

I'm already used to being betrayed..."

"Now, because the sky doesn't smile,

" J I forgot 'how to smile"',
You mumble, then you smile...

"...'Well, can you keep your chin up?"
A dream written on the back of the test paper-
I'll make 

^ 
p^per aeroplane ftom it and throw it

to tomoffow.
Someday, it'Il break thtough this cloudy sky
And should make a rainbow.
I'll try to take everyone with me.

"\ü/ith arms outstretched. . ."
A dream written on the back of the test paPer-
I'll make 

^ 
p^pet aeroplane from it and throw it

to tomoffow.
Someday, it'll break thtough this cloudy sky

And make a tainbow.

I'll take everyone with me.

(YJ The wind blows through my feet.
(Y) "We haven't seen each other for a whjle"

and smile, embatrassed, 
^t 

each other...
(YH) Ät the foot of ,\merica Bridge,

Yamakaw a Yutaka - " Amerika-b asbi" l"America Bridge")
Lyrics - Yamaguchi Yöko
Music - Hirao Masa'aki
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(H)yrwsenai koi ameta maclti

[1) kado bela no akarì

FI{) ;shi datani ishi datani omoide tsaTakø

@ ixuka ißaka (H) atsøkatta seisltan

B. (Ð kimi wa kawaranai ßakihi wa sagi temo

(H) kami o ,þ.ittø node suko¡hi wal<aka nalta

(fI) Anerica-bashi no tamztl tarlgare ga majikai

$) taltakolameta no itsukara to

$) soretonaka ktte

A. taiyhi ni nakø kogarashi ga

møne de anata noloba /<oe nt naru

hanaretejunen wasure wa shinai

omoide senri o kokoro ga kaeru

anala lo iu na no koishtfurøsalo e

B. ltako ressha no akari no obi ga

kita e nagarera hotaru ni mtera

ai tas a j a n e n fryt a <o ra J o - <o ra

nfiage no ichimai itsø no hi orera

anata to namida no soine n0Jame rnushiro

[remembering] the warmth of touch.
(H) Our sad love, buried [in this] town.
(H) The hght of the corner room.
(YH) The cobbled road, the cobbled toad,

the memory continues.

QJ Someday, someday, EH) -y exciting youth.

(H) You haven't changed even though tìme
has passed, þut]

(H) You look a little younger with shorter hair.

(YH) At the foot of America Bridge,
twiJight will soon fall.

00 "Did you quit smoking? Since when?"
(Y) You ask me casually,

The biting cold winter wind with the sunset
in the distance,

Become your calling in my heart.
It has been ten years since we separated.

I can't forget you.
The distant memory has returned to my heart.

The hometown I long for is you.

The obi^-ltke row of lights from
the overnight trâin

Looks like freflies travelling North.
For ten years I've wanted to see you

under the winter sky and the night sky

\Øhen will I weave a gift for you?

I sleep on my nuusbirob with my tears,

dreaming of you.

(H) me 0 rnrastl me 0 szrasa garasu no muko QfH) You look away, you look away

through the glass.

(Y) Far, far away: fH) my youth
to v¡hich I cannot return.

F) toi toi UI{) kaeranai seishan

14. Kozai Kaori - "Bokyo jwnen" ("Ten Years of Nostalgia")
Lyrics - Satomura Ryuichi

Music - Hijirikawa Yu

^ obi is z thick waistband for kimono.
h rnushiro is a rough, hard mat for the floot that is made from straw woverì by loom.
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15.

A. [whispered]
te quiero mi amor

B. [spoken]
esta noche bailamos,
te roy toda mi vida

C. Tonight we dance
sahada o naqorulubi
hodoite madowaseta hohoemi

anai aragiri alaka kiluato
0ward.llatJ0ru

D. Bailamos daite daki¡hinen
Bailamos kowashite ii daro

Baiarnos jire nra ka chì biru

Bailamos te quieto amor mio te quiero

E. Woh Woh \X/oh...Tonight we dance
Woh Woh \X/oh.. .l¡anasanai

$7oh Woh Woh.. .amareta mama de

te quieto (mi amor>

F. Bailamos daite da,kisbimete

Bailamos kowasltin ii daro

B atlamo s j ire te ru ka c lt i bi ra

Bailamos te quiero amor mio

G. Bailamos abai ubawarete

Bailamos hitotsa ni nara made

Bailamos kasane au toiki
Bailamos te quiero amor mio

H. Bailamos dain dakisltimen

Bailamos ,kowashin ii daro

B atlamos j ire te rw ka c hi b ira
Bailamos te quiero amor mio te quieto

A. naido
ru ai do go h tki i ta da ki n as hi n

Saijö Hideki - "Bøiramosn" (('Let's Dance")
Japanese Lyrics - Nezu Yõko

Music - Paul Barty and Mark Taylor

þhisperedl
I love you, my love

L6. Nakamura Mitsuko - "Kauacbi'zAke" ("Kawachi sake")
Lyrics - Ishimoto Mipki

Music - Oka Chiaki

[spoken]
Let's dance tonight
I'11 pursue you for the rest of my life

Tonight, we dance.

My fìnger strokes along your bare skin.
You untie it with a deceptive smile.
A sweet betrayal, a painful wound.
Endless nights.

Let's dance; hold me, I want to closely embrace
Let's dance; so tightþ it hurts
Let's dance; irritated lips
Let's dance; I love you, my love, I love you.

Woh Sloh Woh...Tonight, we dance

Woh Woh \X/oh...I won't let you go
SØoh Sloh Woh...As naked as at birth
I want you <my love>

Let's dance; hold me, I want to closely embtace.
Let's dance; so tightly it hurts
Let's dance; irritated lips
Let's dance; I love you, my love.

Let's dance; stealing, stolen
Let's dance; until we become one
Let's dance; ovedapping sighs

Let's dance; I love you, love you

Let's dance; hold me, I want to closely embrace.

Let's dance; so tightly it hutts
Let's dance; irritated lips
Let's dance; I love you, my love, I love you.

Gteetings!
Greetings, thank you very much

for your patronage
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B. odate

o date joqa ni no serare jo 4a
ata mo odori mo hanalakari
i,ki de nonihosa enJtakorase

kawa c hi - qa ke dEt o do,kko is ho

yelta hi o haka otoko no kihaka

otoko mlori no hare sagata

iki de nor¡tihoru enjdkorase

kawachi-qa ke day do kkois ho

masa de t?Pai keiki o tsukerya

ilnt(ffe ltagdra no akasei mo

ulau kiban wa sore szreszre sore soresore

taiko-san

I am lucky to be a man and 
^ppeal 

at my best.

I ddnk with all my spidt! en'lakorasen.

This is l(awachib sake, do,kkoisho'.

VØhen I drink it from the ruastA,I am elated.

Even my voice which has sounded awful
from the day I was born,

Sings! rare .îzreszrf, sore soresore

Mr. Taikõrl

Praise,
I am highly flatteted, I am easily fooled.
Both song and dance are at their height,
I drink with all my spirit! enjakorasa
This is l(awachi sake, dokkoisho.

!Øhen I am drunk, I argue freely: That's a man's

strong spirit.
Throughout Japan, everyone knows it,
sqre .rqre.sqre, sore sqresqre,

The l{awachi song!

I'm sorry to make you wait for a long time,
Some wotk came up urgently again.

I cannot be with you, all the time,
I must have made you feel lonely.

When we can't meet, I can hear over the phone:
Your voice is hoarse.

SØhen we meet after a long time,
Your smile steals my heart.

I've realised how much you are

In my heart.

[t's truel "I love you"
but no, I just can't say it.

nihon rokajaloshtø ruade tenkagomen no

s0re sqrer0re sOre sqres0re

kawachi bashi

^ enJtakorarc is a vocal timing 'fìller', traditionally used in folk songs a;ndf or festival songs.
b I(awacl-ri was oncc a province and today it encompasses the south-easterfl Patt of Osaka prefecture.
. dol<.koisbo is a 'filler'word used to incite effort (similar to 'heave ho!') at festivals when lifting heavy objects such

as a portable shrine.
¿ nasuis a square, wooden box used for holding sake.Itis created from scented cyPress wood and has a capacity

of 180 millilitres, 900 millilitres or 1.8 Litres (I(oijima and Ctane 1987:204).

'sore and its repetition, JoreJore, is a nonsensical cry.
iToyotomi Hideyoshi (1536-1598), theJapanese general and later, ruler, of the Sengoku Civil War Ãge (1467-

1568) was famously titled Taikõ (retired regent).

srokiuloshtt is an old term used to describe the approximately 68 ancient provinces ofJapan.

Kiroro - "Nagai aida" (((A Long Time")
Lyrics and music - Tamashiro Chiharu

17.

A. nagai aida matasete gomen

mata þa ni shigoto ga haitta

itsaruo issho ni ìrarenakute

sabishl omoi o saseta ne

B. aenai toki jawaki kara kikoeru
kimi no koe ga kasøreteru

hisashibai ni a//a /oki no

kirui no egal ga ztlaile 0 sarattelaka

C. kiTa.ita no anata ga l<onna ni
lllilne t'to naka ni iru koto

aishinra ntasaka ne

.çonna kolo ienai
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D. kiryita no anata ga konna ni
nrane no naka ni ira koto

aishitera masa,þa ne

sonna kolo ienai

E. kiTaita no anata ga konna w
mttne uto nal<a ni ira koto

aishiteru masaka ne

sonna ko/o ienai

I've realised how much you are

In my hean.

[t's truel "I love you"
but no, I iust can't say it.

I've realised how much you are

In my heart.

[t's truel "I love you"
but no, I iust can't say it.

[spoken]
The times are changing,
You and I,
Holding ori to the tail-end of youth,
Why don't we try hard once more tirne!

A man's back, the back tells a life's story.

Let's toast to the old me.

Although I did wrong things and didn't follow
the correct path,

I never ran away

Playing sword fights like Ryomab.

Holding on to the tail-end of youth.
Don't say anything. You are a man, aren't you?

Neither you nor I will fade like shooting stars.

fspoken] Thank you!

Like the setting sun, a man's life
also draws to a close.

Shall I sing to you, my lovet?
I hold back my tears, my heart's hometown.
I look back but can't return.
Playing swotd-hghts like Ryoma.
Runningin the fìeld of youth.

I clench my back teeth. You are 
^ 

m^t¡
aren't you?

Neither you nor I will fade like shooting stars.

18 Floriuchi Takao - "Zoku: take tonbo - seishun no sbippo -"
("Sequel: Bamboo Dragonfly -the tail-end of youth-'r)a

Lyrics -,{.raki Toyohisa
Music - Horiuchi Takao

,\. fspoken]
jidai ne kautatte ikundayo na
ore mo omde mo
ythme no sbippo ni tsukamatte
mo hito ganbari ka

B. otoko no senaka wa sena,ka wajtnsei

kanpai shtlto ry makashi no ore ni
watasa o ¡hite mo michi ,kara sorete mo

nigedasø nante kesshite nakalta
chanbara gokko ryoma noy ni

Jame no shþpo ni tsukamalte

nan'nimo lana 1o otako janai ka
ore mo omae mo nagare-boshi janai

fspoken] sankyul

C. otoko noyhi wa1øhi wajinsei

atattejtaro ka ,koisht hito ni
nanzida o koraete kokoro nofurø.sato

farimaka keredo kaere wa sltinai

chanbara gokko ryorua noloni

Jame no haraþpa kakedashite

okaba o kanishime otoko janai ka

ore mo omae mo nagare-boshi janaì
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^The kanjì forløme (dream) is read as sei¡hun (youth) in the title, but not in the body of the song. The phrase

"seishan no :hþpo" in the title is therefore translated as "the tail-end of youth", and diffets from the phrase'june
no shþpo" ("the tail-end of the dream") which aPpears in the body of the song.
b Sakamoro Ryoma (1835-1867) was a famous, freedom-fìghttng samarai during the late Edo period and eady

Meiji era.

19. Godai Natsuko - "Kdzemdchi mindto"
("Waiting for a Favourable Wind in the Flatbour")

Lyrics - Takashi Taka
Music -Yù Hijirikawa

A, kesa wa otachi ka kaT,enachi minato

ikari o agetefane ga deru

koi tola toÍe ikaryoka
watashi kawareta ,ëago no tori
mi n y,ëi/ai lsaite 1u kenai

ami no kamome no e nikarashisa

B. tatta hitolo no soinega ada ni
onoi o kirenu wakare nami

kondo aeru wa itsa no hi /<a

toeba chidori ga naka bakari

ts øi te y,kitai Ís aite 1 u ke n aì

koko wa minato no e økare machi

Are you leaving this morning? [Just as a ship is]

Waiting for a favourable wind to depart
the harbour [you are waiting for the right
moment to leave].

Weighing up anchor, the ship is departing.
Even though I'm asked to come, how can I?
I'm a bird in a cage.

I long to go, I can't go.

The seagulls [, free to fly anywhere],
Ahh, I detest them þecause I cannot].

I regret the one night we slept together,
I can't forget it, waves of separation.
When will I see you next?
If I ask, the cry from a plover

is the only reply ['ll receive]
I long to go, I can't go.

This is the harbour in the cheetful town.

I would not give you up.
Because love is the soul's guide,
Filled with lights,
To believe... To bestow... To shine

The dreams which prophets saw,

Let's, the two of us, break them into pieces.

20

A. Yeow!

B. tatlo ga moetsakite

kuro no berø ga ¡ekai o daite

nanimo katao do kom aderuo

køralami ni naritsabusare temo

C. kirui o miashinaa koto wa nai daro

ai wa hikai ni nichita
tama.chl no nichishirabe dakara
thinjite... kanaete... kaga1taite...

D.ygenshatachi gø mitalume o

falai de kowaso konagona ni

TOKIO - "Ai no drdsbi" 1"The Love Storm")
Lytics and music - Hotei Tomoyasu

Yeow!

Even if the sun butned out,
The black veil held the world and
Everything, evetywhere was

Covered in darkness,
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ai no arashi ga karalami o

kakikuhin kareru hala
Yeow!

E. anmei no deai daro?

mirai wa oretachi dake no tuon¿t

ruoesakara kuchibiru de

hono noloni aishi ao

F. kini o kanashimase tari shinai sa

ai no hikari o abite

tamashl galakedo saru karai
nilsunele... lamenti/e... sasEtaile

G.ygenshatachi ga mitaløme o

Julan de kowaso konagona ni
ai no arashi ga kuralani o

kal<i kes hite kareru haTa

Yeow!

2l

A. anata to deaetelokalta
ìna hiton hi/oni o lojiru
kokoro no arabaruu mekø.reba

ki ra n e,ëa om o i de / achi 1o
tsaluiteku /oki pa ilsumo lomaraqu ni
kawalteku ruachi mo hito mo ai ruo ruinna

B. qatto wasarenaì hanareteruo kajikenai

i,kin ikø þto kara

lasashisa to1ùki o karetalo ne

ai ga ruebaeta JuIy saisho z¿ I{iss

futari no aiqa nakanaorishitaloru
hontoni aishinø

C. itsuka mata megøriaø

owaranai k1o wa watashi no

my graduation

D. fankaerelta tsørai toki wa itsaruo

¡oba ni in hagemashin ,køreta ne

kotoba ni dekinai omoi mo nartìda

mo anata wa wa,katte karetalo ne

dekira nara ano koro e ruodoritai

qatto sønaoja nakute gomen ne

The love storm will
Drown out the dark.
Yeow!

It is a fateful encounter, isn't it?
The future is a thing for only the two of us

With burning lips,
Let's love each other hke fre.

I won't let you be sad

Showedng in the light of love,
As if my soul was burned
To gaze... To dream... To whisper

The dreams which prophets saw,

Let's, the two of us, break them into pieces

The love storm rvill
Drown out the dark.
Yeow!

SPEED - "my graduatiorr'99"
Lydcs and music - Ijichi Hitomasa

I was glad to have met you.
Now, alone, I close my eyes.
\X/hen I leaf thtough the þhoto] album in my
Heart, sparkhng memoties freturn].
Continuously: time never stops.
Changing: cities, people, love and everyone.

I'll never forget. Even if we're 
^p^rtI won't be disheartened,

I'll live from today.
You gave me kindness and courage.
InJuly our love emerged; our fìrst kiss.

A signal for the two of us; The night we made up.

I truly loved you.

Someday, we'll be reunited.
It's not over. Today, which is never-ending, is my,
My graduation

Looking back, dudng the hard times,
You were always beside me, encouraging me.

The feelings I couldn't put into words and tears,

you understood them, didn't you.
If I could, I'd retutn to that tirne.
I'm sorry I wasn't always honest.

The Christmas Eve, long ago. The kiss was

a vow that we'd stay together, forever
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ano hi kilreta choka

ima mo mane de hikatte irnasu

warai /<o rogeta Y oice hito n i n0 T rutll.

koron no nioi machiawase shita nise

alEtaka ni kortiagerw

F. hito wa it¡aka tabidatsø

osana/<alta kino no watashi ni salonara

ano hi nolo rui nani mo nakattalo ni

lame de aetara...

G. rytto wasarenai itsø mademo i'nolteru

anata no sonoJtame ga

itsu no hi ka kanaimasafi ni ..,
ai ni hagureta Tonight saigo noI{iss

føtari noByes kami o kakiagera kase

honto ni aishiteta

H. anata to sagoshita seishun

kagalaki wa ZaÍlo ìroasenai

my graduation

I. FIey ee yay huh
FIey ee yay ee yeah huh
FIey ee yay ee yay eh heh,
Yayay! yayayl yayayt

[spoken] drigato gozdimasbital

The choker you gave me that day,

Even now, it still shines on my heatt
Your voice when you'te in stitches of laughter,

the truth in your eyes.

The smell of yoru cologne, the shop where we

used to meet.
Vividly, [the memories] fìll my heart.

one day, soonef of latef, a pefson must go

on a journey.
To my younger self of yesterday, I say goodbye.

If we could meet in a dream, just like that day,

As if nothing has happened...

I'll never forget. I'll always pray that
Your dteams, someday,
Will come true...
Tonight, I stray from our love. The last kiss,

Our eyes, your habit of running fingers through
your loose hair.

I really loved you.

My youth that I spent with you,
Its brilliance will never fade.

My graduation.

ÉIey ee yay huh
FIey ee yay ee yeah huh
Hey ee yay ee yay eh heh,
Yayay! yayaylyayayl

[spoken] Thank you very much!

Today, children are again
Opening their little hands

Calling lights, a gentle breeze
And their friends to come forth.
Someone, somewhere, is answering them,
Calling that child's name.

A name: it is burning life.
On one earth, everyone has

their [very] own funique name]

Every chìÌd has a beautiful name,
,4. beautiful narrre) 

^ 
beautiful name.

22.

A. klono kodomotaclti wa

chlsana te o hirogete

hikari to solokary to

toruodachi olonderø.

dareka ga do,koka de kotaeteru

sono ko no namae o sakebu

B. namae, sore wa moera inochi

hitoßø no chiþta ni hitorilatsø. hitotsa

C. Every chjld has a beautiful name
A beautiful n mq 

^ 
beautiful name

Godaigo - "Bywtifurw nemu" (((Beautiful Name")
Lyrics - Narahashi Yõko

Music - Takekawa Yukihide
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ybikakey namde o

sabarashl namae o

D. þn ruo kodoruotachi no øtagoe ga sekai o

oki/<a tsatsøna daro

okiku mawaru daro

hitori no þ.odoøto no kanashimi mo

nakarta no namae ni tokeru

E. namae, iore wa moeru inochi

hitotsa no chikla ni hitoriqatsa hitotsu

hitoriqatsu hitotsø

F. þpokenl
soreder!)d minasan issbo ni uttdte kwdasøil

G. Ooh wah ooh wah, la Ialala,
Lalalalarlalalala.
Ooh wah ooh wah, lalalala,
Lalalalarlalalala

H. þpokenl
One more time!

L Ooh wah ooh wah lalalala,
Lalalalarlalalala.
Ooh wah ooh wah lalalala,
Lalalalarlalalala

J. Every child has a beautiful name

-A beautiful n me, a beautiful name
ybikakey namae o

sabarasht namae o

23

A. eien ni tsuquka ai no ata

Uhh... kikasete

setsanasa tolasashisa o solto

Uhh... oshiete

B. hayri nofu,ka nolo ni
kantan ni kinzochi rtade mo

kaerarenai kakegae no nai rnonol

C. ornoide mo hokoreralto nt

shiganaiy no na/<a demo

Over and Over Over and Over
kawarana ai o sagasa daro

Every Little Thing - ('Over and Over"
Lyrics and music - Igarashi Mitsuru

Call out [these] names,

fThese] wonderful names!

Today, the children's singing is again
\üØholeheartedly embracing the world, [and is]

\X/idely travelling around the world.
One child's sadness

Melts with the name'friend'.

A name: It is burning life.
On one earth, everyone has

their fvery] own [unique name].
...Has their [very] own funique name]

[spoken]
So everybody, please sing together!

Ooh wah ooh wah, lalalala,
Lalalalarlalalala.
Ooh wah ooh wah, lalalala,
Lalalalarlalalala.

[spoken]
One more time!

Ooh wah ooh wah lalalala.
Lalalalarlalalala.
Ooh wah ooh wah latalaIa,
Lalalalarlalalala.

Every chld has a beautiful name.

A beautiful name, a beautiful name.

Call out [these] names,

fThese] wonderful names!

The never-ending love song,
Mmm... let me hear it.
Sadness and kindness,
Mmm... tendedy teach me fabout them]

Unlike fashion trends,
My feelings can't just simply change,

They're irreplaceable!

In order to have pride in memories,
Even in a heartless wodd,
Ovet and over, over and ovet,
I will search for a love that nevet changes
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D. kanathimi no ,ka7ø dake

arinomama ni ai seru î'to nara

E. ,koi ni ochiru to

toki ni dareka o kiløßøketeru
twake shìtemo

munashisa dake ga no,korulo ne

F. salonara mo megariai sae

ouarafta tabi noy ni
Over and Over Now and Forever
soredemo ai o sagasa daru

/<awarana ai ni todo,ka daro...

A. føtari olaymi ga

tJutiamtl kono madobe ni
ashita mo subarashl

shiawase ga karu daro

B. kini no hitomi wa hoshi to kagqaki
koisaru kono mane wa hono to moe teira

C. oqora sometelakø1ùhi iroasete mo

"ashita mo sabarashii /<okoro wa itsømaderuo

D. fspoken]
sbiawase dand
boku ua kimi to iru toþi ga icbiban

sbiawase ndn dd
boku wa sbinu made kimi o banasanai zo

I daro

E. ,ëimi wa solokary ni
kami o tokasete

asashika kono boku
no .chitone ni shite okare

F. koyi mo hi ga kurete toki wa sarilukø tono

futari no oruoi wa ,kawaranai itsamademo

The many sad times [are worth it],
IfI could love you as you are.

Sometimes, when I fall in love,
I'll hurt someone else.

Even if I make excuses lfor this],
Only empriness will remain.

Even partings and chance meetings,
Are like an endless journey,
Over and over, now and forevet,
Even so, I will seatch for love.
I'll find a love an unchanging love..

,\t this window where
Dusk surrounds the two of us,

Tomorrow, a wonderful happiness
\ùØill come again.

Your eyes ate shining like stars.

The love in this heart is burning like fire.

Although tlre setting sun which colouts
the big sky may fade

oTomorrow will be wonderful too.
You'll havel mv heart. forevermore.

þpokenl
I am so h^ppy.
The times I am with you are the happiest

I have ever had.
I won't leave you until lthe day] I die.
Is that alright?

You let your hair
Stream in the breeze.

Tendedy,
Let [your hair] be my sleeping mat.

ìØhereas the sun sets again this evening and
tlme Passes on,

Our feeLings will nevet change, forevermore.

24. KayarnaY:uzõ - "Kimi to itswmademo" ("You, Forevermore")
Lytics - Iwatani Tokiko

Music - Dan I{õsaku

nThe on-screenJapanese lyrics (which are not sung) and translations are as follows:
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C. õlora .îzlneteJtlkaJahi iroasete mo

futari no kokoro wa kawaranai ißamademo

25

A. aruata ga inai to ikitelakenaì
ßayi1o demolowai no watashi

hitori ni shinaide onegai dakara

soba de shina made ßakø¡hin itui

kore ga oftna no magokoro na noJo

anata dake n0 nxuile ni saita hana de itai nolo

B. anata nì sasageta ai wa hitosøji

itsamo kawal onna de itai
t¡ametaka shinai de lasashiku sltitene

kago ni kawareta kotori de ¿no

sore ga onna no magokoro na ltoJto

anata dake ni sagari nagara ikite itai nolo

26

A. sora ga naiterø søsakelogosarete

hito walasashisa o doko ni suttee kitano

dakedo watashi wa sukilo kono machiga

kata oloseaeru

anata... anata ga zra

anata no soba de a kara¡era naraba

tsaraka wa nai wa kono toþo sabaka

anata ga ireba a øtsumakanai de

aru.itelakerø kono toklo sabakø

Fuii Ayako - "Onna no magokoro"

(ttA \Womants Earnest Sinceritytt)
Lyrics - Miura Yasuteru
Music - Mizumori Hideo

Âlthough the setting sun which colouts
the big sky may fade,

Our souls will never change, forevermore.

Without you, I can't survive.
I look strong but I am weak.
Please, don't leave me alone.

I want to be by your side, cadng for you
until [the day] I die.

This is a woman's earnest sincerity
I wish I were a flowet blooming

in your heart, only.

I dedicated my love to you alone.

I want to always be a woman who is ptetty.
Don't be cold, please be tender.
I don't mind being a bird in 

^ 
cage.

That's a.woman's eâfnest sincerity.
I wish I could live depending solely upon you.

The sky is sobbing because of the soot
and pollution.

NVhete have people discarded their kindness?

Despite it all, I like this ciry,
Because you, with whom I can walk side-by-side,
...you are here.

If I could live, ah, by your side,

It isn't so hard existing in this Tokyo desert.

If you are here, ah, I can walk on
Without hanging my head in this Tokyo desert.

Maekawa Kiyoshi - "Tokyo sabakw" ("Tokyo Desert")
Lyrics - Yoshida Hikaru

Music - Uchiyamada Hiroshi
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B. bira n0 tanima n0 kdwa wd nagarenai

hito no nami dake ga køroka ftagareteJakll

anata... anata ni rnegariaa made wa

solo kono machi o nigete ikitakatta

anata no ai ni a tsukamari nagara

shiawase na iloJto kono toþo sabaka

anata ga ireba a anataga ireba

hi wa mata nobora kono toklo sabaku

anata ga ireba a anata ga ireba

hi wa mata nobora kono toþo sabaka

anata ga irelta a anata ga ireba

hi wa mata noboru kono toklo sabaka

A. sabishi sagite nanida ga detari

n a ni m o kam o ni ts u kare h ate tari
sonna loki wa dare ni deruo aru keredo

B. tenohira ni hirogeta

watashi no chlsana inochi wa

donna ni chrakuteruo

konolo ni tatta hitotsa

C. hitori hitori hoshi o erarude

hitori hitor¡ ataarete ikite
nzegari atte aishi aa sono ki se,ki

D. toki o koeta ai de

daremo ga tsanagatte irulo
inochi tolume o nosetafane o

fmirai] toybo

F,. so na,ki nagara araka toki nzo

lamt dake wa hanasanai

1arøshi aeru shinji aeru

aishi aeru jøkiJ ga hosht

F. tsuloilazte naraba

itsøka kanarala kanaa 1o
[shìawase ni naro/ to

koe o awasete utao

The river in the ravine between buildings
can't st eam,

Only dark waves of people flow.
You...until I met you,
Yes, I wanted to run away from this city.

Your love, ah, I grasp hold of it.
I am happy in this Tokyo desert,
Ifyou are here. Ah, ifyou are here,
The sun wiÏ rise in this Tokyo desert.

Ifyou ate here. Ah, ifyou ate here,
The sun will dse in this Tokyo desert.

Ifyou are here. Ah, ifyou are hete,
The sun will rise in this Tokyo desert.

When you're so lonely that you shed tears,

When you're exhausted by everything,
Everybody experiences such times, nevertheless,

My small life tests
In my open palm.
Despite its small stature,
It is unique in this rvotld

One by one, we choose the Earth.
One by one, we come into existence and live.
\Øe meet 2¡d levs-i¡ is a miracle.

\)øith a love that transcends time,
Everyone is connected.
Bring life and dreams aboard the ship,

Let's christen it 'The Futute'.

Yes, the times when I cry while I walk,
I never let go of my dreams.
I need'courage'in order to forgive,

To trust and to love.

If it's a resilent dream,
It must come tfue someday.

'Let's be huppy'-
Let's sing it altogether.

The 50tt' Kobaku Community (The 50,n Kobaku Cornrnunity Song)-

"Nijwisseiki no kimitacbi e-A' song for children-"
("For the People of the 21't Century-A Song for Children-")

Japanese Lyrics - Sada Masashi

Music - Stevie Wonder
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G. tsayilane naraba

itsaka kanaraqa kanaa 1o
fshiawase ni naroJ to

koe o awasete utao

H. tenohira ni hirogeta

watashi no cbtiana inochi wa

donna ni chßakatemo

konolo ni tatta hitotsa

konolo ni talta ltitotsa

konojto ni tatta hitotsø

If it's a resilient dteam,
It must come true someday

'Let's be huppy'-
Let's sing it altogether.

My small life tests
In my opened palm.
Despite its small stature,
It is unique in this wotld,
It is unique in this wodd,
It is unique in this wodd.

27. Yaen - "Be Coolltt
Lyrics - Akimoto Yasushi
Music - Gotõ Tsugutoshi

A. Be cool! Everybody be cool! (x 2)

B. *tgt kara hidari e nagarerulo ni

1asøde no nJasa ga nigiwatteray
j/itsu o nqa ni þtakøshoku sarete

Everybody!

C. Hey! Hey! Hey! Hey! Hey!
Hey! Hey! Hey! Hey!
mita.çarena mtlne no sakima ni
tsami no ishil<i to

kotae ga ltemal"tl

moshirto soko ni itara
dareka ore o daite køre

D. Tatto qøtto

toki wa alamachi ni kiqaitera no sa

itsademo dokodeno

orokanajidai
konna nilu'atsøna
as lti ta ga 1 alte katanara
gunsha no naka ni magirele itai
.wow wowwow
Just be! Just be cool!

E. [rap]
hikari ga todokanai harema no ,kabe wa
oshiro deno aka deno kohakajanairida
so sabuchan olori nan da=vo "malsari'l

F, 7øtto latto
toki wa alamachi ni kiluiterø no sa

itsademo dokodewo

Be cool!Everybody be cool! (x 2)

Like it's running from right to left,
Cheap news is rampant.
The truth is exaggerated to fit one's needs

Everybody!

Hey!Hey! Hey!Hey!Hey!
HeylHey!Hey! Hey!
Within the gaps of one's empty heart,
A g"ilty feeling and
Answers lie sleeping.

IfI am there,
Someone, please hold me.

,\lways, always,

Time knows my errors.
Anytime. ,{.n1whete.
It's a foolish time.
If such a depressing
Tomortow is coming,
I want to escape into the crowd.
ìØhoa-oo, whoa-oo, whoa,

Just be! Just be cool!

[tup]
The walls of Hadem whete the light doesn't shine

^Either wlite or red. tt's Kohal<a

So dear Saburo .won big' [as the fìnal singer]
with the sons " M atsud' l"Festival")!

Always, always,

Time knows my errors
Anytime. Anlwhere.
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o The on-screenJapanese lyrics (which are not sung) and translations are as follou/s:

orokanajidai
konna ni1ø'atsøna

as hi ta ga 1 atte køra nara

garushø no naka nì magirete itai
wowwowwow
fust be! Just be cool!

G. tatoeba oretachi amarena/<ereba

ikiten¿ imi nado malowanakalta

akete wa ikenai tobira mo araJo

Everybody!

H. Be cool! Everybody be cool!
Be cool! Everybody be cool!

E. [rap]
hikari ga todokanai haremø no kabe wa

shiro demo karo demo docchi demo nai no sa

so m/irøshi hitsay nano,kai?

Be Cool!

28

A. Na fraî^ na, nan n^-fra,
Na na fra îa, rran ria-fia

B. [about boys]
kagayki dashita bokøra o dare ga

tortera ,koto nado dekira daro

habataki dashita ,karera o dare ni
tomera kenri ga atta no daro

C. yka kachi ni shin truykulame ni mite ira

ltoka 2ri^ katattari shite irø
"shiawase ni naritai" lte
rto nando me ni aarun daro

ittai nani ga hoshikate

ittai nani gafaman de

ittai doko e mukaa no toka tte
kikarete mo kotae nante

ntachi awasetenai /<e do ne

It's a foolish time.
If such a depressing
Tomotrow is coming,
I want to escape into the crowd.
ìØhoa-oo, whoa-oo, whoa.

Just be! Just be cool!

For example, if we weren't born,
\üüe wouldn't wonder about

the meaning of life at all.

There are doors which shouldn't be opened.
Everybody!

Be cool! Evetybody be cool!
Be cool! Everybody be cool!

[rup]
The walls of Hadem where the light doesn't shine
Either black or white, it's neithet one.
So is a label necessary?

Be Cool!

It's often on my ìips. It's often in my dteams.
It's often said by both of us:

"S(/e want to be happy".
I wonder how many times [it's been].
\Øhat do you want?
rùThatevet's making you discontent?

'ùØherever will we turn?
Even if [the questions were] asked, I wouldn't
Make the ansu/ers match with yours.

I{amasaki Ayumi - "Boys & Gids"
Lytics - Hamasaki Ay"-i

Music - D.r\.I

Na na fra na, nafi fia-rra,
Na na nanarfiafrfia-na

[about boys]
We began to shine. Someone
Could stoP us.

They began to fly. Someone
\Øas entitled to stop them.
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^ ,\ltlrough it is presented orì-screerì 
^s 

zri, tl"is is sung as fatari (two pcople).

D. sena,ka osa Jhankaft ni
wdrarendi de ite

kono natsa koso wa to kawashitalakasoka o

E. [about girls]
kagayki dashita watashitachi nara

itsu ka ashita o tsukama daro

habataki dashita kanojotachi nara

hikaru ashita o mitsakera daro

F. honto wa kitai sltiteru honto wa atagatte ira
nan datte dare datte so desho

"t hito" lte iwaretatte

"dodemo t hito" mitai

G. asalake ga mabashikatelake ni rue ai shimite

mafte gd karø¡hi,ëate søkoshi totnadotteta

H. [about boys]
kagEtaki dashita bokara o dare ga

torueru koto nado dekirut daro

habataki dashita karera o dare ni
/omeru kenri ga atta no daro

29

A. akiÍarinain da ne

ßagt wa nani ga hosht?

t.cumi no i.çhiki no nai aeta køcltinoto ni
hone made kawareso sa

B. ruabash¿ karai no hiryshi ni
koi,kogareterutnda

suben ofakitobashite

ow! ride on heaven's drive
nichiløre ni batsa o akeru ruae ni
atarashl sono hakobune de kini to

dokomaderuo hikari o sagashite

...s0 omoa marua ni makalte ilte

C. kowareso na suþldo agete

tsøresatte kure

sekai ni hi o tsakeru no sa

ow! ride on heaven's dtive
asa o abatle warai akasr) q,e

atarash¿ sono hakobane ni nolte

fabout boys]
\Øe began to shine. Someone
Could stop us.

They began to fly. Someone
SØas cntitled to stop them.

L'arc-en-Ciel - .'HEAVEN'S DRM"
Lytics and music - hyde

The moment you turn your back on me,
Don't forget
The promises we exchanged, saying that

this special sununer will be unforgettable.

fabout gids]
VØe began to shine. If it's us,

Someday we could grasp tomorrow.
We began to fly, if it's them,
They should find a bnght tomorrow

I'm truly expecting i¡-l'¡ teally doubting it,
SØhatever, whoever is like this.
Even if you say "you're a nice person",
It sounds like "you're a person who is of

little importance to me".

The glaring morning glow, really pierces my eyes.

My heart aches, I was a [ttle confused.

Not satisfìed, huh?
What do you want next?
It feels like I'll be eaten to the bone
By a hungry mouth that has no sense of guilt.

Pining for your affection,
A.s bdght as the sunLight,

Blow everything away.

Ow! Ride on heaven's dtive,
Before I'm punished by fellow travellets,
On that new ark, with you to the end of the world.
Searching everlwhere for the light,
...Heading toward it, while I feel this wa¡'.

Speed up till it feels like you'll break-
Take me away!

\Øe'll set the wodd on fìre.
Ow! Ride on heaven's drive.
Let's steal tomorrow and spend it in laughter
Ride on that new ark.
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D. dde on heaven
sa kagi o te ni shite kakedasu no sa

sono hakobune ni notte

nottel
whooh!

30.

A. Be together Be together (x 2)

{Shake, Shake my soul}

B. 1ørete ira kini no dancin'shadow
hitoni,kagiqøke
doa no mae karakøshon naraseba

Joru ga hEìnara
seramikkø no tsuki þarasatikka no hoshi

fatan dake ga riariti
kimi no ,kisu niyra ga tarueiki

So Sweet, My Angel
Give it to me, all of your night

C. {Be together Be together} konla wa

{Say you love me Say you love me}
a¡a made

{Be together Be together} odoralo

{Shake, Shake} Shake my soul

{Shake my soul, shake my soul}

D. fatarì emoshon waforatesshimo

hanarerarenai

tamerau kokoro

midashite nachi ni fwmidase
teßugakasha demo kasanoba demo

,koi ni penarati wa nat

kini noybi ni hoshi ga tomaralo
So Bdght, My,{.ngel
Give it to me, all of your night

E. {Be together Be together} tashikana

{Say you love me Say you love me) loake o

{Be together Be together} dakishime

{Shake, Shake} Shake my soul

F. {Shake my soul, shake my soul}
{Be together Be together} konla walah

{Say you love me Say you love me}
asa nzade yayl

Suzuki Ami - "BE TOGETHER"
Lyrics - I{omuto Mitsuko
Music - I(omuto Tetsuya

Ride on heaven,
Come on, let's sptint

wrth the answers in our hands,
Ride on that ark.

Ride on!
Whooh!

Be together Be together (x 2)

{Shake, Shake my soul}

Your dancing shadow sways,

My eyes are fìxed on you.
I sound the car horn, in front of the door,
The night begins,
The ceramic moon, the plastic stars,
You and I ate the only reality.
Your kiss makes the night sigh.

So sweet, my angel
Give it to me, all of your rughtl

{Be together, be together} Tonight

{Say you love me, say you love me}
Until morning

{Be together, be together} \X/e'll dance.

{Shake, shake} Shake my soul.

{Shake my soul, shake my soul}

Out emotion s arc fortissìmo,
\rVe can't be separated.

The hesitant heart,
Thrown into confusion as we step into the city
Even for a phrlosopher, even fot Casanova,
There is no penalty for love.
A star will beam onto your fìnger.
So bright, my angel
Give it to me, all of your night!

{Be together, be together} A certarn

{Say you love me, say you love me} Daybreak

{Be together, be together} Closely embracing

{Shake, shake} Shake my soul

{Shake my soul, shake my soul}
{Be together, be together} Tonight, lah,
{Say you love me, say you love me}

Until motning,y^yl
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{Be together Be togethet} odoralo

Shake, Shake, Shake my soul

G. {Be together Be togethet} tashikanalah

{Say you love me Say you love me}
yake oyayl

{Be togethet Be together} dakishime

Shake, Shake, Shake my soul
yeah-ah

{Be together, Be together} We'll dance.

Shake, shake, shake my soul

{Be together, be together} For cenain, lah,

{Say you love me, say you love me}
Daybteak, yay!

{Be together, be together} Closely embtace
Shake, shake, shake my soul
Yeah-ah

3t. SMAP - 6rFly"

Lyrics - Yukari Miwa
Music - Noto Hisatsugu

A. nagare-boshi ga ochinluku

Joru ga namida koboshite iran da

nagare-boshi ni itsøka naru

kono hoshi ni ima tatte irun da

B. sabishzrue o shi* fangatoJ lte
hohoemu kao wa nain iray
nanika ni ima made torawarete itan da

dakedo mune n0 toltira mo hiraka lteki daTe

C. kini wa ima suga tobitatera no sa

itanda ai o makaeni kitan da

sosa kako no mirai mo kankei naisa

D. kimi wa irua suga tobitateru no sa

itanda ai o ruakae ni kitan da

{yeh, yeh, yeh, yeh, yeh, yeah yeh yeh!}

E. kini wa ina saga tobitatera no sa

itanda ai o makae ni kitan da

olrwl ima o ima saga mitsamete hosbt

ah-ah! sono shankan o matte irwno ¡a

F. kini wa ima saga tobitaterø no sa

A shooting star falls,
The night is shedding tears.

I'll become a shooting star someday
I'm standing on this stâr now.

With your sad eyes, you say "thank you",
Your smilng face looks unhappy.
lJntil now, something held you captive,
Flowever, the door to your heart

should soon open.

You can spread your wings and fly rþht now.
I came to mend your broken heart.
That's right, neither the past nor future matter.

You can spread your wings and fly rþht now
I came to mend your broken heart.

{Yeh, yeh, yeh, yeh, yeh, yeah yeh yeh!}

You can spread yout wings and fly right now.
I came to mend your broken heart.
Ohw! I want you to set your eyes on the present,

right now.
Ah-ah! I await that moment.

You can spread your wings and fly right now
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32.

-4. {Respect the power o'love,
Respect the powet o'love,
Respect the power o'love,
Respect the power o'love)

B. tsulokø daite ite egao

misen¿ made toka sabisht oruoifakitobashinl

konna ni kawareru ammeilori tsø1okø,

jishaka nolo ni anata ni hìkareta

C. junsai na akogare to

kodomo nolo na majakisa to

konogoro demo kawaranai
anata o Íaisetsø ni suru kimochi dare demo mosh)

hito ga hito de aritai nara...
...RE,SPE,CT
Ahh...RESPECT
...RESPECT the PO\X/ER Otr LOVE,

D. dareka ni tsøtaetai

tsataenakla mamorenai aì o rnamota tame

aso wa Ísukenai kakasenai

dokoka ni ka/<arete

shikakui sora nagameteta dal<edo kino no
RESPECT the PO\X/ER OF LOVE,
sorede lokatta

E. {An-a-hooo, oooh yeah respect!
All ya gotta do, tespect)

F. itani mo tsurasa mo

jasa koto dekihEineta
konogoro dento kawaranai

anata o sakuitai kiruoclti dare derto moshi

hito ga hito de aritai nara...
Ahh...RESPE,CT
Ahh...RE,SPECT
...RESPECT the PO\X/ER OF LOVE

G. þJ,o mo ashita mo

Tenbakokoro wa nitashi kirenai
Whoa whoa-oh
doshite konna ni
tada ruae ni sasumana,kla naranai?

{Respect the power of love}
dare,Qa ni shiraselai

It's the POSØER OF LOVE nanilorimo
Whoa whoa-oh
dareka ni tsataetai

maifeibaritto sa,Qì dake ja nai

Amuro Namie - "RESPECT the POWER OF LOVE"
Lyrics and music - I(omuro Tetsuya

{Respect the power o'love,
Respect the powet o'love,
Respect the power o'love,
Respect the power o'love)

Hold me ughtly until I statt to smile.
Brush my lonely feelings far awayl
Stronger than destiny which can change so easily,

I was attracted to you like a magnet.

Genuine longing and
Childlike innocence, and
Even now my feelings don't change,
I cherish you.
,{.nyone, if men and women want to be human

ffhen they must].. .Respect!
Ahh...Respect!
Respect the power of love.

I want to tell somebody: if not, I can't protect it.

[n order to] protect our love, I can't lie:
I can't hide our love.
I hid someplace and gazed at the square sky

But even yestefday,
Respect the power of love,
It was fine as it was.

{An-a-hooo, oooh yeah respect!
All ya gotta do, respect)

My pain
And hardship began to heal.

Even now the feeling of wanting to
Rescue you remains unchanged.
Anyone, if men and women want to be human

[hen they must] Ahh...Respect!
Ahh...Respect!
Respect the power of love.

Today, tomofrow,
Everyday, my heat will never be satisfied.
rù(/hoa whoa-oh
!7hy must I
I(eep going forward in this way?

{Respect the power of love}
I want to let someone know,
It's the power of love, more than anything.
Whoa whoa-oh
I want to tell somebody

[He's] my favourite, it's not just a crush.
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H RE,SPE,CT

RESPECT
RE,SPE,CT

RESPECT the POWER OF LOVE

33

A. I Need Your Love On My Mind
So I Need Your Love On My Mind

B. Ban Ban Ban Ban Bun Bun Bun
Yei Yei Yei Yei Yei
Ore o nakaseta Lady SUE
Yei Yei Yei Yei Yei

C. Big Beat de Bin Bin Bin
Kor/a donino Shake Me Down
So I Need Your Love On My Mind
So I Need Your Love On My Mind
So I Need Your Love On My Mind

D. Kirui no,þoto daloDon't Forget
Yei Yei Yei Yei Yei
Y a n e n igo ko c lt i n o B omb er B aby

Yei YeiYei Yei Yei

E. IYa¡urerarenai In My Heart
Shiruai kondeta Lady SUE
So I Need Your Love On My Mind
So I Need Your Love On My Mind
So I Need Your Love On My Mind

F. Inagoro aißa to Twist -And Shout
Ore wa l(nock DownJealousy
Køyashigarø dake nuda ni naranaraStop

G. Fari Furi FariFuri No No Boi
Yei Yei Yei Yei Yei
Furareførishite Fool In Love

Yei Yei Yei Yei Yei

H. Redi ikanalo No No No
Konjtajø nimo Get Me Back
So I Need Your Love On My Mind
So I Need Your Love On My Mind
So I Need Your Love On My Mind

Sans Filtre - "Yei Yei" ("Yeah Yeah")
Lyrics and music - Sans Filtte

Respect!

{Ahh} ...Respect!

{Ahh}. ..Respect!

{Ahh}...Respect the power of love.

I need your love on my mind.
So, I need your love on my mind.

Bun bun bun bun boon boon boon,
Yeah yeah yeah yeah y eah.

Lady Sue made me cry,
Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah.

Big beat with bin bin bin,
At this rate, whatever, shake me down
So, I need your love on my mind,
So, I need your love on my mind,
So, I need your love on my mind.

It's all you, don't forget,
Yeah yeah yeah yeah y eah.

Like a dream, bomber baby,
Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah.

I can't forget that inside my heart,
Hiding, is [you] Lady Sue.

So, I need your love on my mind,
So, I need yout love on my mind,
So, I need your love on my mind.

Now you nvist and shout with that so-and-so guy,
I'm knocked down by jealousy.

If being bitter is a waste, stop!

Shake Shake Shake Shake, no, no, boy,
Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah.

Pretending that you didn't bteak up with me,
I'm a fool in love,

Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah.

Don't go, lady, no, no, no,
By tonight you'll get me back.
So, I need your love on my mind,
So, I need your love on my mind,
So, I need your love on my mind.
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34. globe - "You Are The One"
Lyrics - I{omuro Tetsuya, MARC, DJ I(oo, hitomi

Music - I(omuto Tetsuya

A. ashita moshi kimi ga inakate

hi/ori /<iri noshi hashiru no nara

ashita moshi shinjiru koto ga

naniruo þ,aru0 mienaku nattara

B. [rap]
tolteokì no ikashitalù,ki to atJo

zmae tza tokkø ni mi ni tsaite iru baquda LONØ^?

kore kara nilrai ni makalte ltashitte

khain da LOW^?
hito o kiqußake7a ganbatte ikiterunda LOì7"?

C. /<ini ga sakidatta

_yappari sakidatta

toki niwa wagamama dattari
michi o haqashite kowai,ëe do

ke kk1 o ka s ago,ka 1 a s a s hi kute

D. [rap]
aeruari ni tsakø toki hitomi tEira tabi
Can see ya eyes Like a knife in ya soul
namida nì kare nagara

kokoro no lol.tira a,kele goran

akete goran

madobe ni suwatte toki no nagare nagamete

stlnazna kinochi de zcha nì tonde ilte

loake goro modoîte karalto
achù ryntai no saltete no /<uni ni kurabera

fllono ga nai hodo

E,. YOU ARE, THE ONE,
YOU ARE, THE, ONE
YOU ARE, THE ONE,
toki niwa mechakacha daltari de

nagedashitai kedo

ke kk1 o ku ni kam e nai so n qa i

tr. YOU ARE THE, ONE
YOU ,A.RE, THE ONE,
YOI] ARE THE, ONE,
toki niwa nitasareqa

sakeruda koto mo atta ne

deruo kekklokaJurue o oikaketeru

You are the one,
you afe the one,
you afe the one,

Tomofrow, if you're not here, and
If I were to run all alone. . .

Tomorrow, if I cannot see all the things
I believe in.. .

[trp]
Our special courage and love is alive,
You should have alteady felt this, shouldn't you?

You want to run toward the future, from now on
don't you?

You're living as best you can without hurting
anyone, aren't you?

I liked you,
I did like you so.

Sometimes, you'te selfìsh, I'r-:, afraid when you
Lose your way, but
After all, you are very kind.

lrupl
When I fall asleep, every time I close my eyes,

I can see your eyes like a knife in your soul.
Although you do nothing but weep
Open the door to yout heart,
Open the door.
Sitting near the window gazng

as time marches on,
Flyr"g into space with my ttue feelings,
I'll return around dawn.
Nothing, not even all the countries

in the entire universe
Can compare with you.

You are the one,
You are the one,
You are the one.
Sometimes, you're unreasonable and
I want to give you up,
But ultimately, I can't hate you.

You are the one,
You are the one,
You are the one.
Sometimes, )rou're unsatisfìed
And you scream,

But ultimately, you're pursuing your dreams.

You are the one,
You are the one,
You are the one,
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G.loake goro mìrai no koto o

sukoshi deno kini to hanase tara

ashita kara molto jþa ai
ailalane egaite karera ne

Oh-oh-woh yay, ooh oh-oh yay,
oh me-ha yay, wa-wa-wa yang.

Oh-oh-woh yay, ooh oh-oh yay,
Oh me-ha yayrw^-w^-\¡va yang.

,\round dawn, about the future,
If I could talk about it with you, even a little
From tomorrow, more freely,
You can picture my love and dteams.

I prefer sake warrned up.
I prefer grilled squid for a side dish.
I prefer a womarì of few u/ords.
I prefer the lights dirnly lit.

If I drink to the core, then
Only the memories from the core

will come flooding back.
'!Øhen 

a teardrop wells up and spills over,
I begin to sing the sailot's song.

Let the seagulls offshore drink heavily,
I'll sleep late with that beloved girl

and my overwhelming sadness.

It's aìright if the bar has no decoratlons,
It's alright if I can see the harbour

from the window,
It's aìright if there are flo popular songs playing,
It's alright if the foghorn sounds someímes.

If I drink a little, a litde,
My heart sobs.

\X/hen I think of my sweetheart of long ago,

I begin to sing the sailor's song.

oAlthough presented on-screen as "LO\ùØ", these lyrics ate an abbreviation of darc (tsn't it?) and have been

translated accordingly.

35 Yashiro Aki - "Fund utd" ((rSailor's Song")
Lyrics - Aku Yù

Music - F{ama l(eisuke

A, osake wa ntlrtlme no kan ga /
sa/<ana wa abutta ika de t
onnd wa makuchi na hito ga I
a/<ari wa bonlari lornorya t

B. mise niwa kaTari ga nai ga I
mado kara minato ga mierya I

hqari no uta nado nakate I
lokidoki nuteki ga nareba i

horohoro nomeba horohoro to

/<o ko ro ga s ø s uri n ai te i rw

ano koro ano ko o omoltara

utaidasa no sa.fana øta o

shin/imi nomeba shim/imi to

o ru oi de da ke ga 1 a kisagiru

namida ga þorori to ko boretara

ataidasa øo sa.funa ata o

oki no kamome nifukaTake sasetelto

itoshi ano ko tolo asane stlrtl danchone
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36.

A. anata wd mo wasl./reta kashira

akai tenugøi ,ttaÍara ni shin

futari de iuaykocho noføro1a

is¡ho ni deyne tte ilta nont

B. itsamo watashi ga matasareta

araiganti ga shin nade hiete

ch¿saaa sekken katakata natta

anata wa watashi no karada o daite

tsuruetaine tte itta nolo

C. wa,kakalta anokoro

nanim o kowa køwanakatta

tada anata nolasashisa ga kowakatta

D. anata wa mo satetano kashira

n/tEoø no kurepasa katte

anata ga kaita watashi no nigaoe

anaka kaiten e/le i//a no ni

E. itsamo chiltotuo nitenat no

mado no shita niwa kanda-gawa

sario hitorua no chlsana geshø,ëu

atana wa watashi nolubisaki mit¡ame

kanashlkai tte klÍa nolo

F. wakakatta anokoro

nanimo kowa kawana ka tta
tada anata nolasashisa ga kowakalta

Kaguya hime - "Kandd-gttucf' ("Kanda River")
Lyrics - ICtajö Tadashi

Music - Minamr l(ösetsu

A. karo ku noji ni koeda o uagete

yki o kile ¡aka arte no hana

Have you aÌeady forgotten?
The red towel you used as a scarf,
The public bathhouse, off the main street,

where we weflt.
Even though I said "let's leave together".

You always kept me waiting,
Until my wet hair became cold like ice.

The small soap clattered.
You held my body,
A.nd you said "isn't it cold?".

Back then, when we were young
And feadess,

I was only afraid of your kindness.

Did you throw it away already?

SØith the 24 pastel crayons you bought,
You drew a portrait of me-
Even though I said "you dtew it beautifully"

NØe were never alike.

Under the window, lies the l(anda River.
Our small boardrng room, three tatanì'mats wide.
You gazed at my fingerdps,
And asked "are you sad?".

Back then, when we were young
A,nd fearless,
I was only aftaid of your kindness

Like the ideograph 'ka' rn'kurd, a twig bends,n

Plum blossom, covered in snow, blooms.

o Thc on-screen Japane se lyric (which is not perform ed) is " rQtgron shoka" ("24-colour") and the lyrjc " ultEon"

("2a') ts instead sung.
b tatami is a rectangular mat made from straw and used as floor lining in Japane se rooms. The usual meâsurements

for the mar are approximately 180 by 90 centimetres and the area of a room is commonly calculated b1' ¡hg

number of mats it can hold, such as four and a.haIf tatami or six tatami (I(oijima and Crane 1987:349-350). lly
common standards, a thrce tatami room-as described in this song-is extremely small.

37. Nagayama Yoko - "Sadame yuki" ("Destiny Snow")
Lyrics - Hoshino Tetsuro

Music - Oka Chiaki
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n'ktÌ canbe trânslated as 'pain' and'kurd can be translated as 'hardships'. Overall, however, this phrase likens the

curved form of the chzLt^ctet pu (() to that of a person who is weighed down with hardships; this is also

reflected in the bent shape of the twig.
b ' k¡bal is an ume tree which bears red blossoms instead of the usual white blossoms.

38. Flosokawa Takashi - "Sakurd no bana no cbiru gotoku"
("Ar if Chetry Blossoms Were Falling")

Lyrics -TakaTakashi
Music - Gen Tetsuya

inochi kal<enakla hana n¡ wa narentl

sonna ik/i ga ,ka ni nioa

itadaka wa, rono kokoro

watashi moluki ni saku onna

B. taeta mono hodolasashikw ikiru
shidare kobai rnite onou

hara ni sakigake sakw ichirin no

hana no sagata ni hagerttasare

taolaka ni rinrin to
sadame no.yaki o.fumishimeru

It can't become a flower if it doesn't risk its life,
Such strength can be smelt in its perfume.
I wiÏ take it, that spirit-
I will also be a woman flowering in the snow.

A person who endures more, will live tendedy,
lØhen I look at the weeping kobai,I wonder.
The flower which blooms before spring:

I am inspired by this image.
Valiantþ, with grace,

J tread Frrrnìy in the destiny snow.

Life is transient.
Is this wodd a dream or an illusion?
As if cherry blossoms were falling.

\Øhat does yout life say about you?
If you only live once in this wodd,
Go forth! You're a man.

Even though life has difficult paths,
Hold passionate feelings in your heatt,

Seek your adventure and bloom like a flower
Go forth! You're 

^m 
n,

Even though life's splendours are fleeting,
Live, love, vividly
Like fite, run and go forth!

A. shojahitsumetsu

konolo waJume ka maboroshi ka
sakura no hana no chiru gotoka nari

B. ikite nani o kimi wa kalarø þ.a

ichìdo kagiri no konolo de areba

lake otoko 1o . . .

C. jinwi kewashiki michi naredo

atsu'ki omoi o mtlfie ni daki
roman o motome hana to ¡ake

luke otoko1o...

D. jinwì issui nolame naredo

ikile aiJhife senre/su ni
hono noloni kaketeløke
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39 Kawanaka Miyuki - "Kimikdgeso - Sîtzurd.fl - "
(('Lily of the Valley")

Lyrics - Mizuki I{aoru
Music - Gen Tetsuya

A. shiroi kosø7a ofuruy ni
kiruikaguo no hana ga sa,kø

doihite hito wa wakaretelaka no

shiawase kareta ano hito ga

watashi o nakasa kita no kani

B. lame no tsaTa/<i wa do naru no

kimikageso no hanalo hana

konomama /abi o samaloi nagara

kohan nolado no akekare ni
l<okoro o kimele kaeritai

40.

A. furinakeba hìtosaji no hikari no naka ni
tokineki to ai o ataa

akai baraga saiteta

kagawashl hana no ka ni kokoro .tlTtterare

ano /tì kara ai o sagasa

nagai tabi wa tsaTa.ka no

B. ame ni atare teruo kary niføkare temo

watashi wa utai tsaTakeru inochi arukagin
a ikøsen ftoJtume o nosete

anata no møne ni todokay ni
a ikasen ftoJoru o koete

eien ni bara no toki o

C. a ikøsen no hoshi no shiTakø

anata no hitomi nørasalo ni
a ikasen ilo asa ga ,kite mo

eien ni bara no toki o

a ikusen noJofil o koete

eien ni bara no toki o

Mikawa Ken'ichi - "Eien ni bara no toki o"

("Hrppy Times for All Eternity")
Lytics - Mizuki Reiji
Music - Gen Tetsuya

Like a sprinkling of little white bells,
The flowers of the lily of the valley is in bloom.
Why do people part ways?

The person who gave me happiness
Makes me cry; the North country.

!Øhat will happen to the rest of our dreams?

The flowers of the lily of the valley, the flowets!
\X/hile I continue wandering on this iourney,
Day and night at the lakeside inn,
I want to return once my heart has decided.

Níhen I turn around, in a ray of light,
Singing excitement and love,
A ted rose has flowered.
My heart is stained

by the fragrant flowet's perfume,
,\nd I've been looking for love since that day

This long journey continues.

Even if I am beaten by rain and blov¡n by wind,
I will keep singing as long as I live.
Ah, carrying many thousands of dreams

To reach your heart.
Ah, spanning many thousands of nights,
H^ppy times for all etetruty.

Ah, the dewdrop of many thousands of stars

Like it is watering your eyes.

Ah, even if there are m^rry thousands
of mornings,

Huppy times for alJ eterniry.

Ah, spanning many thousands of nights,
Hnppy times for all eternity.
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47.

A. naßukasbz itani da wa

<alto fitae ni wasarete ita
demo anata o mita to,ki

jikan dake atoruodori shita no

B. fsltiawase?J to kika'nai de

asolsuka no wa joqu janai
tomodachi nara ira kedo

anna ni wa moeagarenakate

C. as hi n atta 1 øm e da,kega

atsakøshi'ku mierano wa na<e kashira

sugi sa lta 1 a sashisam o i m a wa

aruai kioka sweet memories

D. Don't kjss me baby, !Øe can nevet be
So don't add mote pan
Please don't hurt me 

^gafnI have spent so many nights Thinking of you
Ionging for your touch
I have once loved you so much

E. ano koro wa wakasøgite

itaTøra ni kilutsu,ke altaføtan
ou.çhinalla vshisa o ima wa

loi kio,ka sweet memories

B. jokø mekasltita sagøri no kisø ga

aseru karai nifukami ni hamara

lokoshiruana kìnochi ga

DANCIN'iN THE SUN

MAISUdA SCiKO - "SST/EET MEMORIES''
Lyrics - Matsumoto Takashi

Music - I(imura Masa'aki

It's an old heartache,
I forgot it for a long time.
But when I saw you,
Only time was turned back.

nThe on-screenJapanese lydcs (which are not performed) are"iroaseÍa kanashimi mo ima wa", thus the line reads

"The faded sorrows ate also now".

42. Go Hiromi - "GOLDFINGER'99"
Japanese Lytics - I{an Chinfa
Music - R. Rosa and D. Child

A. furachina riqa.ma de giraßaka ml¿ne wa My glistening chest, caused by
the outrageous thythm,

Is a passionate sign that I want you, ctmon!kini o hoshþralokubo no sain c'rnon!

Don't ask me, "r\fe you happy?"
I'm not good liar.
If it is friends, I have them,
But I could not burn with desire like before.

Only the lost dreams,
\X/hy is it that they look beautiful?
The past kindness is also now
Sweet memories. Sweet memories.

Don't kiss me baby, we can never be [together]
So don't add more pain,
Please don't hurt me again.
I have spent so many nights thinking of you,
Longing for your touch.
I once loved you deady

At that time, we were too young.
We were both mean and hun each other.
nThe lost kindnesses are now
Distant memories. Sweet memories.

Disguised as a joke, the probing kiss,

I rapidly fall into the depths.

My wicked feelings:
Dancing in the sun
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kono mune de abarete tomaranai

Jabanna talo say go!,

C. A CHI CHI A CHI
moeteran daro ,ka

ruo A CHI CHI A CHI
kanjitan daro ka
OH, UPSIDE,INSIDE OUT
kimì o nakasete rno

A CHI CHI A CHI
rore wa tatlto ga saseta koto dalo
natia lto tazlo ga whaa!

D. shita mo torokera kokoa na møne ni
koshì no omowa<a betotsaka

SUMMERTIME,

koltan demo ltaretera

DANCIN'IN THE, SUN
so kinti no hitomi no aragawa ni

labanna ta/to ba}at

E. A CHI CHI A CHI
mitsaketan daro ka
mo A CHI CHI A CH
koboshitan daro ka
OH, UPSIDE,INSIDE OUT
nuretalabisaki de

A CHI CHI A CHI
kimi o ningyo ni

F. A CHI CHIACHI
moeteran daro ka
no A CHI CHI A CHI
kanjitan daro ka
OH, UPSIDE INS]DE, OUT
kimi o nakasetemo

A CHI CHIACHI
Jore wa tatlo ga saseta koto dalo
ninna tailo ga wha yeh ah!

In this heart, it is wild and won't stop
The savage sun. Say go!

Ouch! Ouchllt's hot!
Is it butning?
Oh! Ouch! Ouch! It's hot!
Did you feel it?
Oh, upside inside out!
Even if I make you cry,
Ouch! Ouch!It's hot!
The sun forced me to do that,
That summer sun, whaa!

My tongue also melts over your bronzed breasts,

Without any thought, my hips also stick.
Summertime.

Even if you deny it, it will be revealed,
Dancing in the sun.

That's right, hidden in your eyes is

The savage sun, bah!

Ouch! Ouch! It's hot!
Did you find it?
Oh! Ouch! Ouch! It's hot!
Did you spill it?
Oh, upside inside out!
With my moist fìngertips
Ouch! Ouch! It's hot!
I will turn you into a mermaid.

Ouch! Ouch!It's hot!
Is it burning?
Oh! Ouch! Ouch! It's hot!
Did you feel it?
Oh, upside inside out!
Even if I make you cry,
Ouch! Ouch!It's hot!
The sun fotced me to do that,
Everyone's sun! wha yeh ah!

C'mon!
Gotta, gotta, gotta...the life,
Ya gotta, gotta, gotta...the crazyl0lfe,
Ya gotta, gotta, gotta...cha pah!

C'mon!
gott^, gotta, gotta la vida,
Y^ gotta, gotta, gottala vida loca,
Ya gotta, gott^, gotta cha pah!
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43 Sakamoto Fuyumi - "KAze ni tdtsu"
("To Stand Against the Síind")

Lyrics -Taka Takashi
Music - Gen Tetsuya

A. seiran nifakarete
mane o haru hi mo areba

amekaTg ni tatakarete

kobe o tareru toki mo aru

ltito wa konolo ni ikite aru kagin

lamasaka senri no lsuqaraori

so s a, jinsei 1 aru kk1 a'nai sa

B. ußørlakajìdai no

namikaqe ni nomare lemo

rawaga<¿l ni nagekaqu ni
saiTgn ßukashi tachimukae

If thete are days when
I am blown by the eady summertxeeze

and I am conFtdent,
There are also times when
The driving rain and wind batters me

and I hang my head.

As long as people live in this wodd,
The hills and mountains are vast and winding
That's right! You have to live life to the fullest!

Even if I am engulfed by
The waves and winds of the changing times,
I will do my best to stand up to the hardship,
Without panicking or complaining.

Although it is full of trials and tribulations
that don't go just as you want,

Even then it is a path I must take.
That's right! You have to live life to the fullest!
That's dght! You have to live life to the fullest!

This name won't be harmed,
That's the spirit of the man fnamed] Genbao.

He became Ako roshlsb shadow and
Dedicated his faith solely to the spear,
Scented proudly [ike] Genroku. cherry-blossoms

nzama nì naranai ibara michi naredo

s ore de m o 1 u kane b anaiaru m ic hi
s o s a, jin wi 1 aru kk1 a'nai s a

s o s a, j ìns ei 1 aru kþt a' nai sa

44. Minami Flaruo - "Genroku meisofu - Tawarabosbi Genba -"
("The Famous Spear Song of the Gentoku Era -Tawaraboshi Genba-")

Lyrics - I(tamura Momoji
Music - Nagatsu Yoshiji

A. yri wa ¡abite no l<ono na wa sabina

otoko genba no ,kokomiki
a,ko roshi no kage to nari
tsakasu makoto walari hìtosaji ni
,kaoru ltomare no genroku-qakara

B. fnarration: no text on-screen] [narration: no text on-screen]

toki ni genroku jugo nen juni By the way, it is L4 December
gatsw juyokka in the 15'h yeat of the Genroku era.

edo no yokaze o furautasete Blown by Edo's night breeze,
bibiku a)a yamdgdrywgi no jindaiko the Yamaga-stflea jin-daiåo" sounds.

sbikamo bito ucbi ni uchi san ndgare And one beat, two treats and the third flows,
omou)dzu ba tto tacbiagøri without thinking I stand up in surprise.

mimi o sumasete taiko o kazoe Listening carefully, counting the taiko [beats],
I o, masasbiku akí roshi no ucbüri ja) "Ahh, it's surely Ako roshi's raid".
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suþedacbi suru u)rt kono toki zo
mosbiyd sono nakd ni birwma
u)dkaretd ano sobaya ga

ori du¿asenuka

ndmde u)a nanto ima bitotabi
oute u)dkdrega tsugetai mono to

heiko jwban ni mi o katamete
tan kokurø no hakama
momodacbi takaku tori agesbi

sbira' ay a tatønde usbiro bacbimaki

me no tsaru gotokw
nagesbini hakaru @d senzo denrai

tda)ard danj o kitaetaru
kusbaku no teyari o migite ni

kirido o akete
bitoashi omoteni fumi daseba

ten @d yuan
cbian gaigaitarw sbirøywki o ketdtete

yukute a)a mdtsuzakacbo.

C. kira noyshiki ni kin rzireba

ima, achiiri wa massaicha

so dai¡lto no karanosøke

mitsukete kakeyrø tawaraboshi ga

tenkamuso no konolarì de

osøkedachi oba itaso 7o

D. iwareta toki ni oishi waþkaki go'on wa kono tori

atsaka orei o moshima¡a

saredo tuo koko wa konomama ni

1arì o osamete ohikiage l<udasaru naraba arigatashi

E. kal<ara orishino hitori no roshi galuki o /<etatete

saka, saku, saku, saka,

saka, saka, sa/<a

I sensei) | ou, sobaJta ka)

ud, ua, ua, ua
eri ni kakareta nanae koso

makoto wa sagino no jùhe/i dono

washi ga oshie/a ano gokai
inochi o¡hiruana na o,koso osltime

rippana hataraki inorimasø40 1o
saraba saraba to nigi hidari

This time I will help.
If ttre soba shop man,
with whom I departed during the day,

Happens to be there,
just this once, using your name,
I would like to meet and bid farewell.

Dressed in my pta'ctice jubdnt,
rny bakama made from a rclt of kokwrae
with the hem tucked high into rny obi.

Folding tlne sbira'ayd.t', tying the bacbimaki ¡

tightly at the back.
From the ancestral estates,
hanging from the beam is

The nine-så ak u t-long hand-spear
used to train Tawara danjok,
which I hold in my right hand.
Opening the kiridol
and taking one step outside,

The sþ is datk,
the earth is covered in white sno\ü,
stoming through it
on rny way to Matsuzaka tou¡n...

When flawaraboshi Genba] came

and saw the tesidence of I(ira-,
Now, the øchiiri " raid is at its height,
The commander-in-chief

fof Ako roshl is l{uranosuke,
Tawaraboshi who found loishi] ran up to him.

ffawaraboshi said] "With this spear,

its excellence unparalleled,
May I help you?"

\X/hen this was said, Oishi replied
"With deep gratitude, âs you can see,

I express my heartfelt appreciation.
But here, as it stands,
I'd be thankful if you would

withdraw with your spear".

Just at that moment, one of the roshi

stormed through the snow,
"Cfufich, crunch, ctunch, crunch,

ctunch, ctunch, cfunch",

ffkrts roshi called out to Tawaraboshi] "Master!"

ffawaraboshi replied] "Oh! Are you the
soba noodle shop man?"

"No, no, no, no."
Written on the collar is the very name
He is actually Sir Sugino Juheiii..
ffawaraboshi said] "Those secrets that I taught
Value honour above life,.
I pray for your noble work."
Saying "Goodbye, goodbye", right and left.
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ako roshì nijama .îan¿Jatrtl wa

nailbito taritomo tosan qo

hashi no tamoto de ishiryki tsøite

1arì no genba wa niodachi

F. Utey hibikelalantaga no tai,ko

tsaki noy-qora mo saewatara

Jtame to kiki tsutsu ryogoka no

hashi no tanoto delukifamishimeta

lari no genba no namida ga hil<ara

ffawaraboshi then said] "Anyone who interferes
with Ako roshi,

!Øithout exception, I'll stop them from passing.

At one end of the bridge,
leaning the handle on the gtound,

Genba and the spear stood firmly on guard.

Let's beat the Yamaga taiko druml Make it sound!
The moon and the night sky are clear.
Even though I heard it in a dream,

at the end of Ryögoku's Bridge,
Standing fìrmly in the snow is

The spear on which Genba's te ts are shining.

If he doesn't drink sake,he is a nice fellow.
But when he does drink,

his mischievous vices [appeat].
It's okay, it's really okay, it's ahappy burden
Please sleep on my lap.

If I am not with this person. . .

n In the context of this song, Tawaraboshi Genba (a fìcticious character) is a speat fìghting expert.
b The song is set in the Genroku cta (1688-1704), dudng the Edo period.
, ,ùkõ roshi (or t\ko gishl were the 47 loyal samurai of Akõ, a locality in what is now Hyögo ptefecture. These men

served under their lord, Asano Takuminokami Naganori (1,667-L701).In 1701, Asano was fotced to commit
:eþtku (rituat suicide) for illegally drawing his sword in Edo castle, in tesponse to contemPluous behaviout from
an offìcial (I{ira, see note below). Believing that,\sano was unfaitly treated, 47 of the now mastedess samurai

(ronin) decíded to seek vengeance on l(ira in 1702, by breaking into his house and killing him. The song is about

this incident. -Àlthough 46 rrren participated in the raid, with one instead going to Àsano's widow to notify her of
the plan, the gtoup are commonly referred to as the 47 loyzl retainers of ¡\ko. Following l(ira's death, the 46 men

were caught and were also forced to commit titual suicide (I(oijima and Ctane 1987:5).
¿ Yamaga is a style of tactics and strategy; a school teaching this was founded by Yamaga Soko (1622-1685).
. 
Jìn-daiko is a taiko drum used to signal an atmy's advance and withdrawal on the battle fìeld.

F 

Jubanis the underwear worn beneath kimono.
EKokara is a rype of material for hakama pants, made from thick cotton from I(okura region.
t'Shira'a1a is material that has a twill pattern weaved into a white backgtound.
i Hachimaki rs a headband.
i Shaku is a measurement from an oldJapanese measuring system.
k Daio is a position in an old political system. The role tequires the person to investigate illegal activities within
Edo (fõkyö) and enforce the ofhcial laws.
r Kirido is a small door-like opening in a gate or fence, used for entry and exit.
- I(ira l(ozukenosuke Yoshitanaka (1.641-1.703) was the "high-tanking shogunate offìcial" on whom Ä.sano drew
his sword (I{oijima and Crane i987:5).

" The uchiii is the night of the attack, which is commemorated on 14 December.

" Sugino Jùheiii learned sword fìghting under Tawaraboshi Genba. Tawaraboshi thought Sugino was mercly a soba

shop worker, but nou/ realise s that he is one of the loyal -A.ko rosbi and will use these sword skills to kjll I{ira.

45. Kobayashi Sachiko - r(Yancba zdke" ("Mischievous Sake")
Lyrics - Araki Toyohisa
Music - Gen Tetsuya

G. osake norztanakla t hitl dakedl
ftondaraJanclta no warui kase

1 no 1 nolo aresltl kuro
hiTa de nematte kødasaina

atashi ga kono hito tsuiteina kereba
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H. namidanorokute ikikata heta de

kodomo ga oki,ëu natta mama

t no I nolo a|hita no /<oto wa

kimono iltte zilo nolnanenl wa

atashi ga kono hito tsaìteina kereba

tsuiteina kereba

He is easily moved to tears

and makes â mess out of living.
-As if a child has grown up.
It's okay, it's really okay about tomorrow
Even though I'll sell my krmono [to pay],

I'll let him fteepl drinking.
If I am not with this person. . .

Notwith him...

No matter how sad [you ate],
Tomorrow will always come.
You're not alone, climbing
The long, long hill-side road.

Because I am not God,
I probably don't know teal love,
But if it is the miracle which I feel fot you,
I will not be defeated by God.

Just in this one lifetime,
To have met you
NØhile pretending it is by accident, miracles are

Always nearby.

Ah, I wish for an overwhelming love
I want to protect you.
Even though you wouldn't notice,
I always vr'ant to walk beside [you].

No matter how sad fyou are],
Tomotrow will always come.
You're not alone, climbing
The long,long hill-side road.

If the river flowing between today and the future
Is called a dream,
'Watching the same dream as you,
If I could do this, it would be alright.
Because I am not God,
I can't create a miracle.
But if it is the mi¡acle which I feel for you
I will not be defeated by God.

Ah, I wish for an overwhelming love.
I want to protect you.
Even though you wouldn't notice,
I always want to walk beside [you].

46. Sada Masashi - "Ki seki - oþ,ina ai no yoni - "
("Miracle -Like an Overwhelming Love-")

Lyrics and music - Sada Masashi

A. donna ni ¡eÍsanaku teno

kanaraTa ashita wa kuru
nagai nagaì ¡akatuichi noboru no wa

anata ltitorijanai

B. bo/<a wa,kamìsarua de nai kara
honto no ai wa taban shiranai

/<eredo anata o omotl kiseki^ nara

,kantisana ni nakenai
/atla ichido no jinrci ni
anata to megurìaeta koto

gùryn oloso'oi nagara kiseki wa

ilsano chìkaka ni ira

C. a okìna ai ni naritai
anata o ruamotte agetat

anata wa,Qiqakanakø terno

itsttdemo tonarì o araite itai

D. donna ni setsana,Qa teruo

kanarala ashila wa karu
nagai nagai sa/<aruichi noboru no wa

anata ltitorijanai

E. ,kJo to mirai no aida ni
nagdreTTl kawa o1arue to iu nara

rtnata to onEilzme o mita. /<oto ga

dekitanara sore de t
boka wa kamisana de nai kara
kì seki o tsakuru koto wa dekinai

keredo anata 0 0/1/0/./ ki seki nara

kanìsama ni nnkenai

tr. a okina ai ni naritai
aftata o ruamotte agetat

anata wa kiqakana,ka teno

itsadento tonari o araite itai
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a The on-scte en Japanese lyric (which is not perform ed) is " kokoro", thus the line reads "My he art which feels for
you".

Yuki Saori and Yasuda Sachiko - "FwrwsAto" ("Flometown")
Lyrics - Takano Tatsuy"rki

Music - Okano Teüchi

a okinalume ni naritai
anata o ßußande agetai

anata no egao o mamom tame nt

lalun boku wa arnarele kita

,4.h, I wish for a great dteam,
I want to envelop you.
I was most likely born
To protect your smile.

That mountain where I chased rabbits,
That river where I fìshed for little carp,
Even now, my dream returns:
My unforgettable hometown.

Mothet dear, oh, mother dear,

If I look up to the sky, [you are] the sky.

On rainy days, you become my umbrella;
'One day, you too will be an umbrella
For others in the wodd', fthis] you taught me.

Your, your ffuthful [words],
I will never forget them.

Mother dear, oh, mother deaÍ,
If I gaze at the flowers, fyou are] the flowers
'The life of a flower is shott, but
The grace of the flowet's spirit
Lives with strength', [this] you taught me.

47.

A. asagi oishi kanolama
kobøna ßarishi kano kawa

Jame wa ìma mo negarite

wasaregataki furusato

B. ika ni imasø chichi haha

ßu ß øganas lti 1 a torn ogaki

ame ni kaTe ni tsø,Qetemo

omoü7ara furusato

C. kokoroTashi o hatashite

itsa no hi nika ,Qaeran

Jama wa aokifurusato
miqa wa kfio,kifarasato
miqa wa kþokifarusato

FIow are you, my father and mother?
FIow ate my ftiends, are they well?
In the rain and in the wind,
Remembering my hometown.

After I fulfil my ambitions,
I'll go back [there] someday.

The green mountains of my hometown,
The pure waters of my hometown.
The pute waters of my hometown.

Mori Shin'ichi - "Ofwkwro-san" ("Mothet Dear")
Lyrics - I(awauchi Yasunori

Music - Inomata l(ösho

48.

A. Ofakuro -san 1o ofukuro-san

sora o mia¿erya sora ni aru

ane gafura hi wa kasa ni nari
omae mo itsaka walonor¡aka no

kasa ni nareJo lo oshiete kareta

anala no anaÍa no shinlitsa

wa¡ure wa shinai

B. Oføkaro-san 1o ofukaro-san

hana o mitsamerya hana ni ara

hana no inochi wa nlikai ga

hana no ko,koro no isagiyosa

tsalo,ku ikþo to oshiete ,kureta
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anata ilo afia.ta no shinjitsa

wasilre wa ihinai

C. Ofa kuro -sail Jo ofa,ktlro-san

Jama o ruiageryalama ni aru

yki gafara hi wa nukømori o

omde ruo itsaka walo no na,ka ni
ai o tomose to oshiete kareta

anala no afialo fto shinjißa

waJtlre wa Jhinai

Your, your truthful [words],
I will never fotget them.

Mother dear, oh, mother dear,

If I look up to the mountains,

[you are] the mountains.
On snowy days, you are my warmth.
'One day, you too will burn with love
for others in the wodd', fthis] you taught me
Your, your truthful [words],
I will never forget them.

My lingering scent cannot be hidden,
And without your knowrng,

it has gradually permeated you.
Rather than someone stealing you a\vay,

Can I kill you?
!Øaking up dishevelled, our hidden hideaway,
The winding road, theJoren waterfall.

Soaring high, crashing down.
On the other shoulder is you.
The mountain burns!
No matter what happens, it is alright.
I go through the boiling, buming flames.

I want to cross the Amagi pass with you!

When your mouth opened, you talked of parting,
It was like broken glass ptercmg me.

Although it may be cold when we are together,
It is warm if I can embtace your lies.

T}i'e wasabi^ marsh, the hidden road,
The scattered showers at night, the l(anten bridge.

Bitter, so bitter,
But my body feels otherwise. You,
The mountain burns!
Even if I carì never go back, it is alright.
I am reeling, burning, as I crawl on the ground.
I want to cross the -A.magi pass with you!

49.

A. kakushi ,kirenai aßuriga ga

itsashika anata ni shini tsøita

dareka ni torareru kørai nara

anata o korosbite i desa ka
aemidarete kakarelado
ßaluraorijoren no taki

maiagari lureocltirw
kata no mako ni anata

Jrama 8a mqera

narui ga atte mo mo I no

l<ørakara rnoera hi o ,køguri

anata to koetai anagi-goe

B. kachi o hirakeba wakarera to

sasatta mamma no ware Saraia

ftltari de itatte samui kedo

w¡o demo dakarerya atatakai
wasabi Tawa ka/<are michi

s ay s h igøre Kan te n - b a s l¡ i

arande mo arande mo

karada arahara anata

Jama 84 mqera

modorenakø temo mo t no

kurakøra moeru clti o hatte

dnata to koetai amagi-goe

Ishikawa Sayuri - "Amagi-goe" ("Amagi Pass")
Lyrics - Yoshioka Osamu

Music - Gen Tetsuya

" The Izu Peninsula region, where r\magi pass is located, is Japan's principal producer of wasabi (horsetadish).
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50.

A. me o tEite nani mo //xie<u

kanashikøte nte o dkereba

koy ni makdtl nichiyri
hoka ni miera mono wa nashi

a kadal<e chira sadame no hoshitachiy
semete hisolaka rtì kono mi o teraselto

ware waJuka aojiroki hoho no mama de

ware waJraka saraba søbarwlo

B. ¡ki o sareba nxlne no naka

kogarashi wa naki tsalakera
saredo waga mane wa atsakø

Jtlille 0 oi tsulakeru nan

a sanTame,ku na mo naki hoshitachiY
semele alalakani sono mi 0 ztrrtreJ0

ware l7t7Jaka kokoro fto mei<aru rllama ni

ware molaka saraba sabarulo

C. {la la la la-la Ia la la Ia Ia lah,
la la Ia la-la la Ia la la-ah-la-Iah.
Ia la la la la la la Ia la-ah-Ia lalr,
la la la la Ia la la la la-ah-la lah)

D. a itsu no hi ka dareka ga kono michi o

a itsø no hi ka dareka ga kono nichi o

ware walaku aojiroki hoho no marnade

ware walaka saraba subaralo
ware walaka saraba søbaralo

51.

A. shiraTashìraqa arain kita
hosoku nagai kono nùclti

furikaereba haruka toka

førusato ga miera

dekoboko ruichi y magarikanelta nùchi

chiTø sae nai ¡ore mo matajinsei

a kawa no ilagare nolo nt

larrryakani ikalsø no jidai wa sagite

à kawa t?o nagare nolo ni

Tanimura Shinji - "Subarw" ("The Pleiades")
Lyrics and music - Tanimura Shinji

I close my eyes and can see nothing.
It saddens me, so I open my eyes.

,\ road toward the vast plains:
There is nothing else.

,{,h, the scattered stars of destiny,
At least you secretly light me.

Tendo Yoshimi - "Kdwsa no ndgdre no yo ni"
("Like the River's Flow")

Lyrics - Akimoto Yasushi
Music - Mitake -A.kita

I will go with pale cheeks.

I will go. Farewell, Pleiades

\Øhen I breathe, the cold winter wind
Continues to howl through my heart.
Nevertheless, my heart is burning
Chasing after my dreams.

,\h, the rustling nameless stats,

At least you end your life brilliantly.

I, too, will go, following my heart's desire
I, too, will go. Farewell, Pleiades.

{la la la Ia-la la la la la la lalr,
Ia la la la-la la la la la-ah-la-lah.
Ia Ia la la la Ia Ia la la- ah-la-lah,
la la la la la la la Ia Ia- ah-la-lah. )

Ah, someday someone will follow this path.
Ah, someday someofle will follov¡ this path.
I will go with pale cheeks.

I will go. Farewell, Pleiades.

I will go. Farewell, Pleiades.

Without knowing it,
I have walked this long, nartow road.

nØhen I look back, far away in the distance,
I can see my hometown.
The toad was bumpy, the road was winding.
There isn't even a map, but this, too, is life.

Ah, like the rivet's flow!
Slowly, many eras pass,

Ah, like the river's flow!
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tomedonal<a slra ga tasogare ni somarø dake

B. ikirø koto wa tabi søra koto

owari no nai kono nichi
ai surw hìto soba ni trarete

lame sagas/ti nagara

ame nifurarete nwkarunda michi deno

itsul<a wa mata harera hi ga kura kara

a ,kawa no nagare nolo nt

odalaka ni kono mì o makasete itai
a kawa lto nagare nolo ni
atsururiløka kisetsuykido,ke o machi nagara

52

A. ano ko doko ni irø nolara
hoshiqora no tsøqø/<u ano machi atari ka

hosoi kaTg no kachibae ga

koi no kiTuato ni shimiru

a akirameta koi dakara
naosara aitai aitai no ichido

Joru wa itsamo hitori ltocchi

B. ano ko kaelte oide to

nagare-boshi ni nose sottolonde nita
dare mo kolae wa shinaiy
shiroì hana ga chira bakari

a todokanailame dakara

nazsara sanisht samisht kono munelo

) o-<ora to ku hates hinai

Itsuki Hiroshi - "Yo-zord" ('(The Night Sky")
Lyrics - Yamaguchi Yöko
Music - Hirao Masa'aki

Endlessly, the sky is imbued
with [the colours ofl twilight.

To live is to travel,

[On] this road which has no end,

Closely, taking along the person I love,
While I search fot my dream.
It is raining and even though the road is muddy,
One day, once again, a clear day will come.

,\h, like the tiver's flow!
Calmly, I want to entrust myself [to the flow!]
,\h, like the rivet's flow!
Seasons are ever-changing, fand I am waiting]

for the snow to melt.

That grrl, I wonder where she is?

The endless starry sky-[is she] over there
in that town?

The whistle of the light wind
Pierces my btoken heart.

,{.h, because it is a fotsaken love,
All the more, I want to see you,

see you orìe mofe üme.
At rught, I am always alone.

That gid, please come back fto me],
I called sofdy to a shooting stat.

Nobody will answet,
Only white flowers fall.

Ah, because it is an unattainable dream,
All the more, I am lonely, lonely, in this heart.
The night sky is long and endless!
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Wada Akiko - "Ano kane o nardsu no wct dndtd"
("You Are The One Ringing That Bell")

Lyrics - Aku Yù
Music - Morita l{öichi

Everyone is lonely.
The person ringing that bell is

A. hito wa mina kodoku no naka
ano ,þ,ane o naraia no wa.

B. anata ni aeteSokatta

anata niwa kibo no nioiga sara

ts a n aqaìte ki7øß aite n a kis a ke n de m o

sawalakana kil¡o no nioi ga søra

r¡achi wa irna nemuri no naka

ano kane o ilarasl.l. no wa anata

hito wa mina nalami no naka
ano ,þ,ane o narasa no wa anata

C. anata ni aetelo,kalta

aishi au kokoro ga modolte kuru

lasashisala itawariyfureaa koto o

shinjitai kokoro ga modolte kuru

maclti wa ima ¡abaku no naka
ano kane o narastl no wa anata

hito wa mina kodoka no naka

ano kane o ilaraJlr no wa anata

53

54.

A. Seiyat^ Seiyal Seiyøl Seiya!
Seiyal Seiyal Seiyal Seiyal
Seiyal Seiyal Seiyal Seiyal
Seiyal Seiyat Seiyal Seiyal

B. otoko wa matsari o sosa

kaßøide ikin kita

Jrtm¿t no kami ami no ,kami

kotoshi mo homlo ni arigalo

s hiroi fø ndo s hi hi kis him e ta

hadaka wakashø niluki ga ntaa

nzatsuri da matsøri da matsari

da honen matsarì

tsachì no nioi no shitaikonda
iegare sono te ga takaramono

The city is now a desert.

You are the one ringrng that bell.
Everyone is lonely.
You are the one ringing that bell.

Kitaiima Saburõ - "Mdtswrf" (((Festival")
Lyrics - Takanishi Rei

Music -HaraJoji

Seiya!^ Seiya! Seiya! Seiya!

Seiya! Seiya! Seiya! Seiya!

Seiya! Seiya! Seiya! Seiya!

Seiya! Seiya! Seiya! Seiya!

I was glad to have met you,
You smell of hope.
Although you stumble, you are hurt and you wail,
You smell of fresh hope.

The city is now is asleep

You are the one ringrng that bell.
Evetyone has troubles.
You are the one ringing that bell.

I was glad to see you.
The feeling of loving each other will return to me.

I(ndness, caring and touching,
The feeling of believing will teturn.

Men bearing the festival palanquin, yes.

On their shoulders were living life.
God of the mountains, god of the seas,

We truly thank you for this past year.

The snow swirls atop the young men, naked
Except fot white loincloths.

Festival! Festival! FesuvaMt's a festival
For the year of abundance.
The smell of the earth has permeated
Jþs se¡s-their hands are treasures.
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C. Seiyat Seiyal Seiyøl Seiyal
Seiyat Seiyøl Seiyal

D. otoko wa matsari de sosa

otoko o migakanda

Jrtma no kaai umi no kani
inochi o honto ni arigaø

føne ni goshiki no hata o tate

umi no otoko ga kaTe o /<ira

Seiya! Seiya! Seiya! Seiya!

Seiya! Seiya! Seiya!

Men at the festival, yes, [they]
Hone themselves as men.
God of the mountains, god of the seas,

We truly thank you for life.
Hoisting a hve-colouted flag atop the boat,
The man of the seas bears into the wind.

Festival! Festival! Festival!
It's a festival for the good catch.

Look! The red sun rises!

The sons are first to ro.w the boat!

Bum! The life of 
^ 

man is one of sweat and tears

I wüI again live to the fullest.

This is the festival of Kolta,þùl

Seiya! Seiya! Seiya! Seiya!

Seiya! Seiya! Seiya! Seiya!
Seiya! Seiya! Seiya! Seiya!

Yeah!Yeah!Yeah!

[spoken] Thank you!

By the light of fìteflies and snow by the window,
Reading books-the days turn to months.
Open the next door in life and move foward,
on this morning, we must go ouf sepafate ways.

matcuri da ruatsari da matsuri

da taìry0 matsari

mirolo nakka na hi ga nobora

ngare ichibanfane o koge

m0er0Jr0 namida to ase koso otoko no rotttan

ore mo donto mata ikitelarø
kore ga Kobaku 1no) nat¡ari daJo

F.. Seiyal Seiyal Seiyat Seiyat
Seiyal Seiyal Seiyal Seiyal
Seiyal Seiyal Seiyøt Seiyat Seiyal

Yeah!Yeah!Yeah!

fspoken] drigatol

A. Hotaru no hikari nado nolaki
fumiyma ßø,Qihi kasane tsat¡a

itsashika tosl¡i nto sagi no to o

a ke te qo ke s awa wa,karel a ka

n seja is a vocal timing device, traditionally used in festival songs to indicate the rhythm for walking or lifting the
portable shrine.
b The on-screen Japanese lyric is "Nþpon" ('Japan') and if sung, the lyrics would conclude as follows:

D. kore ga nþpon natsari dalo This is the festival of )apanl

The 50th Kobaku Community and others (The Kobaku Finale Song)

- "Hotdru no bikari" ("^Íhe Light of Fireflies")
Japanese Lyrics - Ministry of Education /Inagal<t Senten

Music - Uncredited Scotush Folksong/Robett Butns
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APPENDIX H _ STILL IMÀGES FROM'THE.A.CCOMPANYING D\/D

1 Moningu Musumeo 
-"LOVE 

mashzn" ("Love Machine")

Song Performance 1

Stìll image teproduced from the 50th Kohaka 1999:Television Progtamme

DA puMp_..\ff/s can't stop the music,'
Song Petformance 2
Still image reproduced from the 50'h Kahaka 1999:Television Programme.

Tob a l çþ1vo 
-4 

14 s h i qu ri - n i s a k/' (" C ap e,{. s hi zuti")
Song Performance 6
Still image reptoduced ftom the 50'h Kohakø 1999:Television Programme.

The 50th Kohaka Community
(The 5Qtt' Kahaka Community Song) 

-* 
N/aisseiki no kimitachi e-,{. song fot

children-" ("For the People of the 21't Century-A Song for Children-")
The Final Song Performance in the First Half
Still image reptoduced ftom the 50th Kohaka 1999:Television Progtamme.

Tendö Yoshimi-"Kawd n0 nagare nolo ní' ("Like the River's Flow")
Song Petformance 51

Still image reptoduced ftom the 50th Kohakø 1999:Television Progtamme.

Kitzjima $ ¿þ¿1[-6' M a ts ø n" ("Fe s tival")
Song Petformance 54
Still image teproduced from the 50th Kohakø 1999:Television Progtamme.

Jþs 56tt' K¡hakø Community and others

Qhe Kohakø Finale Song¡-"-F/, tarø no hikarf' ("The Light of Fireflies")
The Final Song Performance in the Second Half
Still image reproduced ftom the 50th Kohaku 1999:Television Progtamme

2

J

4

5

6

7
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Example 1

Mõningu Musumeo
"LOVE ma.rlttfl" ("Love Machine")
Song Performance 1

-The 
50th Kohal<a



Example 2

DA PUMP
"'W'e can't stop the music"
Song Petformance 2

-The 
50th Kohaka



Example 3

Toba Ichirõ
" As hi qa ri-m is a ki" ("Cape Ashizuri")
Song Performance 6

-The 
50rh Koha/<a



Example 4

The 50th Koltaka Community
(The 50tt' Kohaka Community Song)
Nijuisseiki no /<initachi e-A Song for Children-"
("For the People of the 21't Century-A Song for Children-")
The Final Song Performance in the First Half

-The 
50'h Kohaku



Example 5

Tendo Yoshimi
"Kdwã n0 nagare no 1o ni" ("Like the River's Flow")
Song Performance 51

-The 
50th Kohaka



Example 6

I(itajima Saburõ
" Matsari" ("Festival")
Song Petformance 54

-The 
50th K¡haka



Example 7

The 50'h Koba/<a Community znð others
(The Kohaka trinale Song)
"Hotaru no hi/<ari" ("The Light of Fireflies")
The Final Song Performance in the Second Half

-The 
50rh Kohaka



Glossary:
Selected Terms

akagumi sbikai
The Red Team MC in Kohaka. The MC introduces the song performers and

encourages nvalry between the teams.

enka
-A ballad-style music genre characterised by sentìmental þcs, Western instruments
andJapanese scales.

geinokai
The entertainment wodd of Japan which includes celebdties from film, television and

music industries.

Kobakw utrtgassen
Japan's highly anticipated annual'Red and White Song Contest'held since 1951. The
contest features professional song performers who are divided into Red or White
Teams according to sex. Throughout the contest, the singets alternate performances
until one team is judged the winner.

omisoka
New Year's Eve. Literally, the 'grand last day' of the yeat.

sogo sbtR,dt
The General Chai¡man for the Kohaka contest who ovetsee s proceedings.

shirogumi sbikøi
The White Team MC in Kohaka. The MC introduces the song performers and

encourages rívalty between the teams.

The sought-after position of final performer for each team tn Kohaka.
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